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10/01/2020 OIR-20-000 Active Whakaki Freshwater Improvement copies of:

1. resource consent forms signed by Hereheretau B2K2B trustees

2. Weir & recirculating wetlands proposal

3. all paperwork & minths with HBRC, WDC & Whakaki Lakes Trust

4. correspondence with Iwitea re their involvement with weir

Individual

20/12/2019 OIR-19-087 Transferred new name and logo for HB Arts and Events 

Centre

Documentation of the selection process for the new name of the HB Arts & Events centre 

incl public consultation & logo design

Baldwins Intellectual Property

20/12/2019 OIR-19-086 Active use of glyphosate-based herbicides 1. guidelines Council uses for the application of glyphosate-based herbicide on Council 

owned land, by  council staff & contractors

2. Does Council limit use of glyphosate in areas children play?

3. Has Council formally considered a spray-free streets and parks policy in the last 5 years? If 

so, what was considered & what decision was made?

4. Does Council use steam weeding, hot water/foam, ‘natural’ spray products, &/or 

mechanical alternatives & and if so what percentage of weed control by each alternative? 

5. Does Council or its contractors have equipment to carry out steam, hot water/foam 

weeding? What is owned by Council & what by its contractors?

6. Does Council keep records of pesticides including herbicide volumes used annually, if so 

please supply. If comprehensive records not maintained, what quantity of glyphosate-based 

herbicides does Council and its contractors use each year on Council owned land?

7. Does Council differentiate vegetation control methods between areas open to the 

public & other Council owned land?

8. Does Council use glyphosate-based herbicides for aquatic & surrounds vegetation 

control? What other herbicides are used in aquatic & surrounds vegetation control?

9. What monitoring of herbicides residue is undertaken in public residential areas, aquifers, 

drinking-water source points & water supplies controlled by Council, & supply results of 

monitoring.

Soil and Health Assn of NZ

3/12/2019 OIR-19-085 Completed Water Supply and Wastewater Assets 

resource consents

resource consents associated with public water supply & treatment plants & wastewater 

utilities including expiry dates

Beca Consulting

25/11/2019 OIR-19-084 Completed FEMPS in Tukituki sub-catchments for each Tukituki sub-catchment

1. # of properties exceeding 4ha (exl low intensity)

2. # of these that have completed & filed a FEMP

3. # of these within LUC nitrogen limit

4. # of these in excess of LUC nitrogen by less than 30%

5. # of these properties with incomplete fencing of waterways when FEMP filed

Individual

20/11/2019 OIR-19-083 Completed flight costs 2018-19 financial year - Total spend & number of domestic and international flights incl 

purpose of travel

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

22/10/2019 OIR-19-082 Completed external catering costs for 2019 to date, 2018 & 2017 - total spent on external catering Stuff Journalist

22/10/2019 OIR-19-081 Completed Papanui raw test data for the period 01/01/2015 to 30/07/2019, raw data of all water tests on Papanui Stream & 

its tributaries, incl Nitrogen, Phoshorus, E-coli, Faecal, flow & sediment

Individual

17/10/2019 OIR-19-080 Completed history of elected members for period 1989-2001 - names of all elected members, term dates & gender Individual

16/10/2019 OIR-19-079 Completed resource consent non compliance for last 5 years - a list of consents infringements & abatement notices by Consent ID, incl 

description of infraction, date issued and address

Quant AI

14/10/2019 OIR-19-078 Completed List of abatement notices list of abatement notices, incl description & date issued + relevant resource consent ID for 

the last 5 years

Quant AI

14/10/2019 OIR-19-077 Completed Staff Remuneration 1. The job titles of staff, ordered by seniority, with total remuneration of $250k + annually @ 

30 September 2019.

 2. The annual remuneration amount for each of those roles.

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

13/10/2019 OIR-19-076 Completed Rates due date is it legal for HBRC to set rates one month before the due date Individual

10/10/2019 OIR-19-075 Completed Data on all non-compliance events for dairy 

farms

data on all non-compliance events; (abatement/infringement notices/prosecutions) for 

dairy farms for the last 10 years. If possible the names and addresses of the farms

Ravensdown

10/10/2019 OIR-19-074 Completed Geomap of all landfill sites in Hawkes Bay Geomap of all landfill sites in Hawkes Bay Individual

10/10/2019 OIR-19-073 Completed Air and Water Discharge Consents companies in HB:

1. Current air discharge consents with monitoring conditions

2. Current discharge to water consents with monitoring conditions

Watercare Services Ltd

7/10/2019 OIR-19-072 Completed costs of weedspraying the annual costs of weed control, and annual schedule of weed spraying Individual

4/10/2019 OIR-19-071 Completed copy of resource consent application copy of Alexander application to operate a 450 L/s flood pump & installation of defences 

against water at 440 Puketapu Road, incl all supporting info

Individual

28/09/2019 OIR-19-070 Completed staff communications re RMA Part 2 advice to 

RPC

email communications between T Skerman & C Edmonds during the period 18 July - 15 

August 2019 that relate to the Part 2 paper

Individual

29/09/2019 OIR-19-069 Completed Papanui water test results for June 2015 thru August 2019 raw sampling results data (not averaged) from:

1. #1 test site, Papanui stream at Walker Road

2. #4 test site, Papanui stream at Tod Road

3. #21 test site, Kaikora Tributary at Drumpeel Road

incl Nitrogen, Phosphorus, Sediment, Faecal & Flow

Individual

27/09/2019 OIR-19-068 Active building energy performance respond via online link to the following:

1. During the next 12 months do you plan to assess & certify the sustainability performance 

of your major property asset(s) ?

in the 2018-19 financial year:

2. How much grid supplied electricity (kWh) did your main Council Office building consume?

3. How much gas (kWh or MJ) did your main Council Office building consume?

4. How much Diesel (litres) for non-backup purposes did your main Council Office building 

consume?

5. How much Coal (Kg) did your main Council Office building consume?

6. What is the floor area (m2) of this building?

7.Does the Council occupy the whole building ?

NZ Green Building Council

26/09/2019 OIR-19-067 Completed key planning provisions for arable farmers 1. What are the relevant planning documents for arable activities & what stage of the 

planning process are they at?

2. What waterways in HB require setbacks for stock exclusion, cultivation, spray or fertiliser 

activities?

3. Does HB require farm environment plans &/or will they be imposed in future?

4. Does HB have different rules for different catchments & broadly what are they?

5. How does HB deal with iwi matters in relation to arable land uses and setbacks?

6. Does HB impose N & P limits and what are the relevant provisions for these?

7. Will the new NPS-FW require HB to do considerable re-working of RRMP provisions or 

some modification as opposed to a full re-write?

Foundation for Arable Research

23/09/2019 OIR-19-066 Completed council wastewater discharge enforcement 

actions

For July 2018 - June 2019; 2017-2018; 2016-2017; 2015-2016; 2014-2015 please provide:

abatement notices, infringement notices & formal warnings HBRC has issued to councils for 

wastewater discharges, incl details of the offending in each instance & outcome 

Marty Sharpe, Stuff Journalist

23/09/2019 OIR-19-065 Completed complaints against Council employees Records on every complaint against every employee ever James Burgess

16/09/2019 OIR-19-064 Transferred DP100389W stormwater discharge copy of the investigation from HDC on "where data indicates that an episodic release of 

contaminants has occurred" as required by consent condition 17(f).

David Renouf

18/09/2019 OIR-19-063 Completed Rocket Lab Launch Complex 1 1. All communications between HBRC & Rocket Lab Ltd in 2018 & 2019 to date

2. All reports, emails, meeting minutes, briefings, memos, presentations & internal 

communications in 2018 & 2019 to date re Rocket Lab Launch Complex 1 on Mahia 

Peninsula

George Block, Stuff Journalist
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13/09/2019 OIR-19-062 Completed CHB wastewater discharge sampling results last 3 years of water quality sampling results from the CHB wastewater pond discharge Hydrologics Ltd

11/09/2019 OIR-19-061 Completed consents to discharge to water provide a list of all current 'discharge to water consents' incl consent holder, subtype of 

discharge (eg stormwater, animal waste), purpose of the consent, water body being 

discharged to, the commencement & expiry dates &, if applicable, the type & volume of 

discharge allowed -

in Spreadsheet format

Stuff Journalist

28/08/2019 OIR-19-060 Completed RPC RMA Part 2 legal advice copies of:

1. Policy Team email correspondence with Simpson Grierson re commission of the advice

2. Any Simpson Grierson responses to questions raised in relation to the drafting of the Part 

2 paper

Amy Minster

5/09/2019 OIR-19-059 Completed Lake Whakaki resource consents Copies of all documentation associated with resource consents, incl applications & 

anticipated applications, for any work / action(s) planned to be done or being done on or 

around the Whakaki Lake / Lagoon incl for a proposed weir or the like.

Individual

20/08/2019 OIR-19-058 Completed NCC Ahuriri Master Plan 1. Has HBRC done an analysis of the NCC Masterplan?

2. Is there support from HBRC for the wetland creation concept?

3. What are the proposed storm water outlet improvements contemplated?

4. Given these include HBRC assets, what involvement has HBRC had in their design?

5. What water quality objectives has NCC set?

6. Have these been assessed by the HBRC science team?

7. What are HBRC plans to stop contamination flowing into the estuary?

8. Can we have a paper brought to council on this?

election candidate

16/08/2019 OIR-19-057 Completed River temperature and rhyhabsim files Monthly river temperature data Jan 2009-Dec 2018 and any cross-sectional physical habitat 

surveys or rhyhabsim type input files typically used for flow setting. For a research program 

to better understand the links between habitat and fish.

HB Fish and Game

17/08/2019 OIR-19-056 Completed Government Funding and Grants to HBRC grants & loans HBRC received from Govt since 1 July 2016 election candidate

26/08/2019 OIR-19-055 Completed Property Compliance information A record of enforcement action undertaken by the Council, or complaints made to Council 

for 3 specific Hastings properties

 

Bell Gully

21/08/2019 OIR-19-054 Completed actions taken to address climate change 

emergency

Since you declared a climate emergency, provide tangible steps taken and steps planned in 

immediate future, incl timelines & action points

Individual

7/08/2019 OIR-19-053 Completed Heretaunga Plains water use and consented 

volumes

1. For seasons or years since 2013, total annual consented volumes (in m3) for Hastings 

DC, Napier CC, all potable water takes, all irrigation takes, all storage (harvesting) takes, all 

other takes.

Or the consents database as previously provided to extract the info, providing all volumes 

m3/year.

2. For seasons or years since 2013, recorded volume used versus consented volume for 

those consents above that report usage. Or a database that I can extract this information 

from.

Heinz-Watties Limited

19/08/2019 OIR-19-052 Completed consents cost recovery For the Resource Consents section for 2016-18, 17-18 and 18-19:

1. total income broken down by rates, fees & charges, & other (please describe)

2. total expenditure broken down by staff costs, overheads, payments 

to contractors/consultants, & other (please describe)

Policy Works

19/08/2019 OIR-19-051 Completed consents DP100389W and DP050453L For DP100389W for period 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2019, copies of:

1. (condition 6) stormwater sampling results

2. (condition 7) annual compliance monitoring reports

3. total suspended solids results

4. any reports on or about Lowes Lake catchment, e.g. Adam Forbes (Forbes Ecology) report

For DP050453L:

5. copies of all Lake Low and settling ponds discharge water quality sampling results

6. any reports on or about the consent

Individual

8/08/2019 OIR-19-050 Completed contaminated sites - dumps vulnerable to 

climate change impacts

1) a spreadsheet listing all contaminated sites in HB

2) a spreadsheet listing all contaminated sites identified as potentially vulnerable to climate 

change impacts

3) For each vulnerable site, include:

a) the source of the risk (eg coastal erosion, flooding, etc);  b) the potential consequence (eg 

leaching of toxic chemicals into waterway, release of toxic rubbish to the sea; contamination 

of groundwater, etc); and c) what, if anything, is being done to secure the site

4) If work has not been done to identify at-risk sites, please say why not, or if any work is 

currently underway.

5) spreadsheet list of any rubbish dumps (current or historical) identified as at risk from 

climate change impacts

Stuff Journalist

30/07/2019 OIR-19-049 Completed Regional Gravel allocation 1 current allocations areas & maps

2 annual extraction takes by river incl consents by extraction companies

3 long term management plan for regional gravel extraction

Individual

23/07/2019 OIR-19-048 Completed Rocket Lab resource consents The Environmental Impact Assessment done prior to Rocketlab consents being granted + all 

consent applications & approved consents to date

Individual

1/08/2019 OIR-19-047 Refused the Government’s Essential Freshwater 

package

for the period between 1 April and 1 August 2019, and relating to the Regional Sector Group 

- 

1. All information written, reviewed or considered by HBRC in relation to the Government’s 

Essential Freshwater package.

2. All information between HBRC & DairyNZ, Beef+Lamb NZ, Federated Farmers, 

Horticulture NZ, regarding the Government’s Essential Freshwater package.

Individual

1/08/2019 OIR-19-046 Completed copies of OIR-19-039 and -040 LGOIMA 

responses

copies of abatement notice, infringement notice & letter dated 24 May 2005 provided in 

response to LGOIMA requests OIR-19-039 & -040

Stuff Journalist

31/07/2019 OIR-19-045 Completed copies of LGOIMA requests as published copies of requests OIR-19-028, OIR-19-037 & OIR-19-042 Radio NZ

26/07/2019 OIR-19-044 Refused Napier Port insurance 1.  current percentage of natural disaster underinsurance on material damage & vehicle 

insurance cover compared to the estimated probable maximum loss exposure

2. current percentage of underinsurance on the business interruption insurance compared 

to the estimated probable maximum loss exposure

3. indemnity period for business interruption cover

4. current total natural disaster excess amount

5. In the event of a large natural disaster how would the Port propose to fund the shortfall 

in insurance cover 

Individual

22/07/2019 OIR-19-043 Completed rubbish dumping In HB since June 2018:

1. amount of rubbish illegally dumped

2. number of dumping complaints made

3. number of fines & value issued for dumping

4. Any prosecutions or further action taken re dumping 

NZ Herald Journalist

22/07/2019 OIR-19-042 Completed dairy effluent discharges prosecutions, abatement notices & infringement notices issued for dairy effluent discharges 

for year to 30 June 2019, including name of prosecuted party, charges faced, outcome of 

any court action & sentencing notes if available

Stuff Journalist

22/07/2019 OIR-19-041 Completed councillor 2016 triennium meeting 

attendance records

Attendance records for Council & committee meetings during the 2016-19 triennium HB Today Journalist

16/07/2019 OIR-19-040 Completed Operation of Unconsented Pump Operation of Unconsented Pump and Installation of unconsented Defences against Water - 

copy of the abatement notice served to P &/or L Alexander on 29/5/19 or thereabouts for 

operating an unconsented pump & the installation of defences against water at 440 

Puketapu Road, incl all conditions & consequences for not abiding by these conditions

Individual
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16/07/2019 OIR-19-039 Completed Operation of Unconsented Pump (1) Letter from Scott Bremer (Consents Officer) to Philip Alexander dated 24 May 2005 or 

thereabouts

(2) Infringement Notice issued to Phil Alexander by Ian Lilburn (HBRC) for operation of 

unconsented pump dated shortly thereafter

Individual

8/07/2019 OIR-19-038 Completed water restrictions all water restriction types, implemented by your regional council over the last 50 years 

including time/seasonal periods of restrictions

Individual

11/07/2019 OIR-19-037 Completed Kiwi deaths-missing at Cape Kidnappers all correspondence, notes of phone conversations, meetings, & reports, etc for period early 

2017 to February 2018 relating to deaths/missing kiwi at Cape Sanctuary

Individual

29/06/2019 OIR-19-036 Completed Resource consents for combustion discharges list of all current "combustion of specified fuels" discharge consents incl issue date, 

expiry date, fuel source for the combustion, & power ouput in kW or MW (if known) or max 

combustion rate in tonnes per hour (if known)

Individual

25/06/2019 OIR-19-035 Completed municipal wastewater discharge consents a list of municipal wastewater discharge resource consents including consent holder & 

expiry date

Opus

20/06/2019 OIR-19-034 Completed Awatoto water bottling plants info re any correspondence with any Awatoto (Napier) based water bottling plants between 

June & December 2018

Individual

19/06/2019 OIR-19-033 Completed Water Bottling Plants Resource consent applications for water takes for purpose of water bottling including AEE 

and other considerations

Individual

18/06/2019 OIR-19-032 Completed diversity info to be provided within a Google Form linked to the email request Stuff Journalist

13/06/2019 OIR-19-031 Completed Stakeholder Strategies Ltd all payments since October 2017 to David Cunliffe & associated businesses incl Titirangi 

Strategy Consulting Ltd & Stakeholder Strategies Ltd incl what each payment was for

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

12/06/2019 OIR-19-030 Completed Nitrogen and Phosphorous data from FEMPs Nitrogen and Phosphorus run off amounts captured via FEMPs across each of the resource 

consents

Individual

11/06/2019 OIR-19-029 Completed property at 504 Puketapu Road - all correspondence in relation to the property, since October 2018 Individual

30/05/2019 OIR-19-028 Completed CHB water usage 1 Total water use over time for CHB for the past 5 years.

2 Water use by type for CHB for the past 5 years

3 # of live consents for micro-irrigation (dams) 

4 # of consents granted for dams over the past 5 years

5 How process for dam consents has changed

6 if a farmer has a water take consent & never uses the full amount can they transfer the 

“surplus” to another farmer? Does HBRC make contact with farmers that underutilise their 

allocation with the aim of freeing up water for other users?

Third Bearing

28/05/2019 OIR-19-027 Completed Concurrent_Ngaruroro _Gaugings The 107 Concurrent Ngaruroro Gaugings as per Heretaunga Gains/Loss Report by Thomas 

Wilding

Individual

27/05/2019 OIR-19-026 Completed CE salary salary of your CE for the 2017-18 and 2018-19 years NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

21/05/2019 OIR-19-025 Completed WDC wastewater discharge 1. Is it HBRC’s view that consent conditions are being met now?

2. all correspondence between WDC& HBRC+ third parties re clearing of the discharge pipe

Stuff Journalist

9/05/2019 OIR-19-024 Completed shooting ranges 1. # of firing ranges in Region with indoor & outdoor?

2. # of solely indoor firing ranges in region?

3. # of solely outdoor firing ranges in region?

4. How often are the firing ranges inspected by HBRC officers &/or Police?

5. What is your HBRC’s regime for assessing exposure to lead at firing ranges?

6. Does HBRC require measures at firing ranges to mitigate the effects of lead exposure? 

What are they & how are they reported & enforced by HBRC?

7. What is the protocol for Council inspection of firing ranges, e.g, is there a checklist or 

similar? If so, please supply.

8. supply copies of all reports relating to firearms and firing ranges by or for HBRC over the 

last 3 years.

Dept of Public Health, University of Otago

11/04/2019 OIR-19-023 Completed Pan Pac investigations 1. all documentation & communications re investigation into Pan Pac's leaky pipe 

and decision not to prosecute

2. any discussion about a potential conflict of interest between HBRC staff 

member analysing samples and consultant providing independent advice on the 

environment impact to Pan Pac

3. copy of consultant's advice/report to Pan Pac

4. all tests carrried out of the water quality at Whirinaki Beach to date

Radio NZ

8/04/2019 OIR-19-022 Refused Lake Whakaki details of any contractors working on the Resource Consent and Freshwater Improvement 

Fund application for Whakaki Lake

Individual

2/04/2019 OIR-19-021 Completed Tukituki water quality 1. Mangaonuku and Waipawa water quality data as far back as records go

2. Ruataniwha plains monitoring bores - historic levels and water quality data as far back as 

records go

CHBDC councillor

15/03/2019 OIR-19-020 Completed Ethical investments Why does HBRC allow FNZC to invest HBRC funds in The New Zealand Refining Company 

and Z Energy Ltd

Individual

21/03/2019 OIR-19-019 Refused damaged Pan Pac pipe the emails between HBRC and Pan Pac in relation to the investigation into the source of the 

discharge from the Pan Pac pipeline and the reason(s) HBRC made the decision not to 

prosecute Pan Pac for the discharge

NZME Journalist

13/03/2019 OIR-19-018 Completed Port Development funding details of the sources of funding sought before the decision was made to sell up to 49% of 

shares in the Port of Napier

Individual

13/03/2019 OIR-19-017 Completed Tukituki farm environmental management 

plans

Copies of the FEMPs  for the 48 surface water consent holders in CHB potentially affected by 

PC6 minimum flows

Forest and Bird

12/03/2019 OIR-19-016 Completed Department of Conservation resource A list of all Resource Consents held by DOC  Department of Conservation

6/03/2019 OIR-19-015 Completed Tukituki Procedural Guidelines 1. info re set up of the group of primary sector rep to review the Tukituki Procedural 

guidelines (RRMP Policy TT4.1(h) & Rule TT1(j) footnote), incl how members were 

selected & technical backgrounds

2. any legal advice on the suitability of the proposed "procedural guidelines template" 

HB Fish and Game

5/03/2019 OIR-19-014 Completed chicken farming resource consents resource consents for chicken farming operations of any kind from 1 July 2018 to 5 March 

2019

SAFE

4/03/2019 OIR-19-013 Completed 2018 Christmas celebrations costs breakdown of the total cost of the 2018 Christmas party and/or festive celebrations incl 

travel, accommodation, catering, alcohol, decorations, gifts & venue hire

Newshub Journalist

4/03/2019 OIR-19-012 Completed dairy in HB From 2011-present

1. total number of dairy farms

2. compliance monitoring program incl frequency of checks & type of monitoring

3. results of comliance monitoring incl nature any breaches & follow up action taken

4. copy of notification decision process

Individual

28/02/2019 OIR-19-011 Completed landfill sites in HB List (spreadsheet) of all operative fill sites taking:

1. Municipal Class one waste

2. Managed fill

3. Clean fill

4. Monofills/industrial landfills

including:

1. Site address/contacts

2. Consent numbers

3. Contact details of site (if possible)

4. Consent description

Ministry for the Environment

25/02/2019 OIR-19-010 Completed quarry consents -for period 2016-2018

Details of quarrying consents received, approved and/or declined incl period of consent, 

geological type of aggregate (if known), volumes of aggregate & number of allowable truck 

movements + consent conditions

University of Auckland
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22/02/2019 OIR-19-009 Completed councillors business connections Names of current Councillors that have connections, incl but not limited to Shares or paid 

employment (+ details of that connection) to:

1. Ravensdown Ltd or Ballance Agri-Nutrients Ltd

2. Fonterra or any other dairy companies

3. Businesses that primarily service the farming industry

4. names of current Councillors that own or operate farms ("farms" being any land used to 

grow any kind of crops, pasture, animals or orchards) + details of the farming business

5. Copy of the current councillors' Interests Register

Greenpeace

29/01/2019 OIR-19-008 Completed Our Port Consultation related information In response to 22 Nov 18 info provided:

1. explain 'some'

2. how many didn't receive submission forms

3. when were forms given to Sarah & Graeham

4. when did HBRC become aware of delivery failure

5. when did HBRC start newspaper advertising

6. when did HBRC start radio advertising

7. how many forms were posted or delivered on request

8. statistical proof that delivery failure had no effect on number of submissions received

9. view "count" for the Consultation document on HBRC website

10. HBRIC structure, # of staff & salary bands, annual accounts - from establishment to 

present

11. prove "Container vessel" graph pg6 of Consultation document is true, fair representation 

of data

12. Revenue Generating assets pie graphs in Consultation document - prove accurate 

representation of data & provide totals for each

13. provide copy of submission form(s)

14. explain simple mathematical error

 

Individual

12/02/2019 OIR-19-007 Completed Council decision to sell minority stake in 

Napier Port

supply a list of councilors & which way each voted when making this decision Individual

31/01/2019 OIR-19-006 Completed Kahutia Carbon Credit loan 1. copy of final agreement & legal advice

2. date HBRC entered into discussions with Kahutia on the proposal

Individual

1/02/2019 OIR-19-005 Completed 2019 Ratepayers report for 2017-18

1. average residential rates + Council user charges or levies 

2. rating unit stats

3. employee stats

4. contractor stats

5. CE remuneration

6. Elected reps remuneration

7. Audit & Risk Oversight

8. payments to Chamber of Commerce, LGNZ, SOLGM

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

30/01/2019 OIR-19-004 Completed advertising costs Advertising spend for past 5 financial years, by year, incl 2018-19 to date and broken down 

by:

1. Facebook & Facebook-owned properties

2. Social media influencers

3. Other social media

4. Search engine marketing (broken down by search engine)

5. Other online advertising

6. Television

7. Radio, including podcasts

8. Outdoor (e.g. billboards, buses)

Stuff Journalist

30/01/2019 OIR-19-003 Completed Kahutia – Ngati Kahungunu Iwi Inc Carbon 

Credit Proposal

1. Copies of all documents re the Kahutia – NKII Carbon Credit Proposal.

2. Copies of all correspondence (internal & external) re Kahutia – NKII Carbon Credit 

Proposal.

3. Details of Council voting on the proposal, incl any abstentions.

4. $ value of the principal & term of the loan.

5. Interest rate applicable to the loan + frequency of interest compounding

6. Council’s annual cost of administering the loan, in NZD.

7. The expected annual return for each of the year of the loan term.

8. Did Council undertake any disciplined economic analysis on the cost/benefit of the loan to 

the region. If yes, provide copies of any analysis. If no, explanation of why not?

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

16/01/2019 OIR-19-002 Completed discharges over Heretaunga Plains aquifer Q1. are checklists comprehensive enough given findings of Drinking Water Enquiry?

Q2. are different conditions now required for discharge permits to protect drinking water 

sources (TANK)?

Q3. does evidence & findings of Drinking Water Enquiry & new data show significant 

changes in the area of Heretaunga Plains unconfined aquifer(s)?

Individual

16/01/2019 OIR-19-001 Completed Toyota funding applications any documents, plans, proof of tenders, correspondence or other materials re Toyota NZ 

funding grants, subsidies or rates cuts

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

18/12/2018 OIR-18-073 Completed civil defence buildings 1. # of Civil Defence centres/ community emergency hubs that are earthquake-prone  

2. # of Civil Defence centres that have had Detailed Seismic Assessments conducted on 

them  

3. Any info relating to non-structural issues in Importance Level 4 public buildings

Office of Stuart Smith MP

18/12/2018 OIR-18-072 Completed Progressive Leathers resource consents provide copies of all resource consents granted to Progressive Leathers since 2003 Individual

12/12/2018 OIR-18-071 Completed chicken farming resource consents Provide copies of all Chicken egg laying and Chicken meat farming resource consent 

applications

Individual

23/11/2018 OIR-18-070 Completed Ngaruroro Karamu water allocation 1. all current low flow sites & their minimum flows for Ngaruroro, Raupare & total Karamu

2. remaining allocatable volume for surface & groundwater separately in Ngaruroro, 

Raupare & total Karamu catchments

3. number of current consents to abstract surface water from Clive River between Karamu/ 

Raupare confluence & Waitangi Estuary + the total maximum abstraction rate

4. total consented surface water abstraction from  Ngaruroro River and its tributaries (not 

incl Clive, Karamu & Raupare catchments) & many consents make up that total

Anderson Lloyd solicitors

20/11/2018 OIR-18-069 Completed Local Government Funding Agency accession 

deed

1. copy of the LGFA accession deed

2. name and contact details of HBRC's Security Trustee Attorney

Individual

27/11/2018 OIR-18-068 Completed bore pumptest results available groundwater/bore pumping test results (and reports if available) for bores within 

500 m of the following 6 x locations (in NZTM format)

Whakatu: 1934552, 5608812

Ferry Rd: 1936635, 5611352

Tuckers Lane: 1936403, 5610716

Waipatu: 1932395, 5606254

Omahu 8531: 1923212, 5611903

Omahu 10334: 1923219, 5611912

Tonkin & Taylor

21/11/2018 OIR-18-067 Completed staff Christmas celebrations 1. What is your council doing for staff to celebrate Christmas?

2. How much is the council spending on staff for a Christmas function/gifts etc?

3. Has this changed from previous years? How?

4. How much per person is allocated for Christmas functions? Is this limit ever exceeded? 

Do some staff get more money allocated for gifts?

Journalist
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16/11/2018 OIR-18-066 Completed water take resource consent 1. copies of all data collected & held byHBRC concerning the aquifer under properties 791-

801 Main North Road

2. all data in regards the aquifer under 200 and 210 Kaimata Rd

3. all data in regards the Aquifer under properties 755-761 Main North Road 

4. a map of the Bay View Aquifer, clearly showing the boundaries

5. info on locations & consents to take water in the vicinity of requestor's property/bore

Individual

23/11/2018 OIR-18-065 Completed Koha For the 2017-18 financial year, incl HBRIC:

 1. The total amount spent on koha.

2. The names of all parties that received koha

3. The total amount spent on any other donations.

4. The names of all parties that received donations.

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

22/11/2018 OIR-18-064 Completed feedlots 1. The number of consented feedlots in HB, & the number of cattle consented for each + a 

copy of each consent.

2. The number of consented feedpads in HB, incl the number of cattle consented on each 

one + a copy of each consent.

3. The number of feedlot & feedpad applications HBRC received in the last 12 months.

4. The number of feedlot & feedpad applications HBRC declined in the last 12 months.

5. The rules that feedlots & feedpads must adhere to receive a consent.

SAFE

20/11/2018 OIR-18-063 Completed Koru Club membership for the 2017/18 financial year:

1. total amount spent on membership broken down into joining fees & membership 

payments.

2. number of memberships paid for, incl whether corporate or individual

3. Term of the memberships (i.e. 1 year, 5 year, or alternative).

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

16/11/2018 OIR-18-062 Completed water discharge consents for Napier Port electronic copies of any water discharge consents held in relation to activities at Napier Port Golden Bay Cement

13/11/2018 OIR-18-061 Completed Our Port consultation 1. When did HBRC sell leasehold incomes to ACC? What was income from the portfolio prior 

to sale? What was the projected income from the portfolio over time?

2. What does HBRIC cost to run? each year since establishment.

3. Where did Napier Port debt come from, from 2001 to date. What was the Port dividend 

paid to HBRC each year for the same period?  

Individual

14/11/2018 OIR-18-060 Completed bullying and harassment complaints 1. Number of bullying complaints and sexual harrassment complaints the council has 

received relating to council staff in the last 10 years, by year including:

a. outcome of complaint

b. position held by complainant and accused

c. gender of complainant and accused

2. What procedures are in place to deal with bullying and sexual harassment complaints?

Radio NZ Journalist

14/11/2018 OIR-18-059 Completed walnut trees cut down and Karamu planting 1, The name of the HBRC representative that gave permission to Bostock NZ to cut down 

the walnut trees on public land in July this year.

2, What process was followed to grant Bostock naming rights on the planting work on the 

karamu and was HBRC involved in that conversation?

Individual

14/11/2018 OIR-18-058 Completed Baybuzz advertising costs of advertising in Bay Buzz and how many times did HBRC used this medium Individual

14/11/2018 OIR-18-057 Completed Our Port consultation document distribution 

costs

all details including communication, (email), costings, including distribution of all materials, 

booking forms, correspondence re:

1. Proof that 95% urban & 90% rural residents received the CD including when & how this 

was formed &checked.

2. Breakdown to suburbs of distribution including when CD was delivered & when council 

was made aware of delivery

3. council’s public consultation plan including breakdown of costings, printing, distribution 

areas,  approval processes

4. Costings for further distribution, printing of all other communications materials and 

timeline for these

Individual

1/11/2018 OIR-18-056 Completed Ngaruroro and Clive rivers Water quality and 

quantity data

1. Hydrological data for Ngaruroro incl all major tributaries downstream of Whanawhana 

and for Clive River and its tributaries.

2. Water discharge consent info for Ngaruroro downstream of Whanawhana

3. All technical reports re methods used for setting water quality objectives & limits/targets 

for TANK

4. All tech reports detailing the state & trend for water quality in the Ngaruroro & Clive 

catchments

5. reports on native fish for Ngaruroro & Clive catchments (not on TANK website) & any fish 

survey records not currently accessible in NZ Freshwater Fish Database

6. technical reports on the effects of land use on water quality or contaminant transport 

from land to water in  Ngaruroro & Clive catchments incl sediment, nutrients & faecal 

contaminants.

Anderson Lloyd

30/10/2018 OIR-18-055 Completed Our Port consultation document distribution details of the distribution of the consultation document including, costs, confirmation of 

deliveries and timetable for distribution

Individual

25/10/2018 OIR-18-054 Completed Provincial Growth Fund Applications copies of:

1. funding applications, business cases & funding agreements for each of the projects 

announced as recipients of funding under the Provincial Growth Fund.

2. all advice the Provincial Development Unit has provided to the Independent Advisory 

Panel on Provincial Growth Fund recipients.

3. all advice the Provincial Development Unit has provided to the Minister for Regional 

Economic Development on Provincial Growth Fund recipients

MBIE Ministerial Advisor

19/10/2018 OIR-18-053 Refused PONL Annual Reports Napier Port annual reports for 2000-2009 Individual

18/10/2018 OIR-18-052 Completed HB Chamber of Commerce Sub-contract a copy of the sub-contract between HBRC and HB Chamber of Commerce, for the Chamber 

to provide 0.6 FTE of Business Advisor role for the NZTE, Regional Business Partner 

programme delivery

Individual

16/10/2018 OIR-18-051 Completed lobbying list of HBRC councillors lobbied in last five years, who by, to what value, and for what cause Individual

27/09/2018 OIR-18-050 Completed building efficiency 1. a) How much electricity (kWh) did your main Council Office building consume in the 2017-

18 financial year?

b) How much gas (kWh or MJ) if any, did your main Council Office building consume in 2017-

18?

2. What is the floor area (m2) of this building?

3. a) Does the Council occupy the whole building ?

b) If other tenants are in the building does the energy use and floor area include them?

NZ Green Building Council

20/08/2018 OIR-18-049 Completed Audit and Borrowing 1. Name of Council’s Auditor for each 2016-17 & 2017-18. Is a 3rd party contracted to 

audit financials or Auditor-General?

2. Auditor appointed for 2018-19? If yes, name.

3. ‘Borrowing Costs’ Accounting Policy adopted for 2016-17 & 2017-18

4. Council's materiality threshold for determining if an asset is a “qualifying asset” as 

defined under IPSAS 5 Standard

5. Are there different criteria & materiality thresholds for different asset classes. If yes, 

disclose the different criteria for each class + give a recent example of a “qualifying asset”, 

if  HBRC has determined an asset meets the threshold.

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc
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10/09/2018 OIR-18-048 Completed IT Staff remuneration salaries for the following positions within Hawke's Bay Information Technology sector:

- Account Manager

- Business Development Manager

- Engineer

- Service Delivery Specialist

- Customer Support Technician

- Finance Administrator 

Individual

20/08/2018 OIR-18-047 Refused Maori staff 1. Pieri Munro remuneration 

2. # of Maori members on Council to assist staff & councillors engage with tangata whenua

Individual

27/08/2018 OIR-18-046 Completed water bottling operations 1. official proof (documentation) that spring water bottling operations have no domino 

effect on the quality of Napier drinking water supplies.

2. documentation of the health & safety requirements for water bottling operations & 

equipment, specifically documentation to prove equipment is tested regularly for 

contamination & relevant training is provided to equipment operators.

Individual

27/08/2018 OIR-18-045 Completed Vehicle Provided for Chairman 1. Whether the Council Chair is supplied with a vehicle for official duties and/or personal 

use.

2. If yes, is this vehicle leased, rented, or purchased?

3. If purchased, how much did it cost, when was it purchased, and what make/model is it

For 2017-18 financial year:

4. If leased/rented, please disclose the monthly fees, the make/model of the vehicle, and 

the total cost

5. Are there fuel allowances for the Chair? If so, costs spent on fuel allowances & are there 

any mileage or personal use caps or restrictions?

6. Provide a copy of the Chair’s vehicle log book.

7. Has a driver been supplied for the Chair? If so, on how many occasions, what is council's 

policy on providing a driver, and total costs?

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

21/08/2018 OIR-18-044 Completed Provincial Growth Fund Application staffing 1. # of staff employed by HBRC whose duties include applying for Provincial Growth Fund 

funding incl job titles and whether any new hires specifically to work on PGF applications.

2. Total staff time spent on PGF applications, rounded to nearest 40 hours.

3. # of contractors engaged to apply for PGF funding, incl names of each & total payments 

made

4. All information, including meeting minutes & email chains, relating to applying to the PGF, 

incl councillors & informal discussions

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

17/08/2018 OIR-18-043 Completed Council travel expenditure 2017-18 for HBRC & HBRIC:

1. total spend on domestic flights & number of flights this represents

2. total spend on international flights

3. list of each international itinerary including the destination (s); reason for travel & travel 

class

4. for each international itinerary, also provide details of all associated entertainment 

expenses, food, accommodation, conference costs, transport & transfers, any expense 

reimbursement & whether the official's partner travelled with them

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

15/08/2018 OIR-18-042 Completed smoke complaints breakdown of the 49 outdoor burning complaints received since May including a breakdown 

of the 28 infringement fines and who/what these were issued to/for

 Journalist

3/08/2018 OIR-18-041 Completed regional fuel tax copy of all communications sent and/or received between HBRC and the Minister of 

Transport re implementing a regional fuel tax

Journalist

2/08/2018 OIR-18-040 Completed Dairy effluent discharges 1. For year ended 30 June 2018:  prosecutions, abatement notices & infringement notices 

HBRC issued for dairy effluent discharges, including name of prosecuted party, charges laid 

& outcome of any court action.

2. Number of dairy farms within HB, how many of those are inspected each year, how 

inspections are carried out & does HBRC advise the farm owner of the inspection prior? If 

so, how far in advance?

Stuff Journalist

30/07/2018 OIR-18-039 Refused sale of RWSS IP additional information in relation to HBRIC sale of RWSS assets and intellectual property 

following on from response to previous request OIR-18-031

Forest and Bird

25/07/2018 OIR-18-038 Completed TLA compliance with wastewater and 

stormwater discharge consents

For 2017-18 financial year, for HDC and NCC provide:

1. the number of each of the following issued in relation to  resource consents for discharge 

from its sewerage system: Abatement notices, Infringement notices, Enforcement Orders, 

Convictions

2.  the number of each of the following issued in relation to  resource consents for discharge 

from its stormwater system: Abatement notices, Infringement notices, Enforcement Orders, 

Convictions.

3. any additional, significant issues or other matters relating to their sewerage or 

stormwater systems

4. For NCC - number of breaches of consent conditions leading to significant adverse effects, 

as noted in compliance reports for the treatment & disposal of solid waste

Audit NZ

17/07/2018 OIR-18-037 Completed resource consents on Coast from Napier 

south to regional boundary

List of all current resource consents from the abutting land at Te Awa and suburb behind 

Marine Parade in Napier along the abutting coastal land southward to the legal boundary 

between Hawkes Bay and the Wairarapa

Office of Treaty Settlements 

11/07/2018 OIR-18-036 Completed wastewater compliance for the 2017-18 financial year is:

1. monitoring results for wastewater discharge consents

2. Records of non-compliance of domestic wastewater treatment systems.

Action Coach Business Coaching

10/07/2018 OIR-18-035 Completed Greywater recycling systems 1.Is on-site greywater re-use a permitted activity?

2. If yes, how many houses in the region have systems in place (e.g. Subsurface irrigation 

systems)?

3. If no, & a home/business owner came to council with a request to install a system, how 

would this be dealt with?

4. What (if any) limitations does council have to increased uptake of greywater recycling 

systems?

BRANZ

5/07/2018 OIR-18-034 Completed Thompson and Clark Private Investigators all info relating to or provided by Thompson & Clark Private Investigators between 2014 and 

now

Individual

3/07/2018 OIR-18-033 Completed Tegel Enforcement Actions Detailed summary of all breach notices, abatement notices, infringement notices (fines) & 

prosecutions taken against Tegel Foods Limited &/or Tegel Group Holdings 

Individual

3/07/2018 OIR-18-032 Completed information relevant to Te Pohue property for property at 159 Old Coach Road, Te Pohue - provide information in relation to:

Riparian Planting

Resource Consents

Bridge information

Water requirements 

Edmonds Judd Lawyers

2/07/2018 OIR-18-031 Completed Sale of RWSS assets and intellectual property In relation to the sale/purchase of RWSS assets & IP:

1. Any correspondence (letters, emails, texts, & records of phone calls) between

1a- HBRIC staff &/or board members with Water Holdings CHB Ltd board members or their 

respective legal representatives

1b. HBRC & Water Holdings CHB Ltd board members or their respective legal 

representatives.

2. Any correspondence (letters, emails, texts, & records of phone calls) between HBRC or 

HBRIC & Water Holdings CHB Ltd board members or their respective legal representatives, 

in relation to the establishment of Water Holdings CHB Ltd.

3. Clarification -were any expiring resource consents renewed before sale.

Forest and Bird
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23/06/2018 OIR-18-030 Completed non-compliant wood burners and HB Air 

Quality

1. How many compliant wood burners are there in Hastings district

2. How many non-compliant wood burners are there in Hastings district

3. How many compliant wood burners are there in the Napier city

4. How many non-compliant wood burners are there in the Napier city

5. What specific action has HBRC taken (other than grants/subsidises) to ensure owners of 

non-compliant burners meet their legal obligations

6. How many warnings have been sent threatening an infringement notice

7. How many infringement notices have been issued

8. A breakdown of the number of air quality exceedences in Napier & Hastings by year since 

2009.

9. Percentage of the improvement in total emissions from wood burners since 2009 to 2018

10. Specific steps HBRC is now taking or planning to take to ensure that air quality standards 

are no longer breached, and the timeframe to achieve this

Individual

21/06/2018 OIR-18-029 Withdrawn Tukituki water take data Tukituki water use data for the last five years, by year & split by east/west of the 

Waipawa/Waipukurau bridge

Individual

20/06/2018 OIR-18-028 Completed publicly owned property sold 1. details of all publicly owned buildings & spaces sold by HBRC over the last fIve financial 

years, by year, including details of the building/space, purchase price, buyer, reason for sale, 

& whether a heritage building.

2. list of any buildings & spaces identified as surplus over the next 5 years

Journalist

19/06/2018 OIR-18-027 Completed enforcement actions for discharge 

contaminants to water

HBRC enforcement actions for discharges of contaminants to water each year, for the 

period 2014-2018 inclusive - by source of pollution, & including description of the offence & 

type of enforcement action taken

Journalist

14/06/2018 OIR-18-026 Completed Provincial Growth Funds Any correspondence, recordings & documents relating to the Provincial Growth Fund Office of Economic and Regional Development 

Minister

8/06/2018 OIR-18-025 Completed Council income 1. Council's total income, by revenue stream (incl % of total)

2. value (& %) of rates increase to maintain current HBRC levels of service if 0 port dividend

3. basis of  Port Dividend calculation

Individual

9/06/2018 OIR-18-024 Completed Whakaki Lake Trust all documentation and contracts HBRC entered into with the Whakaki Lake Trust Individual

28/05/2018 OIR-18-023 Completed resource consent applications copies of consent applications for NCC & Landcorp stormwater discharges, incl when lodged 

+ what further info requested & why related

Journalist

6/05/2018 OIR-18-022 Completed fuel tax has Council discussed the possibility of introducing a regional fuel tax under the Land 

Transport Management (Regional Fuel Tax) Amendment Bill

ACT Party

10/05/2018 OIR-18-021 Completed sexual harrassment complaints since January 2015 - complaints and allegations of sexual harrassment in workplace 

including number of complaints, complainants & Accused by gender, and outcomes of 

investigations/resolution

Fairfax Media

11/05/2018 OIR-18-020 Completed contaminated land inquiry contaminated land inquiry for 2 Macdonald Street, Wairoa (Carters Hawkes Bay) plus 500m 

radius around the site

Individual

3/05/2018 OIR-18-019 Completed resource consents for free range poultry 

farms

Copies of all  current resource consent(s) & certificates of compliance (COC); and resource 

consent applications & applications for CoC currently in process, for free range 

egg producing poultry farms and/or associated activities - for the period 1 May 2016 to date.

Tompkins Wake

26/04/2018 OIR-18-018 Completed Flagstaff HBRC - HBRIC - Napier Port - Flagstaff Individual

25/04/2018 OIR-18-017 Completed Rocketlab exclusion zone Infringements For rocket launch exclusion zone infringements -

1. Confirm the amount the infringement notices are issued for

2. Is this a District Court matter, or handled by HBRC?

Individual

20/04/2018 OIR-18-016 Completed gravel extraction consents Copies of all current gravel extraction related consents Good Earth Matters

10/04/2018 OIR-18-015 Completed funding for irrigation schemes Funds provided by HBRC for irrigation schemes incl proposed schemes (projects involving 

irrigation or freshwater takes other than for stock, reticulation, firefighting or 

wastewater) from 2008 - 2018 including:

• Year

• Project/scheme name

• Budget line item name

• Amount budgeted/spent

• Budget reference number

Forest and Bird

4/04/2018 OIR-18-014 Completed Wairoa consent breaches 1. # of consent breaches by WDC & Affco reported from 2011- March 2018 pertaining 

to Wairoa River - including breach details & date

2. comment on how new consents will have better environmental outcomes for Wairoa 

River

3. What will happen if  breaches continue & what will happen in circumstances where a 

breach is unavoidable

4. Will new consents require Affco & WDC to notify the public when a breach occurs - or 

will HBRC publish breaches on its website

5. Did Affco complete scientific monitoring of impacts on Wairoa River, river mouth & 

fishery to satisfaction of HBRC - + was the report published on HBRC website or will it be?

6. How will independent scientific monitoring be better managed in the new consent & is 

Affco required to continue researching its impact on the aquatic environment?

7. Has a solution to Affco difficulties with varying river levels & testing during high turbidity - 

high rainfall & a mutually agreed methodology for the research been found?

Wairoa Star Journalist

16/03/2018 OIR-18-013 Completed councillor and staff remuneration 1. How many staff are at the Regional Council, and in what salary bands

2. Remuneration paid to councillors and meeting attendance since the last election

Individual

5/03/2018 OIR-18-012 Completed on-farm water storage dam consent 

applications

farmers in CHB have applied for resource consents to construct on-farm water storage

1. how many consent applications have been filed?

2. the nature of the applications, e.g. Size/capacity, location, type of farm, etc

HB Today Journalist

24/02/2018 OIR-18-011 Completed staff list copy staff list including role titles & structured by department Individual

30/01/2018 OIR-18-010 Completed Vessels inside exclusion zone at rocket launch 

Mahia

1. Were the two so called  “Rogue” vessels both yachts, or other?

2. Were they unaware of the restrictions around the launch site, if so why?

3. Can you name the vessels?

4. Do you know why the Police did not take any action against the vessels skippers?

5. How often is a warning broadcast on Marine Radio prior to launch?

6. Are warnings posted at local launch ramps prior to launches?

7. Are any changes being made to avoid a repeat of launch cancellations due to vessels in 

the area?

Individual

25/01/2018 OIR-18-009 Completed Membership to external groups For the 2016-17 financial year:

a. total amount paid to LGNZ

b. total amount paid to SOLGM

c. total amount paid to local Chamber of Commerce;

* including membership dues, meetings, costs of attending conferences & any other 

spending - break down a) b) & c) into the above categories

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

25/01/2018 OIR-18-008 Completed Absenteeism For the 2016-17 financial year:

1. total number of sick days taken by staff

2. list of councillors' meeting attendance

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

23/01/2018 OIR-18-007 Completed Basis for Ngatapa Station s36 charges All information that is the basis for Freshwater Management Research/Investigations and 

Monitoring (RMA section 36) charges invoiced to Ngatapa Station for 2016-17, including 

reports, investigations, correspondence and calculations as detailed.

Holland Beckett Law

22/01/2018 OIR-18-006 Completed Waipatu Area wastewater consents 1.  Number of current HBRC consented wastewater systems and permitted wastewater 

systems HBRC is aware of in the Waipatu Area (Bennett, Apatu & Panapa roads

2.  Provide relevant RRMP wastewater rules/policies

Individual
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19/01/2018 OIR-18-005 Completed entertainment gifts and catering expenses 1. For the period 1January-31December 2017 and broken down by category, a list of all 

HBRC's entertainment, gift & catering expenses - including date of transaction, vendor, 

quantity entertained/ catered for, and description of purchase

2. number of purchase cards as at December 2017

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

18/01/2018 OIR-18-004 Completed irrigation consents and compliance 1. For 2015, 2016 & 2017, broken down by crop type:

- number of irrigation consents granted a) from groundwater & b) from surface water

2. For 2015, 2016 & 2017, separated into ground & surface takes for irrigation:

a) number of breaches of consent conditions including type/level & if repeat offense - sort 

largest to least significant

b) number & type of any resulting enforcement actions taken against consent holders

Radio NZ Journalist

9/01/2018 OIR-18-003 Completed Info for NZ Taxpayers' Union 2017 

Ratepayers’ Report

1. For the 2016-17 financial year - average residential costs of rates including a list of the 

types of rates, user charges & levies used to calculate the figures 

2. for 2015-16 & 2016-17- total ratepayers served by HBRC & number of Urban ratepayers

3. as at 31Dec17 FTE number of core council staff; FTE number of “group” staff (i.e. incl CCO 

staff) employed; number of staff dismissed due to poor performance in the last 12 months; 

total number of staff (incl CCOs) remunerated in excess of $100,000 - and $200,000

4.is there an election year protocol requiring staff to act in a politically neutral manner, if 

yes provide; is there a code of conduct requiring Council staff to act in a politically neutral 

manner at all times, and if yes provide

5. For 2016-17 - number of staff employed by & total personnel costs of Chair’s Office 

including a list of position titles (declare which are vacant & which are currently filled)

6. for 2016-17 total remuneration of CE including base salary, mileage payments, KiwiSaver 

contributions, & any other benefits

7. for 2016-17 - total remuneration paid to Chair & average remuneration of Councillors 

(since the election of the new Council) plus total number of HBRC elected officials

8. for 2016-17 - total amount spent by HBRC on Chamber of Commerce membership

9. for 2016-17 - number of Council housing tenants & stats relating to Housing NZ & 

methamphetamine contamination

10. at 1 January 2018 - number of members on HBRC’s Audit & Risk Committee (or 

equivalent) including  number of independent members,  number of lawyers,  number of 

chartered accountants, & whether the Chair  is an independent member.

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

9/01/2018 OIR-18-002 Completed Pest control operations 1. Pest control operations between 01/01/1987-July 2018 that HBRC has signed off on, 

including:

Location (preferable GPS co-ordinate with map)

Pesticide used

Trade name

Toxic loading

Method of application (aerial, bait stations, handlaying, trapping etc)

Application date

Agency

Area (ha)

Time to warning sign removal

2. Plus above data for other environmental groups that were or are allowed to use 

pesticides on council/public land for this time period.

Individual

9/01/2018 OIR-18-001 Completed stock in waterways complaints For each of 2015, 2016 & 2017:

list of complaints of stock in waterways made to HBRC including type of stock, location, 

action taken & if repeated complaints received against particular location

Radio NZ Journalist

21/12/2017 OIR-17-106 Completed resource consents datasets a dataset of all the consents in

1) Electronic spatial file format, and

2) Electronic Spreadsheet file format with all associated fields

Individual

21/12/2017 OIR-17-105 Completed mileage allowance payments to staff Mileage allowance payments made to staff including:

1. totals for 2015/16 & 2016/17 financial years

2. Total km mileage allowance payments made towards

3. rate paid per km up to first 5000 km

4. rate paid per km after the first 5000 km

5. total FTE staff in 2015/16 & 2016/17 financial years

6. number of FTE staff paid mileage allowance in 2015/16 & 2016/17 financial years

7. total paid to staff designated to travel as part of role

8. total paid to staff not designated to travel as part of role.

Provide figures for core council & group (incl 

CCOs) separately for each question.

Individual

13/12/2017 OIR-17-104 Completed Correspondence with Nanaia Mahuta copies of any/all correspondence between HBRC & Minister for Local Government, Nanaia 

Mahuta, since she became a minister

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

11/12/2017 OIR-17-103 Completed elected reps interests register 1. confirmation is HBRC aware of the Office of the Auditor-General, “Guidance for members 

of local authorities about the Local Authorities (Members’ Interests) Act 1968”, and

2. does HBRC publish a register of members’ pecuniary interests

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

10/12/2017 OIR-17-102 Transferred Freedom Camping Bylaws complete survey about Freedom Camping bylaws Responsible Campers Association

8/12/2017 OIR-17-101 Completed HB Regional Prison site for Hawkes Bay Regional Prison:

- A copy of any information contained in the HAIL Register; and

- A list of active resource consents and consent numbers

Boffa Miskell obo Department of Corrections

5/12/2017 OIR-17-100 Completed Complaints received about Te Mata 

Mushrooms

Request from a resident of Arataki community for a print out of our incident database info 

relating to complaints received for Te Mata Mushrooms

Individual

4/12/2017 OIR-17-099 Completed consented water takes and use volumes 1) list of consented water takes for which volumes are not measured, as an Excel 

spreadsheet: including address of consent owner; Nature of business/activity (eg dairy farm, 

vineyard, water bottler, etc); Volume of take allowed + water source

2) list of the water takes required to return wateruse, as an Excel spreadsheet, including 

Address of consent owner; Nature of business/activity (eg dairy farm, vineyard, etc); volume 

of 2016-17 water used + water source

Dominion Post Journalist

3/12/2017 OIR-17-098 Completed HBRC Employees list of all HBRC job titles and salaries Journalist

28/11/2017 OIR-17-097 Withdrawn Lake Te Rotokare info re W Tait works undertaken in the bed of Lake Te Rotokare in 2013 in relation to RMA 

and HBRC prosecution considerations

Trevor Robinson, Barrister

15/11/2017 OIR-17-096 Completed archive records fill out attached spreadsheet with: 

1. How are records and archives currently stored

2. If  in-house, are facilities leased or owned?

3. Annual spend on records and archives incl staff costs

4. Current number of staff tasked with records management and archives (head count)

5. Level of environmental control at facility

6. Current document storage (lineal meters, square metres)

7. Is Council digitising records from hard-copy? If yes are records destroyed after 

digitisation?

8. are you interested in results of this info gathering exercise?

Colliers International
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21/11/2017 OIR-17-095 Completed Council expenditure on Christmas 

decorations

- Council spend over the past 3 years to date on Christmas decorations including, if possible 

a breakdown of what was purchased

If council re-uses decorations, please provide the total costs council spent initially, and any 

further expenditure since then

Journalist

2/11/2017 OIR-17-094 Completed Maraekakaho Quarry site health and safety 1. All documents (incl internal & external correspondence/ communications) 

assessing, identifying, minimising and/or eliminating risks associated with Russell Roads 

quarry operation at Maraekakaho including but not limited to risks arising from vehicle 

movements, the operation of machinery, shingle piles and dust.

2. Information about any systems in place to ensure HBRC is kept aware of any safety 

concerns raised about this site with Worksafe NZ, & any doccuments relating to safety 

concerns identified in or about March & April 2017 by Worksafe NZ.

Individual

13/11/2017 OIR-17-093 Completed HBRC corporate office usage HBRC office usage stats specified in spreadsheet Collins International

12/11/2017 OIR-17-092 Completed pollution incident response and prosecution 

costs

All costs of investigation and prosecution proceedings against E Steevens & M Cavill 

between 26May16 (date of incident) and 30 July 2017.

Individual

9/11/2017 OIR-17-091 Completed consents to discharge to air and water list of discharge to air consents & discharge to water  consents in HB, including name of 

consent holder

Watercare Services Ltd

9/11/2017 OIR-17-090 Completed HBRC Pesticide monitoring data A. direct me to freshwater and sediment monitoring data (for the previous 5 years) for:

1. Glyphosate and AMPA residues in freshwater and/or sediment

2. Organonitrogen and Organophosphorus and Pesticides (ONOP) in Water and Soil.

3. Multiresidue Pesticides (MR) in Water and Soil.

4. Acidic Herbicides in Water and Soil

5. Sulfonylureas (metsulfuron is widely applied on NZ roadsides)

6. Semi-Volatile Organic Compounds (SVOC)

7. Organochlorine 

B. Confirm if following are tested for pesticides using the above screens: Tukituki, Wairoa, 

Clive  Esk, Tutaekuri, Ngaruroro and Maraetotara rivers, Waipuka Stream and Lake Tutira, 

Waipatiki and Kairakau Lagoons; Porangahau Estuary.

C. Groundwater Monitoring: confirm which specific wells were included in the 2014 

National Survey of Pesticides in Groundwater and if the same wells will be selected for the 

2018 National Survey of Pesticides in Groundwater. If more will be included, please advise 

which wells will be included.

D. Groundwater Monitoring: confirm that glyphosate and its metabolite AMPA will be 

screened in the 2018 National Survey of Pesticides in Groundwater

Rite Safer Pesticide Assessment

8/11/2017 OIR-17-089 Completed Water Bottling Consents list of Water bottling takes including name of consent holder, whether exercised and water 

use data

Journalist

2/11/2017 OIR-17-088 Completed non-compliance 2016-17 details of farms seriously non-compliant with consent conditions or plan rules in 2016-17, 

including:

•  consent id

- details of the nature of the consent or rule breach, including notes made by the monitoring 

officer

- enforcement action taken in response to each breach, eg abatement notice, infringement 

notice, prosecution.

•   Any previous history of serious non-compliance with in the last 3 financial years.

Forest and Bird

16/10/2017 OIR-17-087 Completed Prosecutions for Cows fouling rivers Number of farmers prosecuted - and where - for breaching regulations around cows fouling 

rivers over the last 2 years

Fairfax Media

10/10/2017 OIR-17-086 Completed Water used for Water Bottling actual water use figures for water bottling MfE

11/10/2017 OIR-17-085 Completed Legal Costs HBRC's legal costs for 2016-17 Team Factors Ltd

28/09/2017 OIR-17-084 Completed Clive and Ngaruroro flow and water quality 

data

1. All water quality & flow data for all sites over whole time period of monitoring for 

Ngaruroro & its main tributaries & the Clive River

2. Any Ngaruroro catchment water quality and/or trend reporting last 5 years

3. Any freshwater fish monitoring records not on NZ Freshwater Fish database

4. Any technical reports & presentations to TANK & TANK TAG not on the HBRC website & 

data that supports those

5. Any info/reports supporting HBRC submission disagreeing with Applicants specified 

outstanding values

Anderson Lloyd 

15/09/2017 OIR-17-083 Completed April 2017 NCC sewage discharge to Ahuriri evidence considered in prosecution decision-making process Individual

22/09/2017 OIR-17-082 Completed seismic readiness of CDEM HQs List and/or map showing all buildings CD operations will run from in event of an L4 or 

L5 earthquake

• For each building inspected provide engineering inspection  report

• For each building NOT inspected provide comment on why it has NOT 

been inspected &/or about any work underway or planned to inspect & the timeframe for 

that

Radio NZ Journalist

20/09/2017 OIR-17-081 Completed Odour Complaints number of complaints made by members of the public about the odour from TMM each 

year from 2010 

Ministry of Social Development

19/09/2017 OIR-17-080 Completed Charitable Funding does HBRC provide any funding for - and if so how much: rescue helicopter service, 

coastguard, surf life saving, St John ambulance service

Individual

12/09/2017 OIR-17-079 Completed Maraekakaho Gravel Extraction full copy of HBRC file relating to Russell Roads gravel extraction activities in Maraekakaho Individual

6/09/2017 OIR-17-078 Completed Feedlots list of consented feedlots Ministry for Primary Industries

30/08/2017 OIR-17-077 Completed irrigation water use data data on water used for irrigation Forsyth Barr

17/08/2017 OIR-17-076 Completed NCC sewage discharge to Ahuriri Estuary April 

2017

1. copy of relevant HBRC policies whereby this activity would be a breach

2. copy of all info incl correspondence on this matter between NCC and HBRC, incl legal reps

3. Confirm whether HBRC is, or will be prosecuting  NCC.  If not, an explanation of why not 

incl evidence HBRC considered their Treat obligations re cultural offence caused by NCC 

discharging raw sewage into a traditional food basket & if due consideration was given to 

aggravating circumstances i.e. NCC did not erect warning signs for more than 24 hours.

4. Is HBRC taking any action to ensure NCC upgrades  sewage systems to prevent this 

happening again?

Individual

7/08/2017 OIR-17-075 Completed Natural Disaster Preparedness 1. information on natural disaster preparedness, planning, safety, resilience or evacuation 

specifically for:  - Homeless, transient, or rough sleeping people; - People in social or Council 

housing; - People in emergency housing; - Intellectually or physically disabled people in 

assisted living; - Non-English speaking or refugee communities

 

Individual

8/08/2017 OIR-17-074 Completed Dairy Effluent Discharge Compliance 1. number of prosecutions, abatement notices & infringement notices issued for dairy 

effluent discharges in the year ended 30 June 2017, including name of prosecuted 

parties, charges faced & the outcome of any court action

2. how many dairy farms are there in HB

3. how many dairy farms are inspected each year (ie all of them, half of them, a percentage 

of them)

4. how inspections are carried out (ie on foot, by helicopter, other means)

5. does council advise the farm owner of the inspection before it occurs? If so, how far in 

advance?

Journalist

1/08/2017 OIR-17-073 Completed Resource Consents for Coastal Structures and 

Management Activities

a list of resource consents (approved & still in process) for coastal structures (e.g. seawalls, 

groynes, revetments) + coastal management activities (e.g gravel renourishment, gravel 

extraction)

University of Auckland Research Fellow

12/07/2017 OIR-17-072 Completed Closed Landfills CHBDC Copies of original consents

copy of s127 request 2004 & 2005

Notification and if so affected parties and submmissions

Tonkin and Taylor
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19/07/2017 OIR-17-070 Completed Water Bottling Resource Consents a list of active consents granted for water extraction for bottled water production, broken 

down for each consent by:

o Location

o Consent start and end date

o Owner of consent

o Value

o Number of litres of water consented per annum

Office of the Leader of the Opposition - Andrew 

Little

13/07/2017 OIR-17-069 Completed ATTN! Marketing All amounts paid to ATTN! Marketing, by the Council & Council CCOs, per year, in the last 5 

years

Journalist

13/07/2017 OIR-17-068 Completed HBRC rates by TLA breakdown of rates income for HBRC by TLA, further by  Urban and Rural in each council 

area

CHB Councillor

11/07/2017 OIR-17-067 Completed Rocket Launch Tourism Report Rocket Launch Tourism

- description of the project or work stream related to tourism and rockets

- breakdown of costs, list of deliverables resulting, any reports resulting & any economic 

evidence ratepayers  received good value for money

- cost benefit analysis of this project

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

12/07/2017 OIR-17-066 Completed Whakatu Wool Scour Application copy of Whakatu Wool Scour  resource consent application received approx 30June17- for 

operations in Railway Road Whakatu.

Individual

10/07/2017 OIR-17-065 Completed Wairoa Rates $$ of regional rates take from the Wairoa catchment - are those figures in the long term 

plan and total Council spend per year in Wairoa catchment

Wairoa Star Journalist

30/06/2017 OIR-17-064 Completed Hawke's Bay stopbanks locations and/or heights of stopbanks in Hawke's Bay AIR Worldwide Research & Modelling

9/07/2017 OIR-17-063 Completed Lake Te Rotokare legal status is of the “connection works” between elongated ponds” and the drain leading 

to the Upokohino Stream

Individual

29/06/2017 OIR-17-061 Completed Feedlot reports and consent documents for 3 

feedlots

1. relevant sections of HB RRMP governing feedlots

2. Copies of any resource consents for 3 feedlot operations in photos provided,

3. Copies of resource consent applications for those same feedlots in #2

4. copies of the HBRC staff reports analysing the applications specified

5. Copies of compliance monitoring reports for the 3 properties specified since each consent 

was granted.

HB Fish and Game

4/07/2017 OIR-17-060 Completed Giblin Group Payments to the Giblin Group, per year for the last 5 years including services rendered NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

30/06/2017 OIR-17-059 Completed HBRC Tagline Council’s plan for engagement and decision-making process for Tagline Individual

28/06/2017 OIR-17-058 Refused Papanui Farm Environmental Management 

Plan

a copy of the Farm Environmental Management Plan (FEMP) that HBRC holds for the 

properties farmed by Peter Tod in the Papanui catchment

Individual

28/06/2017 OIR-17-057 Completed Consent info for Ngaruroro and Clive 

catchments

All current consent holders including bores & groundwater, in the Ngaruroro catchment.

urgency requested (5 July 2017)

Environmental Protection Authority 

14/06/2017 OIR-17-056 Completed HDC Catchment investigations and Nga Tuki 

gravel data

1. Underground flow direction data for HDC Catchment investigation circle 

2. Ngaruroro and Tukituki gravel fan investigations

3. Catchment investigation collaboration with HDC

Individual

26/06/2017 OIR-17-055 Completed scientific and technical resourcing 1. full-time equivalent staff positions at HBRC

2. number of those (#1) EFTs employed as a scientific or technical advisor

Individual

15/06/2017 OIR-17-054 Completed Non Reticulated sewage systems in Napier 1. number of properties or households in Napier not connected to a reticulated sewage 

system; and 

2. number of properties or households in Napier built in the last 12-month period not 

connected to a reticulated sewage system.

Everything Design

8/06/2017 OIR-17-053 Completed Websters Hydrated Lime Co Applications All consents and AEEs for Websters Hydrated Lime Co in Hastings Individual

6/06/2017 OIR-17-052 Completed Drinking Water Supply - Young Water Risks I suggest that young water requires testing for likely toxic contaminants e.g. cadmium, 

heavy metals, furans, dioxins & residual pesticides in addition to micro-organisms. If these 

tests are already being done, reference them in results.  If not, provide an indication of what 

is planned.

Individual

5/06/2017 OIR-17-050 Completed Drinking Water Supply - Roy’s Hill Landfill 

Risks

?? current & future drinking water security in the event of an “effluent leak” from the Roy’s 

Hill Landfill

1. what provisions are in place to mitigate the likelihood of landfill effluent getting into the 

aquifer

2. What substances are currently being monitored, at what frequency & results

Individual

1/06/2017 OIR-17-049 Completed Irrigation consent data consents (last 5 years) for pivot irrigators in HB, include all water take consents (ground & 

surface water), commencement date, location (prefer grid  references), and use = irrigation

Landcare Research

1/06/2017 OIR-17-048 Completed AFFCO discharge testing results 1. results of Affco monitoring effects of their discharge (treated meatworks & fellmongery 

wastewater) on fish life & the river environment and period of time the data now covers?

2. Has Affco met resource consent requirements

3. How has the intermittently blocked bar Wairoa affected their testing ? has stormwater 

infiltration in  sewage infrastructure affected their research ? how has the Waihi dam silt 

affected the Affco monitoring ? are HBRC scientists able to comment on initial findings?

Wairoa Star Journalist

30/06/2017 OIR-17-047 Completed TLA non Compliance over last 10 years Data on TLA consent breaches of Wastewater discharge resource consents for the last ten 

years to the end of 2016 - including:

1. name of the council; 2. description of the consent & consent i.d.; 3. details of each breach 

including date; 4. If possible  provide detail of level of breach ie. how much in excess of the 

limit; 5. any compliance actions taken in response.

6. any remediation ie. payment of fines; 7. any reason given for the breach-in either .csv or 

spreadsheet format

NZ Herald Journalist

30/05/2017 OIR-17-046 Completed AN Emails regarding the decision to 

prosecute HDC

request all email communications between Andrew Newman and Hawke’s Bay Regional 

Council staff in the lead up to/about the decision to prosecute the Hastings District Council 

in November. 

HB Today Journalist

29/05/2017 OIR-17-045 Completed Feedlot Consents Notified decision and criteria 

Copy of a recent resource consent issued for a similar feed lot operation and copy of the 

relevant resource consent application and HBRC staff report

Te Taiao Hawke's Bay Environment Forum

25/05/2017 OIR-17-041 Completed Fresh Meats NZ Prosecution • All water quality samples from Ahuriri Estuary & Tyne Street drain, 2012-present.

• Details of all prosecutions by HBRC under RMA s15(1)(b) incl details of breach, defendant 

name & penalty.

• Details of all breaches of RMA s15(1)(b)  not prosecuted by HBRC, incl details of breach, 

name of the responsible party, & why not prosecuted. 

• All comms re the Fresh Meats NZ Ltd discharge on 29/9/16

• All comms & documents prepared since 29/9/16 re the Fresh Meats NZ Ltd discharge on 

29/9/16

Lawson Robinson

24/05/2017 OIR-17-040 Completed Jess and Taes Water Limited Correspondence from the solicitors for Napier Water Limited re the allegation of form 

tampering

O’Sheas Law 

24/05/2017 OIR-17-038 Completed Water Bottling, All takes and Policy Total underground water takes consented in HB, broken down by activity eg irrigation, 

industry, water bottling including the 10 largest takes & water bottling takes.

- update on the council’s consultation on whether to change its management approach to 

these aquifers

- any recent research on the status of the Heretaunga aquifer

National Business Review

16/05/2017 OIR-17-036 Completed Red-zone catchments the name and locations of red-zone catchments in your region where no further extractions 

of water is allowed

Green Party

10/05/2017 OIR-17-035 Refused insurance claim full details of the owners of horses involved in accident on Taihape road on 3 May IAG NZ

10/05/2017 OIR-17-034 Completed GIS data of HB Hazards GIS data (Esri shapefiles) natural hazard data for the flood, landslip and inundation/erosion 

risks in Hawke's Bay

Tower Insurance

11/05/2017 OIR-17-033 Completed Emails re decision to prosecute HDC All emails between Mr Newman and other staff concerning the decision to prosecute HDC Journalist

10/05/2017 OIR-17-032 Completed Dairy farm systems in HB percentage of dairy farm systems in HB Individual
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3/05/2017 OIR-17-031 Completed Telemetry data for all metered consents in 

CHB

I would like to proceed with getting the telemetry data for all metered consents. I 

understand that there will be a cost involved for this.   if the data could come in a 

spreadsheet format that would be great.

Individual

1/05/2017 OIR-17-030 Ombudsman councillor email communications Email communications to, from, and/or between at least 3 of - Rex Graham, Tom Belford, 

Rick Barker, Peter Beaven, Neil Kirton & Paul Bailey in their capacity as councillors - 

between 1Nov16 & 30Apr17 - referencing RWSS, HBRIC Ltd, Andy Pearce, Andrew Newman, 

Napier Port, and/or “Romans”

HB Today Journalist

24/04/2017 OIR-17-029 Ombudsman emails between The Romans and HBRC staff all emails sent or received by councillors and HBRC staff, sent to or from official HBRC email 

addresses and to or from councillors’ private/personal/business email addresses that 

reference any planning, meetings & actions by the group of councillors who refer to 

themselves as “the Romans”, namely Chairman Graham and Councillors Bailey, Barker, 

Beaven, Belford and Kirton since October 2016

NZ Herald Journalist

26/04/2017 OIR-17-028 Completed Chicken Farms Are there any operating commercial cage egg chicken farms in your area? This includes 

traditional battery cage farms and new colony cage farms. If so, where are they located?

Individual

21/04/2017 OIR-17-027 Transferred Shapefiles and maps Toebes & Palmer (1969) Individual

20/04/2017 OIR-17-026 Completed CHB and TANK Water take consents Details of all fresh and ground water take consents for CHB district,  including the name and 

addresses for the takes and also the amounts consented for  same for TANK area  

aggrigated actual use data for CHB

Individual

11/04/2017 OIR-17-025 Completed Napier kiln compliance the Kiln in Napier - if it has, or is, breaching resource consents Individual

11/04/2017 OIR-17-024 Completed HBRC - PEPANZ exchanges any exchange between PEPANZ and HBRC + extended bodies Individual

11/04/2017 OIR-17-023 Completed One Pure Consent documents Consent application, all tech reports, s92 requests and information 42A report Berry Simons Environmental Law

4/04/2017 OIR-17-022 Completed GIS Data request Broad GIS data request Data scrape & default101mxd. copy of a geodatabase / shape files. 

Subjects of Bore locations, Stream gauging, consenting information, mean sea level. 15 

years of synchronous data across all of the stations  Request by way of read only access to 

data drives

Individual

4/04/2017 OIR-17-021 Completed Water Bottling Consents Info Location, charges levied & volumes for water bottling consents issued to:

Naturally Pure NZ; One Pure International Group; Miracle Water; Elwood Rd Holdings; Jess 

and Tae's Water Limited; Waimea Orchard Limited; Gunn A F; Clark M J and F A; Lowe 

Corporation Limited; Parkers Beverage Company Limited; Bryant C M & R M; and Bearsley 

Ranui Trust

NZ Herald Journalist

31/03/2017 OIR-17-020 Completed employee pay rates 1. number of HBRC employees earning less than $20.20 per hour 

2. total number of HBRC employees

Journalist

29/03/2017 OIR-17-019 Completed Council workshops 1.  Does your Council hold Workshops?

2. How many Workshops held in the past 12 months? 

3.  Are Workshops open to the public?

4. Do you publicise your Workshops on Council website?

5. Does your Council have a written policy in respect to Workshops. If so, please provide a 

copy.

6. Do you allow media reps to attend Workshops?

Nelson Residents Association

20/03/2017 OIR-17-018 Completed Water Consents Bottling and Overseas based 

multinational companies

1. the exact amount of water overseas-based/multinational companies have been given 

resource consent to take and sell

2. the amount (if there is a limit) of water that foreign companies are/will be allowed to take 

and sell under the current council - in total, not just One Pure International

3. any other resource consent applications made in the last 3 years to bottle and sell water 

in Hawke’s Bay 

 4. any documents or reports relating to resource consents for the taking and selling of 

water

Journalist

8/03/2017 OIR-17-017 Completed product stewardship schemes For each scheme/event/activity funded (by grants, direct funding or in-kind funding) -for 

each year 2008/9-2015/6:

1 Scheme name

2 Scheme operator / manager / organisation funded

3 Materials targeted e.g. used oil for the ROSE scheme

4 Council funding broken down (where possible) by:

4.1 Type of funding (grant, direct funding, staff time, in-kind funding)

4.2 Funding for investigations, development or consultation 

4.3 Funding for ongoing operation of a scheme past initial implementation - Y2 and beyond

5 Volume collected by the scheme for each primary material type (if known)

6 Volume collected by the scheme for all other material types e.g. plastic containers (if 

known)

7 For the volumes of each material collected, an indication of volumes to each end disposal 

point e.g. if 100 tonnes of paint collected  80 tonnes recycled, 10 tonnes reused & 10 tonnes 

treated & disposed of to landfill

NZ Product Stewardship Council

28/02/2017 OIR-17-016 Refused HBRC CE resignation 1 On what basis did Newman get a payout for resigning?

2 What amount of payout was agreed by HBRC for resignation? 

3 If found culpable of neglect by HN Water Inquiry will resignation absolve Andrew 

Newman of criminal or civil charges?

Transparent Hawke's Bay

23/02/2017 OIR-17-015 Refused contamination of Havelock North’s water 

supply

Copies of all reports, investigations and results in relation to:

1. the contamination suspected to have originated from sheep near bore sites

2. the security and robustness of bore sites and boreheads

NZ First

22/02/2017 OIR-17-014 Completed HBRC and HBRIC Ltd CE Job Descriptions Current role description, performance management criteria & final remuneration/ 

severance conditions for CEO of HBRC & HBRIC - solely the various contractual clauses, 

conditions & basis for monitoring & reviewing performance

Individual

8/02/2017 OIR-17-013 Completed Panpac Effluent Discharge to Marine 

Environment

all correspondence between HBRC & individuals, community groups, government 

departments, organisations - re Panpac effluent discharge to marine environment 2011-

2017

Individual

13/02/2017 OIR-17-012 Completed Panpac TMT kiln 1. HBRC's compliance files on the Panpac TMT kiln

2. Resource Consent Discharge Permit (to Air) 

3. discharge consent Application & officers' Report

First Union

7/02/2017 OIR-17-011 Completed Papanui Aquifer Monitoring Water quality monitoring in the Papanui Aquifer:

1. ID numbers & Locations of monitoring wells/bores

2. How many of the monitoring wells are located East of the Farm drain the Otane 

Wastewater plant discharges into?

3. Any evidence of material from the Otane Wastewater Plant discovered in Papanui Aquifer 

monitoring wells?

4. Copies of the monitoring records

Individual

30/01/2017 OIR-17-010 Withdrawn Technical information on Flowking 

wastewater treatment

Requesting technical information on Flowking wastewater treatment systems and HBRC 

sampling results from 2005

Whether the system referred to is fixed or suspended media.

Whether the system used an aerator.

Whether it used a branded Flowking electrical unit or some other form of electrical unit.

Whether you have any schematics or product information in relation to the Flowking system 

this letter approved to and if so can you please provide a copy.

Whether you have the actual testing information the attached letter summarises.

Does the testing undertaken by the HBRC give the system full approval throughout NZ.

Individual

31/01/2017 OIR-17-009 Transferred RWSS water users • How many water users have signed up to the RWSS as of today?

• What is the volume of water that water users have signed up to use?

Green Party
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31/01/2017 OIR-17-008 Completed Feedlots # of:

1. feedlots currently operating in HBRC area

2. cattle/dairy cows being kept on feedlots in HBRC area

3. instances of feedlots in HBRC area breaking the rules in the last year, and how have those 

breaches been remedied?

4. What monitoring does HBRC do on farms with feedlots

5. What actions has HBRC taken since announcing a crackdown on feedlot activity in 

November 2016?

6. Locations of feedlots in HBRC area

Green Party

30/01/2017 OIR-17-007 Completed sheep near bore sites confirm if the sheep near bore sites where contamination was suspected were vaccinated 

against campylobacter 

NZ First

23/01/2017 OIR-17-006 Completed Water Quality data for Miracle Water 1. Any water quality data available for the Miracle Water plant bore(s), the aquifer they are 

abstracting from & nearby bores. At least nitrates, nitrites; calcium & magnesium hardness

2. which particular aquifer are they abstracting from

In Cognito

20/01/2017 OIR-17-005 Completed operating commercial piggeries Are there any operating commercial piggeries in your area and if so, where are they 

located?

Individual

18/01/2017 OIR-17-004 Completed groundwater level data supply me with the groundwater level data for all of the bores on your website Individual

16/01/2017 OIR-17-003 Completed Colony Cage Egg Farm resource consents 1. Any & all live resource consent applications (in process) for the conversion, establishment 

and/or operation of egg layer facilities using colony cages

2. Any & all notification decisions for resource consent applications above

Individual

16/01/2017 OIR-17-002 Completed ground and surface water levels 1. the raw data for the aquifers that Kathleen drew on for her January 2017 climate report 

on groundwater levels

2. the raw data Kathleen used for the January 2017 climate  report on river flows

News Collective Journalist

7/01/2017 OIR-17-001 Completed Maori Committee Remuneration Remuneration & expenses paid to Maori Committee members between 1 January 2013 & 

31 December 2015, including:

1. All credit, purchase & travel card statements

2. List of all personal, training & travel expenditure for appointed members

3. list of all personal, training & travel expenditure for elected members as relates to work 

of the committee)

4. list of all expense claims made by appointed members including receipts, claims forms, 

etc

5. A list of all Council-paid travel by each appointed member of the 

committee including dates, purpose & total cost of each trip broken down into 

accommodation, flights, taxis, conference fees, etc

6. total remuneration to each appointed member each year, including any remuneration 

from other organisations in the Council group & details of any allowance (such as mileage or 

IT/computers)

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

19/12/2016 OIR-16-146 Completed Heretaunga Aquifer Information on the actual size of the Heretaunga Aquifer? Or at least, information about 

how long it takes the water to find its way into the aquifer, and therefore what it takes for 

the water source to recharge itself? I am interested as to how this compares with the 

current rates of extraction (extraction figures already provided)

Phoenix Law Ltd

19/12/2016 OIR-16-145 Completed Heritage 1. GO TO person for Heritage matters on your Council

2. GO TO Council staff to approach for Historical Information,

Heritage sites, Heritage Trail, Rail Trail or its developments

3. What funding does council annually allocate for Heritage?

4. Is there a discretionary fund Historical Groups can apply for to assist their projects?

NZ History Federation

5/12/2016 OIR-16-144 Completed HDC Prosecution further Disclosure all communications, reports & records of deliberations of the ‘enforcement decision group’ 

on the HDC prosecution

Elvidge and Partners

5/12/2016 OIR-16-143 Completed Te Mata Mushrooms resourc consent 

application

Te Mata Mushrooms Consent

1. Copy of Te Mata Mushrooms Draft Consent Application

2. Has HBRC staff arrived at a decision on whether the consent is going to be notified Y/N

3. Have any critical time lines been determined regarding the application

4. What have staff recommended to applicant in terms of final consent application.

Individual

2/12/2016 OIR-16-142 Completed Waingongoro River Report a copy of Waingongoro River Report Woodward Law

1/12/2016 OIR-16-141 Completed Water Bottling Plants 1. how many water bottling plants are there in Hawke's Bay region

2. the names of these companies who own them

3. for local or export

4. how much water they're allowed to draw each year

Individual

23/11/2016 OIR-16-140 Completed CHB water take consents list of water take consents including consented volume of take, split into those effected by 

Plan Change 6 and those not effected

Alex Walker, CHB Mayor

25/11/2016 OIR-16-139 Completed Staff Redundancy payments How much, if any, money has been paid, or agreed to be paid, for redundancy, or under 

section 123 of Employment Relations Act 2000, since the election of the new council this 

year.

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

22/11/2016 OIR-16-138 Completed discharge consents How many consents to discharge into natural waterways are active in your region, and who 

holds those consents

Individual

21/11/2016 OIR-16-137 Completed staff personal grievances 1. How many HBRC employees have lodged a personal grievance against senior 

management since June 2013?

2. How many were lodged between 1July12-30May13? 

3. Dates when lodged & if possible who lodged against. 

4. If possible, outcome of each grievance.

HB Today Journalist

9/11/2016 OIR-16-136 Completed employee costs 1 What was the increase in wages & staff numbers related to? What departments or roles 

were these employees hired into? 

2 Were any of these formerly contracted roles brought back in house? If so, how many?

3 Does the council believe these decisions were made in the interest of & provided a benefit 

to ratepayers?

4 any other comments providing context or understanding

NZ Herald Journalist

11/11/2016 OIR-16-134 Completed Infringement abatement and prosecutions 

against TAs

Infringement notices/abatement notices and prosecutions issued against TAs in HB in 

2014/15 and 2015/2016.

For each year:

1 Name of TA

2 Action (infringement notice/abatement notice or prosecution)

3 Date & duration of (alleged) offence

4 Nature & location of offence (eg discharge of X to Y river from Z)

5 Penalty (eg. fine, conviction, other action).

Journalist

10/11/2016 OIR-16-133 Completed water take transfers how many requests to transfer water take consents to another site have been made 

to HBRC in the last 3 years (by year) and of those how many have been approved 

Individual

9/11/2016 OIR-16-132 Completed Public Transport Costs 1. public passenger transport costs since 2008-9 including 2015-16 with totals, broken down 

by amount paid by users, ratepayers & NZTA. 

2. Levels of demand for public passenger transport for each financial years 2008-9?

3. Cost of public passenger transport fares for each financial year since 2008-9?

4. Percentage of public passenger transport fares for for each financial year since 2008-9 

that went towards user contributions to cover public passenger transport costs.

Labour Party

9/11/2016 OIR-16-131 Completed Water Take Consents 1) total number of water take consents (surface & ground water) currently 'active'

2) total amount of water allocated to those consents

3) confirm that taking water (ground or surface water) for stock - regardless of the amount - 

is a permitted activity.

Individual
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7/11/2016 OIR-16-130 Withdrawn meeting about RWSS held on or about 2 

November 2016

all correspondence, notes, memorandums, aide memoire & personal recollections 

including, but not limited to, information about attendees, topics of discussion & decisions 

in relation to the meeting of the HBRC Chairman, CHBDC mayor & others - called for publicly 

in the media - about the RWSS held on or about 2 November 2016

Individual

25/08/2016 OIR-16-129 Ombudsman e coli monitoring results for Tukituki and Te 

Mata bores 

1. test results for e coli in Tukituki catchment & Te Mata bores

2. Are Te Mata bores, Tukituki catchment, Papanui catchment & other areas being tested 

for pathogens besides e coli? If so -email me the data

3. If testing for other pathogens, what strain or strains of the 17 species & 6 subspecies of 

campylobacter were identified in 2015- 2016 - Campylobacter jejuni, Campylobacter 

coli, both, more?

4. If testing for species and sub-species not done will you do so from now in Havelock 

North, Tukituki, Papanui & CHB where biofilms are found, until the source or sources of HB 

contamination identified?

Individual

2/11/2016 OIR-16-128 Completed resource consent breaches by AFFCO Talleys reports, emails, correspondence relating to resource consent breaches by AFFCO Talleys 

over last 5 years -focus on: occurrence, location & nature of breaches, advice received on 

Council actions regarding breaches, & actions taken by Council to address breaches

Meka Whaitiri Labour MP

25/10/2016 OIR-16-127 Completed leasehold properties in Onekawa leasehold properties in Onekawa:

1. how many of these are above the area identified as being the former NCC landfill

2. how many of these properties have required remediation work due to 

slumping/subsidence attributed to the landfill over the past five years.

3. details of the work carried out and the costs

Journalist

27/10/2016 OIR-16-126 Completed Chloride monitoring test results for Brookvale 

bores

any chloride tests from the last 12 months from sites 10496, 1129 and 258 News Collective Journalist

19/10/2016 OIR-16-125 Completed PanPac Forest Products Ltd please provide:

1. all internal & external correspondence, including file notes, emails & other, between 

HBRC & any individual, community group, government department &/or ministry or private 

organisation or union & other person or entity re the PanPac Forest Products Limited‘s 

thermally modified timber plant over the past 36 Months. 

2. include all notes regarding the resource consent relating to the building & operation of 

the thermally modified timber plant.

Stuart Nash, Labour Party

7/10/2016 OIR-16-124 Transferred HDC MoH and HB DHB correspondence all correspondence between HDC, the Ministry of Health & HB DHB about the reasons for 

closing the Eastbourne Street bore in Hastings

Individual

7/10/2016 OIR-16-123 Completed water footprint of dairy farming in Hawke’s 

Bay 

Amount of consented water for dairy farms by water management zone, including:

o consent holder, consented irrigation volume, area irrigated, type of irrigation, source of 

water, and the catchment the farm is in + any data on actual use of consented water 

available

Individual

26/09/2016 OIR-16-122 Completed Consents - Groundwater, Te Mata 

Mushrooms

Multiple queries: groundwater storage loss related to the last SOE, Te Mata Mushrooms 

consents re cow effluent and human effluent, Well 10496 questions.

News Collective Journalist

23/09/2016 OIR-16-121 Completed RMA mediation 1. re RMA Schedule 1 cl 8AA: # of RMA Schedule 1 clause 8AA meetings held over last 3 

years, & of those # of instances (sub clause (3)) used? Where mediation used, was mediator 

appointed by council, or agreed by parties & was it an independent mediator?

2. re RMA s 99A: # of RMA s 99A mediation meetings held over last 3 years? Of these, # of 

parties attended (e.g. 10 mediations had 2 parties; 5 mediations had 3 parties; 12 

mediations had 4 parties). Where mediation used, was the mediator appointed by council, 

or agreed by parties? Independent mediator? # of mediations held with an Environmental 

Commissioner?

Individual

22/09/2016 OIR-16-120 Refused Councillor Debbie Hewitt communications all email & phone record communications of Cr Debbie Hewitt 1 June 2016 through 31 

August 2016, particularly any & all communications with Fenton Wilson, Peter Butler CHB 

Mayor & Andrew Newman re Ruataniwha dam, potential councillor conflicts of interest re 

dam deliberations, & Havelock North water contamination incident (incl media coverage)

Tom Belford

21/09/2016 OIR-16-119 Completed Bore 10496 monitoring test results test results for HBRC Monitoring Bore 10496 for 2013 - 2016 to date Individual

16/09/2016 OIR-16-118 Completed Eskhill Piggery All correspondence /communications for the past 6 years between HBRC and Mr lan 

Walker/Eskhill Piggery relating to complaints, consents and possible breaches of consents 

with regards to the management of effluent on the property at 710 State Highway 5 Eskdale 

Napier 4182

Stuart Nash, Labour Party

16/09/2016 OIR-16-117 Completed Water Bottling resource consents • How many consents has HBRC granted for bottled water plants to date?

• How many pending consents does HBRC have for bottled water plants?

• Of the consents granted what is the total allowable volume of water allocated?

• Of the consents pending what is the total allowable volume of water requested?

Stuart Nash, Labour MP

19/09/2016 OIR-16-116 Completed Advertising costs 1. total cost of advertising spend for last financial year

2. How much of that was spent on advertising on:

- Youtube

- Google

- Facebook

Journalist

18/09/2016 OIR-16-115 Completed Tukituki flow data river flow data for the Tukituki monitoring points from 2006-present (or as near as you 

have)

Individual

14/09/2016 OIR-16-114 Completed Te Mata Mushrooms consents copies of resource consent files for DP140245L & DP100129La Individual

17/09/2016 OIR-16-113 Completed Talleys correspondence 1. any record of correspondence between the Council and any part of the Talleys group of 

Companies for the period of the last 2 years

2. details regarding unpaid or disputed service charges and any permissions / permits 

granted to the Company including any record of any breaches of these permission

Individual

16/09/2016 OIR-16-112 Completed cattle grazing riverbanks 1. How much land (owned or administered by HBRC) is grazing by farm animals allowed on?

2.Payment arrangement for grazing alongside rivers in HB?  i.e. per hectare or per farm 

animal?

3.Fees charged to those grazing the animals?

4. How much income has council has received for this type of grazing annually (for the last 5 

years)?

5. How many farms/ farmers is HBRC or its investment company currently taking grazing 

levies from?

6. Which rivers are animals currently grazing on that HBRC is receiving income from?

7. Is there fencing alongside all the rivers HBRC is receiving income from grazing?

Greenpeace

31/08/2016 OIR-16-111 Completed Hastings Water Contamination 1. copies of all monitoring results from Te Mata Mushrooms resource consent to discharge 

leachate & treated sewage onto land & sample results taken at end of Te Mata Mushrooms 

irrigator.

2. copy of map showing underground streams up gradient of Brookvale Road wells

3. Is HBRC aware of e-coli concentrations in well #15619 & #10496 since 2005?

4. Has any person on the panel read "OUR Drinking Water" dated May 2014 by David 

Renouf?

Individual

9/09/2016 OIR-16-110 Completed SOE Groundwater quality bores full test results from HBRC SOE Groundwater quality bores  2014-present (or as near to 

present as available)

Individual
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8/09/2016 OIR-16-109 Completed feedlots in Tukituki catchment In Tukituki catchment:

1) How many feedlots/feedpads have current resource consent ?

2) How many feedlots/feedpads has HBRC allowed as a permitted activity in the past 10 

years?

3) How many operators of feedlots/feedpads have breached their resource consents in the 

last 10 years?

4) Details of any enforcement actions taken by HBRC in relation to feedlots/feedpads in the 

last 10 years.

Greenpeace

30/08/2016 OIR-16-107 Completed CHB waste water discharge consent details Request for information regarding CHB Waste Waster discharge consent. Caller wishes to 

know if the consent is currently complying with their consent conditions.

Individual

2/09/2016 OIR-16-106 Completed HN water - S Swabey ppt data request Request of field data sheets for samplings Tukituki River, wells, monitoring wells, and 

surface water sample locations.

Radio NZ Journalist

26/08/2016 OIR-16-105 Ombudsman Councillor Belford communications All email & phone communications of Tom Belford from 8-25 August 2016. Of particular 

interest - communications with Peter Fowler of Radio NZ, HB Today, Simon Lusk, Russell 

Norman & Genevieve Toop of Greenpeace NZ

relating to either the Ruataniwha Dam or Havelock North water contamination incident.

Peter Butler, Mayor Central Hawke's Bay District 

Council

24/08/2016 OIR-16-104 Completed Feedlot consents 1. consent requirements for feedlots in the Hawke's Bay Region

2. How many feedlots has HBRC consented in the Tukituki catchment in the last year

3. Does HBRC or HBRIC receive any direct or indirect cash flow from the grazing of farm 

animals alongside the rivers in Hawke's Bay?

Greenpeace

21/08/2016 OIR-16-103 Completed river water quality data river quality data measurements from your sites in Hawke's Bay for the years 2015 -2016 Individual

26/08/2016 OIR-16-102 Completed emails to Chairman details of all emails received by Chairman Wilson since August 22 from people expressing 

opposition to Council's proposed investment in the Ruataniwha Dam

Dominion Post Journalist

22/08/2016 OIR-16-101 Completed Toxic sites Q3) Copies of any regional, district or city council toxic or poisoned site lists, reports or 

studies

Greenpeace

25/08/2016 OIR-16-100 Completed Wairoa Star consents query A copy of the info provided to Wairoa Star re consent breaches into Wairoa River HB Today Journalist

19/08/2016 OIR-16-099 Completed Resource Consent Documents for Te Mata 

Mushrooms

All resource consent applications from Te Mata Mushrooms to the Regional Council in the 

last five years, if any.

All reports by Regional Council officers in regards to resource consent applications by Te 

Mata Mushrooms in the last five years, if any.

Green Party

19/08/2016 OIR-16-098 Completed Ecology Reports Copy of: Greater Heretaunga, Tukituki and Coastal SOC water Quality and Ecology. Individual

23/08/2016 OIR-16-097 Completed resource consents in vicinity of Havelock 

North water supply bores

DNA tests indicate the source of HN contamination is ruminant & most likely ruminant dairy 

cows:

1. any dairy operations within 1km of Brookvale Road wells?

2. if yes, do they have resource consents? 3. if no, what action is being taken?

4. if yes, do the resource consents cover the discharge or disposal of dairy effluent? 5. if 

intensive dairy operations do they have appropriate resource consents for disposal by 

composting or otherwise of solids? 6. If there are such operations and consents are they 

operating within their consents? and if not, what action is being taken?

7. If a consented & compliant operation found to be contaminating the Havelock North 

water supply due to unforeseen or changing conditions what steps can be taken to 

eliminate the contamination either at the source or in the water management process? 8. 

Could such a situation be foreseen & was this noted in the Resource Consent process? 9. 

Has any councillor had knowledge of such an operation & not drawn it to the attention of 

staff either directly or by way of Council at either Regional or District level?

Individual

12/08/2016 OIR-16-096 Completed Water Take or Use Resource Consents Freshwater is allocated between uses under RMA under first-in first-served, meaning that 

earlier in time resource consent applications have priority.

Please provide - in a table format - lists of currently pending applications for new resource 

consents to take/use water, including: 1/ name of the party making application; 2/ quantity 

of water sought to take/use;

3/ purpose of the water take/use consent as specified by the applicant; 4/ date the 

application was received by HBRC.

Sort the table by the date of receipt of the application, oldest to newest and highlight any 

applications that seek to take/use water for human/domestic consumption.

Woodward Law Office

1/08/2016 OIR-16-095 Completed Water Science and Monitoring Request further information in relation to invoice # SI034110 Consent: DP150021L

1. Provide itemised breakdown for Water Science Annual Variable Charge

2. Provide dates when any monitoring occurred 1/7/15-30/6/16 and any results/reports 

from the monitoring

Individual

9/08/2016 OIR-16-094 Completed Wairoa Star Consents Query 1. re breaches from Affco, WDC & Silver Fern Farms.

Evidence to show these effects are minor when Affco have yet to submit independent 

environmental impact reports?

2. When conditions put in place in 2012 did RC expect to still be waiting to see results & 

reports in August 2016?

3. What are main causes for lack of progress and would it be tolerated by others given 

resource consent conditions at the time?

4. Re WDC what level of improvement are you looking for before their  consent is renewed 

in 2019?

5. What will need to change before NPSFM is gazetted next April in terms of these three 

organisations, for other farming operations situated by a waterway - and over what 

timeframe?

6. If a council is addressing its infiltration problems what time frame would they have to 

reduce the levels of COD and suspended solids discharge exceedances?

Wairoa Star Journalist

8/08/2016 OIR-16-093 Completed Complaints Request for Te Mata Mushrooms Some sort of indication of the location of complaints in 2015/2016? e.g. in the attached 

snapshot report by Jacobs on reverse sensitivity prepared for Hastings District Council in 

2015.  I don’t need actual addresses but I would be really interested to see where the 

spread of complaints has come from over 2015 and 2016 to date.

Air Quality Professionals Pty Ltd
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3/08/2016 OIR-16-092 Completed Farm Environmental Management Plans 1. Who will the "approved providers" be?

2. Who will check that the information given in a FEMP is correct?

3. How will anyone know if a property owner puts on more fertiliser than is in their FEMP or 

at different times etc?

4. Who will audit the plans outside of the process?

5. To clarify my previous final question: should a HBRC river monitoring point find that, say, 

nitrate levels are above the limits in PC6, how will HBRC determine which property or 

properties are responsible for the breaches, and how will they distinguish between "current 

pollution" and "legacy pollution"? Given that it can take many years for nitrate to move 

through the water table it would be unfair to punish a new property owner for the actions 

of a past owner. How is HBRC going to deal with that issue?

6. Also, I can imagine a situation where there is a breach of in-stream nitrate levels, but the 

nutrient budgets of all properties feeding in to that stream are deemed to be acceptable for 

their land use. What course of action will HBRC take then?

7. Is HBRC aware that the Overseer model has not been tested or validated for Hawke's Bay 

conditions, and that there is no record (that I am aware of, and I have asked the Overseer 

team) of how accurate it is at predicting whole of farm nitrate leaching?

Individual

4/08/2016 OIR-16-091 Completed Water Bottling companies Details of 4 companies granted consents to take/use the largest amounts of water per 

annum for commercial water bottling including:

a) the length of each consent;

b) the maximum quantity of water it permits the company to take per annum; and

c) any annual fees and/or charges (specifying whether GST inclusive/exclusive) the company 

must pay the Council pursuant to the consent.

Woodward Law

4/08/2016 OIR-16-090 Completed Compliance Information For 1 July 2015 to 30 June 2016, the #of each issued to each TA in relation to its resource 

consents for discharge from its sewerage system:

1 Abatement notices

2 Infringement notices

3 Enforcement orders

4 Convictions

For 1 July 2015 to 30 June 2016, the # of each issued to each TA in relation to its consents 

for discharge from its stormwater system:

5 Abatement notices.

6 Infringement notices.

7 Enforcement orders.

8 Convictions

TAs - Hastings District Council, Napier City Council & Rangitikei District Council

For 1 July 2015 to 30 June 2016, the # of abatement notices, infringement notices, 

enforcement orders, and convictions issued to each of NCC & HDC for:  solid waste; 

and water consents.

Audit NZ

25/07/2016 OIR-16-089 Completed Makaroro Reservoir - is there only going to be one turbine of 6.5MW?

- Why this significant change from original design?

- Has there been a design evaluation for water turbine, with continuous environmental flow 

of 1.23m3/s?

. Does "The activities authorised by this consent shall be undertaken" mean that all water 

being discharged from Makaroro reservoir needs to be used for generating electricity?

. When does this National Policy statement for renewable electricity generation have to be 

fulfilled?

Individual

19/07/2016 OIR-16-088 Completed dairy prosecutions and abatement notices - how many prosecutions, abatement notices & infringement notices council issued for dairy 

effluent discharges in the 2015-16 financial year.

- the name of all prosecuted parties, charges faced & outcome of any court action.

- info on inspections council makes of dairy farms.

- how many dairy farms there are within your region.

- how many dairy farms are inspected each year (ie all, half, a percentage)

- how inspections are carried out (ie on foot, by helicopter, or other means)

- does the council advise the farm owner of the inspection before it occurs? If so, how far in 

advance of the inspection is advice given?

Journalist

18/07/2016 OIR-16-087 Completed 4 largest Irrigation or Water Bottling 

Consents

Details of 4companies granted consents to take/use the largest amounts of water per 

annum in your region for commercial water bottling or irrigation including:

a) the length of each consent;

b) the maximum quantity of water it permits the company to take per annum; and

c) any annual fees and/or charges the company must pay the Council pursuant to the 

consent.

Woodward Law Office

12/07/2016 OIR-16-086 Completed Printed Material 2012 - 2016 Request for free printed material that has been provided to the Hawke's Bay public Individual

7/06/2016 OIR-16-085 Completed Brian Bennett Compensation or Remediation Any compensation and or remediation offered to and or provided to Brian Bennett because 

of Landfill located 307 Kennedy Road

Individual

11/07/2016 OIR-16-084 Completed Wairoa Star Query AFFCO Wairoa Consent 

Process

1. update AFFCO Wairoa consent process is re requirement for testing water quality & fish 

life in Wairoa River & river mouth last year & this year & outcomes of testing?

2. Did Waihi Dam silt overflow impact on AFFCO testing & have HBRC scientists come to any 

conclusions about impact on fish life & whitebait spawning in Wairoa & Waiau rivers?

3. impact of Silver Fern Farms meat works operation in Frasertown on water quality & fish 

life please & what waste treatment process is required for their operation & have they been 

compliant?

4. Does SFF consent require regular water testing & if not why not?

5. How many consent breaches by WDC, AFFCO & Silver Fern Farms in last 18months & 

when?

6. How significantly different will AFFCO, Silver Fern Farms & Wairoa District Council 

discharge consent conditions be when next renewed?

Wairoa Star Journalist

15/07/2016 OIR-16-083 Completed RPC tangata whenua remuneration and 

reimbursement 

1. policy/procedure for determining remuneration and reimbursement of tāngata whenua 

members

2. remuneration paid to each tāngata whenua member of RPC for years ending 30June14, 

30June15 & 30June16

3.  reimbursement of expenses paid to each tāngata whenua member of RPC for years 

ending 30June14, 30June15 & 30June16

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

5/07/2016 OIR-16-080 Completed Councillor meeting attendance breakdown, per meeting, of:

- councillors in attendance

- apologies

- late arrivals and early departures

for all council meetings for 2013 triennium to date.

+ data on which meetings were mandatory & which were optional

Individual
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1/07/2016 OIR-16-079 Completed RMA research 1. cost recovery arrangements in place for monitoring & enforcement activities under RMA?

2. present delegations for: a. Environmental infringement notices, b. Abatement notices, 

c. Enforcement orders, d. Prosecution

3. please provide HBRC prosecution/enforcement policy?

4. Are landowners notified in advance of monitoring inspections or responses to 

complaints?

5. Does HBRC report regularly on compliance, monitoring & enforcement activities (other 

than to MfE)

6. What recording system is presently used for managing CME functions – manual, partly 

electronic or fully electronic? Please describe briefly.

7. Is the compliance history of an applicant a relevant consideration in issuing further 

consents for their activities?

8. Does your council operate a bespoke alternative disputes resolution or diversion process? 

Please describe.

9. What innovations (if any) has HBRC developed to enhance management of CME functions 

under RMA?

10. key challenges your organisation faces/ideas for improvement to CME under the RMA?

Environmental Defence Society

28/06/2016 OIR-16-078 Completed Contaminated Land ? land at 2079 SH 50 (Transpower's Fairhill Substation) recorded as being contaminated Lawson Price

27/06/2016 OIR-16-077 Completed RWSS Reservoir Water Quality 1.  criteria & reason for change in design of the Dam Intake structure/outlet from May 2013 

RWSS Application

2.  parties & expertise involved with the change,

3.  References of any reservoir water quality & sedimentation modelling or reports to 

support the change, and

4.  Who provided the independent assessment & approval of the change & when ?

5. minimum standard of water quality & other characteristics e.g. temperature HBRC will 

accept forreleased water immediately downstream of the dam?

Transparent Hawke's Bay

27/06/2016 OIR-16-076 Completed HBRIC Consent for bore water - Greenpeace Please confirm the status of a resource consent application by HBRIC to take and use an 

additional 15 million cubic metres of groundwater per year from the Tukituki catchments 

aquifer. I believe this application was made in/around May 2014.

Greenpeace

14/06/2016 OIR-16-075 Completed Zone N Map of proposed irrigation zones for 

the RWSS including Zone N and consent 

application

Are you able to please send a copy of the consent application to Mr Robertshaw if Council’s 

received one?

I’ve asked Di to send the map to him.

Individual

24/06/2016 OIR-16-074 Completed Tukituki River 1 # of complaints to pollution hotline re pollution in Tukituki Catchment in the last 8 years, 

by year & type

2 # of resource consent infringement notices, abatement notices & prosecutions in Tukituki 

catchment in the last 8 years, by year & type

3 # of resource consents granted for dairy farming in the Tukituki catchment over the last 8 

years, by year & type

4 # of resource consents granted for industrial activities in the Tukituki catchment over the 

last 8 years, by year & type

5 # of resource consents granted for stormwater/wastewater discharges in the Tukituki 

catchment over the last 8 years, by year & type

Green Party

21/06/2016 OIR-16-073 Completed Annual budget allocation for enforcemnet 

actions under RMA

The annual budget allocated for enforcement actions under the RMA for each year for the 

past 5 years (with each year to run from 1 July to 30 June, so that the most recent year will 

end in June 2015).

2. The number of Full Time Equivalent (“FTE”) staff working for the Council to undertake 

enforcement actions under the RMA each year for the past 5 years.

Woodward Law Office

17/06/2016 OIR-16-072 Completed Farm Environmental Management Plans ? any research done on effectiveness of FEMPs (i.e. whether they actually do reduce 

pollution, soil erosion etc)?

? some farms in HB have already submitted their FEMPs, any follow up on those yet?

? how does the monitoring process work & are FEMPs checked for accuracy?

Do HBRC staff take any measurements on farm? If so, what, how frequently & what time of 

year?

Individual

14/06/2016 OIR-16-071 Completed RWSS Consent to take bore water Advise whether consent was granted, & if so:

- Provide a copy of the consent & notification decision.

- Advise, if it is not apparent from the consent, where the locations of the 31 bores are.

- Advise whether HBRIC holds or has applied for consent for the use of water taken pursuant 

to this consent.

Forest and Bird

15/06/2016 OIR-16-070 Completed One Pure International water take consents Details of all resource consents granted to One Pure International Group Ltd including:

-length of consent

-maximum water quantity per year

-annual fees and/or charges to be paid to Council

Woodward Law Office

15/06/2016 OIR-16-069 Completed formal investigations relating to discharge of 

contaminants

1. # formal investigations Council carried out, each year for past 10 years (1January -

31December) into discharges of contaminants to water (streams, rivers & lakes) contrary to 

RMA section 15(1)(a).

2. # Council enforcement actions, by type, to resolve RMA s15(1)(a) breaches each year 

for past 10 years.

3. # of Council recommendations to prosecute (suspected) breaches of RMA s15(1)(a) each 

year for past 10 years.

4. # of prosecutions Council approved in relation to (suspected) breaches of RMA s15(1)(a) 

each year for past 10 years.

5. # of successful Council convictions Council for RMA s15(1)(a) breaches each year for past 

10 years.

Woodward Law Office

15/06/2016 OIR-16-068 Completed Bay Irrigation water take consents Details of all resource consents granted to Bay Irrigation to take and/or use water including:

a) length of each consent;

b) maximum quantity of water it permits to take per annum; c) any annual fees and/or 

charges to be paid to Council pursuant to the consent.

Woodward Law Office

13/06/2016 OIR-16-067 Completed Colony Cage Farm Applications and 

Notification Decisions in Process

• Any & all live resource consent applications for the establishment & operation of egg layer 

facilities using colony cages

• Any & all live resource consent applications for conversion of egg layer facilities from 

battery cages to colony cages

• Any & all notification decisions for live resource consent applications for establishment & 

operation of egg layer facilities using colony cages

Individual

7/06/2016 OIR-16-066 Completed Air discharge Pan Pac What monitoring has HBRC got in place on the air discharge from the Pan Pac mill ? Individual

7/06/2016 OIR-16-064 Completed Compensation and or remediation offered to 

and or provided

Please inform me of any compensation and or remediation offered to and or provided to Mr 

Brian Bennett of 1 McKenzie Avenue Marewa because of landfilling at his 307 Kennedy Rd 

property, and the reasons why any compensation and or remediation was provided.

Individual

1/06/2016 OIR-16-063 Completed Resource consent applications that are 

currently being notified

Please provide me with a list of any resource consent applications that are currently being 

publicly notified.

Good Earth Matters

2/06/2016 OIR-16-062 Completed RWSS Consents Re resource consents LU150332L & WP150357U granted to HBRIC Ltd in January 2016 

extending the land and irrigation area of the Ruataniwha Water Storage Scheme.

Send a copy of the consent application(s) & any supplementary material submitted on 

assessment of environmental effects?

Greenpeace
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31/05/2016 OIR-16-061 Completed Water - Jonothan Rau please provide me with any data detailing how much water is already allocated and how 

much is potentially available for further allocation. Also should you have any historical data 

on each rivers flow rates that would further be appreciated.

 

Individual

31/05/2016 OIR-16-060 Completed Notice of Direction 1063 Andy Tait Jamieson Re the notice of direction issued by Council in respect of the pest control program on Mr 

Tait Jamieson property -request all information relating to pest control on our clients 

property collated over the last ten years

Matthew Lawson, Solicitor

31/05/2016 OIR-16-059 Completed Consents for Zone N for the RWSS Are there Consents for Zone N for the RWSS. I have heard and read these were given in 

January 2016. 

What area do they cover and what are the details for them?

Individual

30/05/2016 OIR-16-058 Completed information on consent compliance and 

enforcement

Summary of last 5 years of resource consents issued for water extraction, effluent discharge 

(dairy)- organised chronologically.

+ details of any significant non-compliance for these consents.

+ details of any action Council took for significant non-compliance events, including requests 

for action, warnings, notices, and prosecutions. 

+ all instances of complaints re water pollution over the last 5 years, and details of all 

actions council took, including  inspections, requests for info, requests for action, warnings, 

notices, and prosecutions.

Forest and Bird

28/05/2016 OIR-16-057 Completed Resource Consents issued to Eastland Group is it possible to view any/all of the resource consents issued to the Eastland Group in 

regards to the Waihi Dam.

 

 

Individual

16/05/2016 OIR-16-056 Completed Illegally disposing of rubbish OIR for the past 12 months:

1) The number of instances of illegally dumped rubbish dealt with

2) Locations where rubbish has been illegally dumped

3) Number of cases where those responsible were caught

4) How were those caught penalised in each case

NZME Journalist

16/05/2016 OIR-16-055 Completed HBRIC consents to divert extra water through 

Lake Hatuma

Does HBRIC have consents to divert extra water through Lake Hatuma & into any other local 

rivers or streams?

If so when were they granted & what are the details & conditions ?

Does HBRIC have consents to increase the number of flushes into rivers from the RWSS dam 

if it is built.

Individual

19/05/2016 OIR-16-054 Transferred RWSS Irrigation Zones map map of the Ruataniwha Water Storage Scheme's updated Irrigation Zone 

boundaries, including zone N

Greenpeace

19/05/2016 OIR-16-053 Completed HBRC staff climate survey a copy of the latest HBRC staff climate survey, or equivalent Transparent Hawke's Bay

6/05/2016 OIR-16-052 Completed Te Mata Mushroom Company consent 1 Out of the 21 Conditions, how many does HBRC deem are being met as of May 2016?

2 When TMM applies for a new resource consent, how many of the existing 21 conditions 

will apply?

+  I note the applicant reports spprox 300 m3 of spent mushroom compost may be stored 

on a site located near the entrance to the TMML property off Brookvale Road. Spent 

compost is transferred to this site on a Thursday, & stored uncovered for a max of up to 2 

weeks.

Please confirm if this is still occurring?

+if a separate consent is required for the stock piling of this spent compost when not on 

applicants property?

Individual

17/05/2016 OIR-16-051 Completed Complaints of odour from Te Mata 

Mushrooms

How many complaints have there been regarding odour from Te Mata Mushrooms Individual

18/05/2016 OIR-16-050 Completed List of people requiring meters this Can I please have a list of people requiring meters this November Water Force

12/05/2016 OIR-16-049 Transferred RWSS zone N RWSS Updated Zone Boundaries Plan showing extent & boundary of Zone N Transparent Hawke's Bay

8/05/2016 OIR-16-048 Completed RWSS distribution network consents Resource Consent granted January 2016 to put extra water from RWSS through Lake 

Whatuma and Mangatarata Stream.

If correct:

1. please provide a copy of the Resource Consent granted

2. state who is to pay for that additional water and on what terms

Individual

6/04/2016 OIR-16-047 Completed Information surrounding Pan Pac's TMT plant All internal & external correspondence, including file notes, emails & other, between HBRC 

& any individual, community group, government department and/or ministry and private 

organisation (including any union) and other person or entity not covered by the previous 

description, regarding the PanPac Forest Products Limited‘s thermally modified timber plant 

over the past 36 Months.

Include all notes regarding the resource consent relating to the building and operation of 

this thermally modified timber plant.

Stuart Nash, Labour Party

5/05/2016 OIR-16-046 Completed independent panel of experts re Dam 

Construction

1. the name, organisation and area of expertise of each appointed independent expert

2. the planned milestones of that independent panel

3. planned milestones, if any, that have so far been reviewed by the independent experts 

named

4. the independent review process

Transparent Hawke's Bay

10/05/2016 OIR-16-045 Completed Councillors Tenure 1. Out of your Council's current serving Councillors, who has provided the longest overall 

tenure of service for your Council or one of its predecessors?

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

6/05/2016 OIR-16-044 Completed Cr Hewitt and Ruataniwha Councillor Hewitt's correspondence regarding actual, possible or perceived conflicts of 

interests relating to the new irrigation zone that has been added to the proposed 

Ruataniwha Water Storage Scheme

Greenpeace

3/05/2016 OIR-16-043 Completed Staff Bonuses -The total financial value of bonuses paid to staff, broken down by each of the last five 

financial or calendar years;

- The number of staff paid any sort of bonus, broken down by each of the last five financial 

or calendar years;

- The total number of staff, broken down by each of the last five financial or calendar years;

- The total financial value of bonuses paid to contractors, broken down by each of the last 

five financial or calendar years.

NZ Herald Journalist

22/04/2016 OIR-16-042 Completed Water Bottling consent costs Please send me the last three years of the costs associated with the 9 water bottling 

resource consents, ie cost of consent application and the annual charges.

HB Today Journalist

26/04/2016 OIR-16-041 Completed Who is representing HBRC in negotiations 

around the Concession Deed

Council meeting agenda states that negotiations are continuing on the "Concession 

Deed". "Who is representing the HBRC in those negotiations?"

Individual

27/04/2016 OIR-16-040 Completed Documentation for Water Use Uptake 1. Confirm whether councillors have been provided with documentation - specifically the 

contracted party or distribution area contracted - in support of the total water volume 

announced by HBRIC at 27 April Regional Council meeting, and if so, what that information 

covered.

2. confirm whether HBRIC directors have been provided with  documentation - specifically 

the contracted party or distribution area contracted - in support of the total water volume 

announced by HBRIC at 27 April Regional Council meeting, and if so, what that information 

covered.

Transparent Hawke's Bay

26/04/2016 OIR-16-039 Completed Water Allocation Provide details of your water allocation.

• Who or which companies hold current licences or consents to water?

• How much water is allocated?

• Who decides who wins the allocation?

• What term is the allocation for?

Radio NZ Journalist
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12/04/2016 OIR-16-038 Completed Waihi Dam Consents More info about the Waihi Dam consents. Original consent issued 1979, & updated in 1985 

+ consents issued 2016 for  remedial works.

Are there no other Waihi Dam consents?

Original consent not issued to Eastland Group or subsidiary Eastland Network (transferred 

with assets purchased in 1999) Again - are there no consents (apart from 2016 consents)  

issued to Eastland Group?

Last update 1985, I note termination date changed to 2026 with reference to RMA, 

which only came into existence in 1991, so why was the consent not dated to reflect that 

change?

+ if no need for updated consent then that assumes the activity at the dam has not changed 

since 1985 - is that the case?

4.2 in original consent, consent holder required to establish sites upstream of the dam to 

conduct sediment surveys every 2 years - has this happened? If not, why not?

condition 5 - ecological surveys also required every year. Has this been happening? If so, 

please provide copies of the last 5ecological surveys. If not, why not?

Has Eastland breached the resource consent since it purchased the asset in 1999?

If so, what for? & what were the penalties?

Refer to 2 attachments saved in Herbi Answer/requests OIR-16-038

Radio NZ Journalist

20/04/2016 OIR-16-037 Completed Water bottling consents Has One Pure consent remained the same as when it was granted? If not, how has it 

changed?

Consent originally issued to Elwood Holdings was transferred to Miracle water & Elwood 

Holdings has obtained a 2nd consent. Is the first the same as when granted? Provide details 

of the 2nd consent & copy of consent application? 

Which of the 9 consents are exercised?

Provide details of the former Space Saver Logistics consent, now under CM & RM Bryant & 

copy of the consent application.

Fairfax Media

18/04/2016 OIR-16-036 Completed Water Quality Water Bottling Are any waterways in HB region not suitable for swimming or have pollution issues due to 

bird populations, & if so, where?

Are any waterways in HB region not suitable for swimming or have pollution issues due to 

volcanic ash or volcanic activity, & if so, where?

Are any waterways in HB region not suitable for swimming or have pollution issues due to 

other natural phenomenon apart from those listed above, & if so, where & what 

causes issues?

What is the goal for water quality in HB, as required by the National Policy Statement for 

Freshwater Management 2014? If you have not set the goal for water quality in your region, 

when do you expect to have that work completed?

Details of current resource consents for water bottling operations – amount of water per 

year and expiry date,+ any other details important to note.

Green Party

18/04/2016 OIR-16-035 Completed Outstanding Verifications in HBRC Area Please update me with how the verifications look in your catchment. Individual

12/04/2016 OIR-16-034 Completed Water Bottling Bore Consents With Reference to the attachment (this is in the answer/request folder) how has Elwood Rd 

Holdings' relationship with the bore changes?

Please see the attachment in the Answer/Request folder

HB Today Journalist

12/04/2016 OIR-16-033 Completed Update of Data and update of the same data as previously. That would be from 01/10/2015 to current

The earlier being:

Site water levels (including radar), flow gauging results, rating and data comments for the 

Makaroro at Burnt Bridge Gauge.

(Previous request Ref OIR-15-069 see email trail in o33 folder)

Individual

12/04/2016 OIR-16-032 Completed Contamination Sites -  Kathleen Baker Please send me the FULL list of contamination sites Individual

11/04/2016 OIR-16-031 Completed Waihi Dam Consents Please confirm these are the only two consents related to the Waihi Dam, one being a 1979 

water right with variations and one being a 2016 remedial works consent?

The above are follow on questions from Request OIR-16-023

Green Party

11/04/2016 OIR-16-030 Completed Air Discharge Consents Please supply me with a list of air discharge consents which are due to expire in the next 

three years. 

Please include the consent holder name, address of the activity, the expiry date of the 

consent and the purpose of the activity.

preferably in an Excel spreadsheet

Individual

18/04/2016 OIR-16-029 Completed Waihi Dam Investigation and Water Bottling 

consents

1. What date is the investigation/report into the Waihi Dam expected?

2. Have any extra water bottling consents been granted  in the last year or so?

Dom Post has 8- Bearlsey Ranui Trust, One Pure, Elwood Road Holdings, Space Saver 

logistics, Waimea Orchard, AF Gunn, MJ & FA Clark and Lowe Corp.  Any more please let me 

know.

Fairfax Media

31/03/2016 OIR-16-028 Completed HBRC - HBRIC Ltd water user agreement Request a copy of the proposed water user agreement between HBRC and HBRIC Ltd Individual

11/04/2016 OIR-16-027 Completed Daily River Flows Daily average flows between 2010 and now for Waipukurau WTP, Waipawa WTP, Tuki River 

@ Taiparu, Tuki River @ Reg Bridge, Waipawa River

And higher resolution (15min?0 over the relevant week sampling period in Feb 2016 - ie 10 

Feb to 17 Feb - again high res data for: Waipukurau WTP, Waipawa WTP, Tuki River @ 

Taparu, Tuki River @ red Bridge & Waipawa River

Individual

8/04/2016 OIR-16-026 Completed Ruataniwha Dam A copy of the most recent consent variation and notification decision Forest and Bird

6/04/2016 OIR-16-025 Withdrawn Groundwater nitrate concentrations Supply nitrate concentrations at all groundawater wells assessed by HBRC for the past ten 

years- as a time series for each well (where possible) & identifying any wells that have 

exceeded drinking water limits.

Also supply the values for all the measured parameters (incl well depth, location) at the 43 

wells which form part of the groundwater monitoring network (as a time series for each 

parameter) at each site for as far back as they go.

Individual

7/04/2016 OIR-16-024 Completed NZ Miracle Water & water bottling consents Email all resource consents for NZ Miracle Water to date, & any additional resource 

consents issued for water that will be used for Water Bottling

Individual

6/04/2016 OIR-16-023 Completed Waihi Dam resource consents Copies of all resource consents & conditions associated with the Waihi Dam at Wairoa.

 

Green Party

6/04/2016 OIR-16-022 Completed HBRC's involvement in Heritage Facilities HBRC's involvement in Heritage Facilities, particularly references to heritage in RPS, and 

HBRC's support of museums and other heritage facilities.

NZ History Federation Inc.

31/03/2016 OIR-16-021 Completed HBRC - HBRIC Ltd water user agreement A copy of the Water User Agreement between HBRC and HBRIC Ltd Individual

22/03/2016 OIR-16-020 Completed Eastland Group All correspondence between the Hawke’s Bay Regional Council and ‘Eastland Group’ over 

the last 12 months, relating to the Waihi Dam and sluice gate”.

 

Green Party

14/03/2016 OIR-16-019 Completed Letter from Catherine Delahunty MP - Pan 

Pac

please outline what monitoring and compliance actions you have taken in regards to the 

Pan Pac Forest Product's Kiln

Green Party
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24/03/2016 OIR-16-018 Completed Water bottling consent conditions Email all Resource Consents for NZ Miracle Water Ltd from 2013 to date. 

Queries re the consent conditions:

- 'installation of a backflow prevention device' - What contaminants could backflow?

- Is this consent different to OnePure as the water is also used for staff?

-Record of the Nitrite levels found in the water that was recently returned?

-What is HBRC duty in regard to contamination & Nitrate/nitrite levels?

One Pure need to supply HBRC with annual sampling report in March - provide a copy of the 

results.

-What does HBRC do with these results?

- Why is the water tested directly out of the well? When it seems the product is immediately 

packaged and shipped off to its differing destinations? Are there regulations stating that 

annual testing needs to be carried out as some of  the OnePure product is on NZ shelves? 

What do these results effect? 

Individual

24/03/2016 OIR-16-017 Completed SOE Report 2013 Nitrate Nitrogen Please could you provide me with some information.

Page 91 of the SOE Report 2013

- Please could I have a list of all the monitoring sites

- Of these sites, which sites make up the 10% of sites that had levels that were greater than 

50% of the NZDWS?

- The report states that nitrate concentrations have increased at 18% of sites - Where are 

these sites? 

- 3% of sites had a decreasing nitrate level - Where are these sites?

 

Individual

21/03/2016 OIR-16-016 Completed Information re notification decision on Pan 

Pac 

requested Pan Pac notification decision, information provided, stakeholders list, info sent to 

stakeholders   

Maungaharuru Tangitu Iwi Inc

10/03/2016 OIR-16-015 Completed Outstanding Telemetry Info Request To that end, is it possible for us to get a list of priority consent holders, that are not 

currently using automated telemetry, but should be?

we would ask for whatever details you can provide us, re the consent holders that are due 

to have telemetry installed by 1/7/16. We would also ask for any details you can provide re 

the 16 clients that require telemetry before the consent is exercised.

Individual

26/02/2016 OIR-16-014 Completed HBRIC and Water User Agreements 1. Do the individual HBRIC directors each sight the contracted detail of each signed WUA 

outlined in 8.4 before the information is compiled by HBRIC’s legal advisors?

2. At what stage of the process do the individual directors of HBRIC see the specific detail 

from each contract? Please outline the process undertaken to compile this information, 

specifically what each HBRIC role (CEO, directors, legal advisors etc) sees and approves 

before the certificate is put in from of councillors for approval of the condition.

Transparent Hawke's Bay

2/03/2016 OIR-16-013 Completed Staff satisfaction survey results Full survey report of all staff satisfaction surveys since October 2013, in which senior 

managers' performance has been evaluated by the rest of the staff.

Journalist

1/03/2016 OIR-16-012 Completed Council vehicles For the last five calendar or financial years, by year:

1. total number of council owned or leased vehicles

2. number of council owned or leased vehicles to receive speeding tickets

3. the speed each vehicle exceeded the limit by

4. the total cost of the speeding tickets

NZ Herald Journalist

15/02/2016 OIR-16-011 Completed Tukituki Aquifer 1. Will both Heretaunga & lower Tukituki aquifer systems be managed together & will lower 

Tukituki aquifer be managed as part of greater Heretaunga Plains aquifer system - not as a 

separate groundwater resource of the Tukituki River Catchment?

2. What is the extent of Tukituki unconfined area in Heretaunga Plains groundwater system?

3. What is the extent of Tukituki semi-confined area in Heretaunga Plains groundwater 

system?

4. What is the extent of Tukituki confined area in Heretaunga Plains groundwater system?

Individual

11/02/2016 OIR-16-010 Completed Legal costs 1) $$ council spent on legal costs each year for the past 3 years.

2) # of cases those costs went towards each year.

3) The court each case was heard in (high, district, environment

4) Case that attracted the biggest legal bill each year for past 3 years

NZME Journalist

9/02/2016 OIR-16-009 Completed abatements infringements prosecutions for 

stock in waterways

- The number of abatement notices, infringement notices and prosecutions for stock in 

waterways, if any, for the last five years, listed by year and category, ie 2014: 23 

abatements, 3 infringements, 10 prosecutions

- The number of complaints made to council about stock in waterways, if any, for the last 

five years, listed by year and category as above

- The amount of money recovered from infringement notices and prosecutions for stock in 

waterways, if any, for the last five years, listed by year and category as above

- Details about the prosecutions for stock in waterways – name of person being prosecuted, 

outcome of the case, amount they were fined, if any, and date of prosecution, for the last 

five years. Ie, Joe Bloggs was prosecuted and fined $20 on 5 February 2012, for stock being 

allowed to wander in the Bloggs River.

Green Party

8/02/2016 OIR-16-008 Completed Council Meeting and Rates related Info 1. A list of all councillors, their salaries, and what committees they’re on

2. 2015 attendance records broken down into attendance at general council meetings and 

committee meetings

3. How many closed-door/ in committee meetings were held in 2015 and what percentage 

these form of total meetings held?

4. What is the council debt, broken down into external debt and internal loans/debt?

5. What is the interest cost of servicing external debt?

6. What is your council’s ratepayer base?

7. How much income does the council have coming in?

8. What is the council’s primary source of income?

9. In 2015 were there any rates increases? If so, by what percentage?

10. What are the budgeted rates for the council?

Meka Whaitiri Labour MP

31/01/2016 OIR-16-007 Completed Sale of Leasehold Income to ACC Please answer:

1. At what Regional Council meeting was it decided to sell the income from residential 

leasehold land to ACC? - and date of minutes containing decision

2. At which Regional Council meeting was it decided to apply the proceeds of that sale to 

funding the RWSS? and date of minutes containing decision

Individual

1/02/2016 OIR-16-006 Completed Water User Agreement written clarification, from HBRC Chief Executive, that legal responsibility sits with individual 

Directors of HBRIC for verifying the integrity of each signed Water User Agreement

Transparent Hawke's Bay

7/12/2015 OIR-15-100 Completed CHBDC water How much water can CHBDC take under its water consents.

How much water has it reported taking in each of the past 5 years? 

Has it been placed under water restrictions during any of these last 5 years?

Has CHBDC ever breached its water take consents during the past 5 years.

Individual
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21/01/2016 OIR-16-005 Completed Derek Williams - Waihi Dam 1) Construction of dam & commission date.

2) Who issued the operation consent & for how long & to whom + copies of those consents

3) If pre 1989 were operational consents reviewd by HBRC & when?

4) Detail any changes or modification to the original consent made by HBRC

5) Provide all dam monitoring by compliance staff from 1 September 2015 until 21 January 

2016

6) Copies of abatement orders and all associated correspondence and or instructions to the 

Eastlands Group Management

7) Provide details if when staff first visited the dam site during or after the September 2015 

rain trauma event.

Individual

11/01/2016 OIR-16-004 Completed Waihi Dam A copy of the abatement notice issued to owners of the Waihi Dam. 

If no AN, what action has HBRC taken after the dam began releasing silt late last year?

Fairfax Media

5/01/2016 OIR-16-003 Completed Colony Cage Farm Applications and 

Notification Decisions In Process

• Any & all live resource consent applications (in process) for the establishment & operation 

of egg layer facilities using specifically, colony cages 

• Any & all notification decisions (for resource consent applications still in process) 

regarding the establishment &operation of egg layer facilities using specifically, colony cages

Individual

8/01/2016 OIR-16-002 Completed Provide me with the emission results from 

the thermally modified tuimber kiln at Pan 

Provide me with the emission results from the thermally modified timber kiln at Pan Pac HB Today Journalist

21/12/2015 OIR-15-099 Completed Sky TV subscription costs for 2014/15:

1. total amount spent on Sky TV

2. number of sky decoders (as at 30June

3. list of any additional channels/packages subscribed to in addition to "Sky basic” & total 

cost(s) of same

4. list of any pay per view charges incurred during the period;

5. list of any additional pay TV subscriptions / costs for other subscription services (Netflix, 

Lightbox etc)

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

9/12/2015 OIR-15-098 Completed Copies of submissions made on CHBDC copies of all 23 submissions on the CHBDC application to discharge municipal wastewater to 

land, which was subsequently abandoned by CHB

Individual

9/12/2015 OIR-15-097 Withdrawn Info wanted relating to Pan Pac Forests Mill 

at Whirinaki

reports, documents, correspondence, relating to Pan Pac Forest's mill at Whirinaki, 

specifically in relation to emissions from the thermally modified timber kiln.

HB Today Journalist

8/12/2015 OIR-15-096 Completed Clarification Please - David Renouf Unclear Individual

3/12/2015 OIR-15-095 Completed Consent granting 1. has Council grated any resource consents within 2yrs commencing 1 December 2013, for:

(i) establishment of new vineyards or wineries

(ii) Any extension (or extensions) to existing vineyards or wineries 

(iii)  discharge of waste products from any vineyards or wineries

2  If yes for any of the above, please provide copies of the consent.

3.  If any charges associated with providing information, please provide cost estimate prior 

to commencing.

 

Tompkins Wake Lawyers

12/11/2015 OIR-15-094 Completed RWSS papers that mention the Port Correspondence, papers, meeting minutes & other representations that discuss finance 

options for the Ruataniwha Water Storage Scheme that mention the Port of Napier

Stuart Nash, Labour MP

14/11/2015 OIR-15-093 Completed Insurance on leasehold land 1. what is the HBRC level of insurance on Leasehold land subject to the ACC agreement, and 

are the leasehold lands fully incurred for earthquakes & other risks

2. have costly remedial works to keep leasehold land & Napier Port land above sea level & 

occupied in the coming 50 years been costed and considered

3. has earthquake incurance been obtained for the dam & infrastructure and at want annual 

cost

4. Has it been considered that ACC funding may be better spent on Napier-Gisborne rail

Individual

13/11/2015 OIR-15-092 Completed Copy of Rocket Lab consent and supporting 

documents

Copy of Rocket Lab consent and supporting documents Individual

25/11/2015 OIR-15-091 Completed Rules around 1080 - Sarah White regional rules for use of 1080 and consenting processes required for consent to drop 1080 Individual

17/11/2015 OIR-15-090 Completed New Consents - Peter Munn a list of the new consents that you mentioned have just been notified Individual

12/11/2015 OIR-15-088 Withdrawn RWSS Correspondence, papers, meeting minutes and other representations that discusses finance 

options for the Ruataniwha Water Storage Scheme that mentions the Port of Napier.  

Stuart Nash, Labour MP

11/11/2015 OIR-15-086 Completed infringement notices and abatement notices 

and prosecutions

-infringement notices/abatement notices & prosecutions issued against territorial 

authorities in your region in 14/15.

in the following format:

1,Name of TA; 2, Action (infringement notice/abatement notice or prosecution); 3, Date and 

duration of offence/alleged offence; 4, Nature and location of offence/alleged offence (eg 

discharge of X to X river from X wastewater plant); 5, Penalty (eg fine, result of  prosecution, 

etc) 

Journalist

9/11/2015 OIR-15-085 Completed on-site wastewater treatment Risk 

Assessment report on Jervoistown

a copy of the septic tank case study at Jervoistown - commissioned 2009-10 approx Individual

2/11/2015 OIR-15-084 Transferred integrity of RWSS signed Water User 

Agreement

written clarification that responsibility sits with individual HBRIC Directors for verifying the 

integrity of each signed Water User Agreement; specifically:

• each Agreement reflects either the publicly stated rate of 23c + 3c per cm3, or the 

discounted rate of 10c per cm3 for 5 years where the User has chosen to switch from 

ground water to scheme water. 

• the final volume of contracted water reported to Council as meeting this condition 

precedent reflects the additional required volume signed up at 10c per cm3.

• the contracted volume of water is deliverable within the scheme’s stated cost structure.

Transparent Hawke's Bay

2/11/2015 OIR-15-083 Transferred RWSS water user agreements a breakdown of geographical locations of signed RWSS Water User Agreements contracted 

to receive water from:

• the RWSS Reservoir

• the aquifer

• the river

• replacement of existing bores

Transparent Hawke's Bay

2/11/2015 OIR-15-082 Completed Consents and Water Bottling Information • How many consents has HBRC granted for bottled water plants to date?

• How many pending consents does HBRC have for bottled water plants?

• Of the consents that have been granted what is the total allowable volume of 

water allocated?

• Of the consents pending what is the total allowable volume of water allocated?

Stuart Nash, Labour MP

1/11/2015 OIR-15-081 Completed HBRC Staffing Information List of HBRC staff departures from 1 Oct 2011 to date in Science and Planning -- name, 

position/job title, reason for leaving (if known), months/years of HBRC service

Individual

20/10/2015 OIR-15-080 Completed Payments_to_iwi_groups 1 List of all iwi, hapu & mana whenua organisations recognised by HBRC.

2 Amounts paid to each in 2011/12, 2012/13, 2013/14 & 2014/15 financial years.

3 Description of the services provided by each entity.

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc
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20/10/2015 OIR-15-079 Completed Te Mata Mushrooms complaint data Full details of complaints relating to Te Mata mushrooms operationCopies of email 

correspondence from Darrel Hall to Residents Action GroupCopies of email between Darrel 

Hall and the compliance teamCopies of phone records of Mr Hall's work 

phonesDocumentation of any meetings or discussions HBRC officers had with members of 

the Residents Action GroupCorrespondence relating to the enforcement process relating to 

Te Mata MushroomsCorrespondence relating to meetings held between Iain Maxwell, 

Wayne Wright and Michael Whittaker at HBRC offices.Copies of the warrants and 

appointment for the enforcement officers that investigated complaints against TMMC

Lara Blomfield, Solicitor

17/10/2015 OIR-15-077 Completed water conservation Could you explain why the Napier City Council and Hastings District Councils are both 

urging their ratepayers to conserve water when your officers are adamant that there is 

sufficient water in the Aquifer to supply the foreseeable demand?

 

Individual

15/10/2015 OIR-15-076 Completed Abatement and Infringement Notices since 

Jan 2015

Would we be able to get a copy of all abatement notices and infringement notices issued 

since the start of January this year

Fairfax Media

12/10/2015 OIR-15-075 Completed HB Companies with Discharge to Water 

consents

a list of companies in the Hawkes Bay region who have a ‘discharge to water’ 

consent issued to them for the ongoing monitoring of their discharges. 

Individual

5/10/2015 OIR-15-074 Completed Papanui_Study Papanui Study complete - meetings with Stakeholder Groups;

(a) will  meetings be public?

(b) when & where will they be held?

(c) a copy of the Papanui Aquifer report

(d) is Council aware of any pollution reports for bores in the Papanui Aquifer by faecal 

material?

2. Status of the Otane WWTP resource consent application

(a) has Council accepted the Papanui Aquifer is part of the "receiving environment"?

(b) has Council any measure of the effluent from the Otane WWTP that moves from the 

'Farm Drain' into the ground water system?

(c) how much does Council pay Mr White for the lease of the 'Farm Drain' system?

(d) has Mr White experienced any pollution problems with his bores? If yes, can I have a 

copy of any reports on the matter?

Individual

25/09/2015 OIR-15-072 Completed Rainfall 1. rainfall for Waipukurau 19-26 September 2015

2. data for each of the CHBDC wastewater treatment plants at Waipukurau, Waipawa and 

Otane:

(a) the inflow to each of the ponds 19-30 September 2015

(b) the amount going through the full treatment process at each location during that period

(c) any amount diverted past any treatment process (e.g UV treatment) at each location

(d) the total of any "overflow" during that period that was discharged after partial or no 

treatment

Individual

24/09/2015 OIR-15-073 Completed Oil Permit/Groundwater Map re oil permit/groundwater map sent to me recently.  it differed slightly from March 2014 

map, which appears to indicate that Permit 53806 did not impinge on the Heretaunga Plains 

aquifer. 

updated map now indicates that Permit 53806 does impinge on the upper reaches of the 

Ngaruroro River.

Are you able to tell me how you arrived at this conclusion?

Guardians of the Aquifer

18/09/2015 OIR-15-071 Completed 1. a copy of the answer CHBDC supplied to the sect92 request from HBRC?

2. what stage is the CHBDC resource consent application at now?

3. the cost to HBRC of the purchase of the land and planting for land disposal of wastewater 

from the Waipawa and Waipukurau WWTPs?

Individual

11/09/2015 OIR-15-070 Completed office-related procurement for August 2015

1. total electricity costs for office space divided by kWh used.

2. average price paid for a box of A4 white copy paper (pack of 2,000 sheets).

3. the average monthly cell phone bill across the organization.

4. average price paid for car hire, and the most common type of car hired.

5. number of laptops/ desktop computers and the average cost.

6. amount paid for IT support services.

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

15/09/2015 OIR-15-063 Completed Complaint records back to at least 2010 including any comments relating to attempts by 

TMM or HBRC to attribute cause of odour. 

I have the 2014 complaints data but want records back to at least 2010.

Cheal Consultants

15/09/2015 OIR-15-069 Completed request detailed data in a Hilltop file or XML transfer file

1. Makaroro at Burnt Bridge water levels (including radar), flow gauging results, ratings and data 

comments from the start of records to present

2. Waipawa at RDS water levels, flow gauging results, ratings and data comments from the start of 

records to present

3. Tukituki at Tapairu Road water levels, flow gauging results, ratings and data comments from the 

start of records to present

4. Tukituki at Red Bridge water levels, flow gauging results, ratings and data comments from the start 

of records to present

5. Ngauroro at Kuripapango water levels, flow gauging results, ratings and data comments from the 

start of records to present

6. Waipawa at Fletcher's Crossing water levels, flow gauging results and data comments from the 

start of records to present

7. Flow gauging results on the Waipawa River upstream and downstream of the Makaroro 

confluence

8. Flow gauging results from the Mangaonuku River upstream of the Waipawa confluence

9. Tukituki at Tapairu Road naturalised flow record from the start of records to present

10. Waipawa at RDS naturalised flow record from the start of records to present

11. Tukituki at Red Bridge naturalised flow record from the start of records to present

Plus:

12. All Burnt Bridge/Red Bridge and Burnt Bridge/Tapairu Road vector transformations

13. Map references for flow gaugings not at gauging stations

Individual

14/09/2015 OIR-15-068 Completed River sites, SIC's, Mac's, SFRG's 2014/15.  Any newly added or removed river sites? Green Party

14/09/2015 OIR-15-062 Completed 1) Why was Alan Burke featured & it implied by omission we were not responsible. We 

clearly are.

2) Who is responsible for engineering the deliberate public deception after our Last Hurah 

submission was lodged?

2) Risk assesment for onsite wastewater systems quoted in DHB submissions to NCC LTP & 

attached -Please provide:

a) full copy of the risk assement report

b) Terms of reference for the report

c) Confirm or otherwise it was used as Jervoistown case study for the model 

d) Who commisioned it & when?

e) Was rain trauma event at Jervoistown (Oct 2009) DVD used in the assesments as per B 

Lawrence letter 27/1/09?

Individual

1/09/2015 OIR-15-062 Completed s37 RMA time extension and any communication to Council about this be emailed to her. Individual

3/09/2015 OIR-15-067 Completed Request copy of Decision to extend processing time. Also copy of request from M Holder for 

the extension.

Individual
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13/08/2015 OIR-15-053 Transferred Re: electricity revenue:

1. Is there an existing power line of sufficient capacity to get the electricity from the dam 

head to the national grid?

2. If not:

A. has the cost of putting in a line been included in the $275m build cost?

B. Is there an existing designation you can use or do you have a pre-existing resource 

consent to build the line?

3. If there is neither a designation nor an existing consent, does there need to be a 

consultation process with landowners; and if so, when is that planned to occur?

Re: Financing

I note that 75% of the funding costs are projected to be covered via bank debt, but that is 

shown to be on an interest only basis.

1. Is there an expectation that CIIL is part of the bank debt funding tranche? If yes, how will 

CIIL's principle be repaid given they do not provide either long term debt or permanent 

equity?

2. Is it a reasonable assumption that the equity investors do not receive a guaranteed return 

and any dividend stream is 'at risk' as it is directly related to the dam company having 

sufficient revenues to pay dividends?

 

Individual

25/08/2015 OIR-15-061 Completed Ref- 26Aug agenda Item 16 Section D page154

Paragraph 5. Forestry $111, 000 (F) & 5.2 plantings are on 2 blocks purchased by HBRC in 

2010:

a) Correct the slow growth rate of the trees is related to no effluent discharges to them?

b) individual purchase price of the 2 treelots?

c) cost of the trees & planting them?

d) All up planted tree lots value now?

e) irrigation piping & spray unit networks installed?

f) If so when & cost for material and labour?

g) HBRC intend to revisit that effluent disposal option?

h) If so when & will the suspended Notified CBDC application be resumed with a new 

Notified Consent?

i) Why is the proven fact that the WWTP's overwhelming during rain trauma events is due 

to storm water connections denied?

j) Is HBRC aware of any CHBDC property that has storm water connected to the sewage net 

work

k) Has HBRC sought info on the extent of the storm water connections & if not why not 

since it was identified in CHBDC 2005 Online mandatory Water & Sanitary Services Review?

Individual

17/08/2015 OIR-15-059 Completed 1. In last 5 years how many (if any) complaints received about the crematoria at Thorn Pl, 

Napier &Orchard Rd, Hastings? 

2.  details of the nature of all complaints & action taken against the operator? 

3. date resource consents were issued and expiry dates for Thorn Pl, Napier & Orchard Rd, 

Hastings crematoria

4. When were crematoria at Thorn Pl, Napier and Orchard Rd, Hastings installed?

5. owner, operator of Thorn Pl, Napier and Orchard Rd, Hastings crematoria

6. any new crematoria resource consents being assessed or applied for? 

7. If so where are these located?

8. If so who has made these applications?

9. Are the current crematoria subject to exactly the same resource consents? If so please 

provide a copy. If not please forward a copy of each operator’s resource consents.

10. What control mechanism is in place to ensure the owner, operators of consented 

crematoria under your control are being adhered to?

11. What type and how often do inspections take place?

12. Are operations physically witnessed by the inspector to ensure that they are carried out 

in accordance to the consent?

13. Will any future resource consents for crematoria commissioned in Hawke’s Bay have the 

same conditions as those that are currently issued?

Individual

19/08/2015 OIR-15-060 Transferred # of trucks entering and leaving the South entrance at Port of Napier for the Period 1 May 

2015-to 31 july 2015 (3 Months ) A-  fertiliser Trucks (incl fertilisers bulk handling trucks )

B- Logging trucks

C- cement trucks

D- Container trucks

E-tallow trucks

F- livestock trucks

and any others trucks

Individual

10/08/2015 OIR-15-058 Completed GIS shape files of HB groundwater aquifers 

does HBRC have these to send me? at least the Otane -Papanui Stream Valley one.

HB District Health Board

20/08/2015 OIR-15-057 Completed 1. How long ago did the CHBDC submit the application for the Otane WWTP discharge?

2. What stage is the consideration of the application by HBRC at?

3. Have HBRC asked CHBDC for additional information?

4. If they have, may I have a copy of the request(s) made and the additional information 

received?

5. Have Beca finished their evaluation of the application?

6. If they have, may I have a copy of their comments please?

Individual

17/08/2015 OIR-15-056 Completed What % of allocated water from the aquifer does horticulture/agriculture use?

What are main pollutions that effect the aquifer

What is the confirmed cubic metres that bottling plants are allocated

Is allocation for bottling plants taken from the total consented water for all industries or 

separate consent.

Is it a separate aquifer that the bottling plants will be taking from?

More information on what confined and unconfined aquifer are and what they are used for 

and what the risks of pollutions to each level.

Individual

16/08/2015 OIR-15-055 Completed We would like to have the spore counts on a weekly basis to be reported in the local 

newspaper  and other media to inform  fisherfolk, parents, other recreational users, and/or 

dog owners of the toxicity levels in the respective rivers.

Individual

11/08/2015 OIR-15-054 Completed Have your research team dealing with Phosphorus levels in the Papanui catchment 

recognised that the Otane WWTP is likely to be a significant source of Phosphorus.

Individual
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13/08/2015 OIR-15-053 Transferred 1. Re: RWSS electricity revenue:

-existing power line capable of getting electricity from dam head to national grid?

-If not:

A. cost of new line included in $275m build cost?

B. existing designation or pre-existing resource consent to build the line?

- If neither designation nor consent, is there a consultation process with landowners 

needed; and if so, when will that occur?

2. Re RWSS: Financing

Note 75% of funding costs projected to be covered via bank debt, shown to be on interest 

only basis.

- Is it expected that CIIL is part of the bank debt funding tranche? If yes, how will CIIL's 

principle be repaid?

- Is it a reasonable assumption that the equity investors do not receive a guaranteed return 

and any dividend stream is 'at risk' as it is directly related to the dam company having 

sufficient revenues to pay dividends?

Individual

5/08/2015 OIR-15-052 Completed copy Brent Cowie's "A Review of the Processing of Recent Major Resource Consent 

Applications by the Hawkes Bay Regional Council September 2009 report

Individual

22/07/2015 OIR-15-051 Completed 1. A copy of any environmental reports submitted to HBRC in support of One Pure resource 

consent application

Individual

28/07/2015 OIR-15-050 Completed all information regarding a further extention to consent processing on Whakatu Wool Scour 

Limited application DP140591A

Individual

23/07/2015 OIR-15-049 Completed Otane WWTP

1. which Council staff "working" with CHBDC staff to avoid "the need for a public 

hearing?"

 2. whether CHBDC consent application, by not recognising the Papanui Aquifer 

groundwater as the "receiving environment" is designed to achieve that aim?

3. whether absence of info in the application on the effects of the effluent on the 

groundwaters of the Papanui Aquifer is helpful to regulatory staff?

 4. The view of HRC hydrologists on whether effluent from the farm drain makes 

contact with Papanui Aquifer groundwater

Individual

16/06/2015 OIR-15-048 Completed Otane WWTP resource consent

1 criteria/conditions for deciding whether a resource consent application is "notified"

2. Is the new Otane WWTP going to be notified?

3. Does the effluent (product outflow) have any effect on the water quality in the Papanui 

Aquifer

4. (a) Has HBRC carried out any research to determine the effect of the Otane WWTP 

outflow on the Papanui aquifer?

(b) if yes, the findings?

5. At what locations is the quality of the outflow from the Otane WWTP measured at 

present and under the new resource consent?

6. What water quality conditions are specified in the new

resource consent for the Otane WWTP?

7. What is the date by which the Otane WWTP must meet the water quality conditions in 

the new resource consent?

8.(a) Did the HBRC commission a consultant to report on the performance of the present or 

proposed design of the Otane WWTP?

(b) if such a report exists, may we have a copy?   

Individual

9/07/2015 OIR-15-047 Completed (1) How does HBRC justify treating the Kaikoura Stream (also called the "Te Aute Drain") as 

the "receiving water" for the effluent from the Otane WWTP when effluent does not get 

that far during Summer? (2) Given that the CHBDC application and its consultants reports 

indicate that the effluent from the Otane WWTP sinks into groundwater, shouldn't the 

Papanui Aquifer be acknowledged as the "receiving water"?

Individual

7/07/2015 OIR-15-046 Completed •What guidelines does the Council follow for the application of glyphosate herbicide on 

Council owned land?

•What other weed control methods does the Council use?

•Does the Council limit the use of glyphosate in areas that children play?

•Does the Council use steam weeding and if so what percentage of weed control is steam 

weeding?

•Does the Council have the equipment to carry out steam weeding?

•What quantity of glyphosate herbicide does the Council purchase each year?

Steffan Browing, Labour MP

6/07/2015 OIR-15-045 Completed the Regional Councils file on TMT Kiln at Pan Pac First Union

2/07/2015 OIR-15-032 Completed in what month and year the dam question started being asked in interviews Individual

3/07/2015 OIR-15-044 Completed re the map you gave me in March 2014 

-a better map which shows whether [or not] the final oil permit area excludes 

the Ruataniwha aquifer system

Gaurdians of the Aquifer

3/07/2015 OIR-15-043 Completed 1. a copy of GNS Sciences (2012a) and (2012b) 

2. a copy of Middlemis (2012) of 20 June 2012. 

3. all correspondence from HBRC staff and/or its consultants when forwarding GNS 

Science's (2012a) and (2012b) to Mr Middlemis.

4.  Mr Maxwell's statement in Helen's email 24/6 quotes from Hugh Middlemis's letter ... I 

can find no reference to Mr Middlemis saying "My initial response is that GNS are being very 

academic and aspirational." ...  explain this? 

5. full correspondence between HBRC staff and/or consultants with Mr Middlemis, up to 

and after letter of 23 October.

Radio NZ Journalist

1/07/2015 OIR-15-042 Completed 1/ What affects various out falls into HB have on inshore fish stocks?

2/What affect does phosphate, nitrogen, mercury or any other pollutants flushed 

downvarious rivers entering HB have on inshore fish stocks ?

3/Sharp decline in paddle crab population along Westshore/Bayview coast. Could this be 

related to Napier Port dredging or NCC beach renourishment? - dredging dumpings & 

renourishment material could be destroying habitat?

Any environmental impact Info presented with the resource  consent applications in this 

regard?

4/ Any info on the impact of river sediment washed into HB and it's estuaries? Link between 

sedimentation  and declining inshore fish stocks?

Individual

2/07/2015 OIR-15-041 Completed Follow-up request last year re dairy prosecutions/abatement notices etc.

1. how many prosecutions, abatement notices and infringement notices HBRC issued for 

dairy effluent discharges in the year ended June 30, 2015.

2. Names of all prosecuted parties, charges faced & outcomes of court action.

Plus following info on inspections HBRC makes of dairy farms.

3.how many dairy farms within HB region.

4. how many dairy farms are inspected each year (ie all of them, half of them, a percentage 

of them)

5. how the inspections are carried out (ie by foot, by helicopter, or other means)

6. does HBRC advise the farm owner before inspection? If so, how far in advance?

Journalist

29/06/2015 OIR-15-040 Completed 1 Any ground water tests around the overland drain sewage discharges from the Otane 

plant into the open drain"

2 Are there unlisted primary treatment septic tanks discharging to ground in the area 

seaward from the open drain then swinging to the East towards the Papaniui Stream 

discharge to the Tuki with all of that area including under the Papanui Stream from Middle 

Road bridge to the Tuki confluence"

3 confirm water test can determine human body waste contamination from animals & 

whether HBRC identifies this

 

Individual
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1/07/2015 OIR-15-039 Completed how many complaints, if any the council received in last 2 years regarding the Beth Shan 

Funeral Home Cremator in Napier.

Any new applications for cremators, or resource consents and the potential locations of 

those

Individual

29/06/2015 OIR-15-038 Completed 1. send me a copy of the current Resource Consent that the Otane WWTP is 

supposed to be operating within the conditions of?

 

2. Give me the date that consent was granted?

 

3. Were any public hearings/ environment court hearings held before the grant of the 

consent?

 

4. Were any legal changes made to the conditions of the original consent, and 

    (a) what were the changed/new conditions?

    (b) when did they come into force?

 

Individual

17/06/2015 OIR-15-037 Completed Various information sought on cemeteries and crematoriums Chief Executive FDANZ

22/06/2015 OIR-15-035 Completed Can you please advise how many staff graded team leader or higher have been employed by 

Hawke's Bay Regional Council Since 1 August 2012.

Please break this down by number into CEO, Executive, 3rd Tier Management, and team 

leaders.

Individual

22/06/2015 OIR-15-036 Completed I am making a LGOIMA request for a copy of submission number 14 from HB Tourism on the 

HBRC Long Term Plan, so that I may confirm the additional funding requested in each stage.

Individual

13/06/2015 OIR-15-034 Transferred 1.  Any info HBRC has or obtains relating to probably/ possible Live Sheep shipments due or 

booked into Napier Port.

2. Who at the Port removed the pending arrival of the Nada, or similar vessel, from the 

official web sites page of pending arrivals and departures, should that be the case.

3. Any other information , whatsoever that pertains to the Live Sheep [& cattle] shipping 

from the Port of Napier.

Individual

22/04/2015 OIR-15-033 Completed Carmel Thompson on Behalf of Bill Stevenson would like to know: 1 When was the quantity 

set on the amount able to be taken from the aquifer? & Is any allowance made for 

droughts? Eg giving time for the aquifer to replenish itself.

Individual

5/06/2015 OIR-15- 032 Completed In a recent RNZ interview you stated "But certainly for a number of them in recent years the 

dam, because of its national profile, has been raised in interviews but it's most certainly not 

a vetting tool," Can you please advise in what month and year the dam question started 

being asked in interviews

Individual

25/05/2015 OIR-15-031 Completed 1. Who are the members of the Group calling themselves "HBRC (regulatory)" who have 

lodged a submission with the BOI seeking amendments to their draft decision?

2. Who is the staff member in charge of "HBRC(Regulatory)"?

3.. Under what authority are they able to act independently of the Regional Council? and on 

what matters?

4. If they wanted only to amend parts of the RWSS Resource Consents why were the 

Councillors on the Environment and Services Committee not informed of that intention 

rather than being left with the impression that HBRC supported the BOI draft decision?

Individual

20/05/2015 OIR-15-030 Completed final cost to ratepayers of the repairs to the HBRC building Journalist

15/05/2015 OIR-15-029 Completed Sale of leasehold cashflows to ACC Individual

13/05/2015 OIR-15-028 Completed Copies any reports, documents, memoranda, correspondence, legal advice or emails, both 

internal and external regarding:

#of council meetings held in the calendar year for 2014, 2013, 2012, 2011 and 2010.

#of council meetings held in 2015 up to May 12.

# of these meetings that excluded members of the public in the years 2014, 2013, 2012, 

2011, 2010.

# of public excluded meetings held so far in 2015 up to May 12.

Copy of policy for holding a meeting that excludes the public.

Individual

5/05/2015 OIR-15-027 Completed Liquefaction study

1) ground plan & report copies pertaining to NCC administered area from Puketapu Rd 

entrance to Dobell Reserve to the Motorway Meeanee flyover and from the Dobell Reserve 

entrance to the EIT to HBRC work shop in Guppy Rd at the Tutaekuri River Park entrance 

2) data held pertaining to operational & capped wells in the Puketapu Rd Dobell reserve to 

the EIT within the area contained by Lee Rd (sufficient to identify well site locations and 

known springs)

Individual

1/05/2015 OIR-15-026 Completed All communication between the Council and Whakatu Woolscourers in regard to their 

renewal of application (DP140591) as well as explanation around extension of time under 

S37

Individual

16/04/2015 OIR-15-025 Completed Daily rainfall from CHB sites for 6th to 11th April 2015 Individual

24/04/2015 OIR-15-024 Completed a printed copy of the evidence and data supporting the claim that 80% of HB want the dam/ 

RWSS to go ahead

Individual

18/04/2015 OIR-15-023 Completed Copies of info provided to Colin Riden OIR-15-011 Individual

22/04/2015 OIR-15-022 Completed There are also unlisted primary treatment septic tanks discharging to ground in that area? NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

22/04/2015 OIR-15-021 Completed 1. any and all records including emails, letters and registers relating to complaints made 

about the wool scour operations situated in Railway Road, Whakatu since resource consent 

was granted to Wool Services International (WSI)

2. copies of any renewal application for resource consent by WSI received by HBRC

3. correspondence including emails between HBRC and WSI about the air management plan 

and complaints made by residents

4. notes of any meetings held involving HBRC in relation to the complaints and renewal of 

resource consent for WSI's Whakatu operations

Individual

22/04/2015 OIR-15-020 Completed details of any contracts, arrangements or agreements with Iwi or Maori organisations, 

entered into since 1 July 2013, under which they acquire land or property or rights where 

the fair market value of the land or property or rights is over 15% more than the monetary 

consideration or price paid by those iwi or organisations

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

2/04/2015 OIR-15-019 Completed number of pollution responses per annum, number of spills attended, number of 

prosecutions for deliberate or illegal disposal/ dumping, number of illegal disposal sites, 

number of contaminated sites and how many of these were caused by inappropriate 

operational or waste disposal practices.

Individual

30/03/2015 OIR-15-018 Completed A) Was Cr Bevan absent from the 25th March members meeting because he went fishing?

B)  All four Hastings first term members were absent from a recent Taharua Trust 

stakeholders field trip Please confirm whether or not this information is accurate and if so 

what each member gave as the reason for none attendance in both A & B

Part 2)

I am aware of a field trip to Tutira in the morning Tuesday 31st March 

 C) Please provide how many members attend tomorrow Tutira field trip and identify them 

by name

 D).In the event of any not attending provide their reason for not doing so

Individual

27/03/2015 OIR-15-017 Completed verifiable evidence supporting the claim made by Fenton Wilson on Radio New Zealand that 

in 2014 80% of HBRC’s population supported HBRC progressing the RWSS

Transparent Hawke's Bay
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27/03/2015 OIR-15-016 Completed Data and/or evidence supporting " ...this council project came about over many years but 

was reinforced last year with 80% of our population saying they want us to get on with it."

A breakdown of the $12 million spent and a testimony that the amount stated has not been 

exceeded.

Individual

24/03/2015 OIR-15-015 Completed Please provide all response material to 4 LGOIMA of Ian McIntosh Individual

24/03/2015 OIR-15-014 Completed list of the members of the Papanui focus group and the organisations they represent Individual

2/03/2015 OIR-15-013 Completed # of incidents of non-compliance related to water confirmed by Council in 2010, 2011, 2012, 

2013, and 2014.

# of incidents of non-compliance related to water prosecuted by Council in 2010, 2011, 

2012, 2013, and 2014 incl names of defendants in these cases and outcomes of the 

prosecutions, with dates.

# of incidents of non-compliance related to water resulted in issuing infringement notices by 

Council in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014.

Total $$ paid to Council for these infringements in those years.

# of incidents of non-compliance related to water were not prosecuted by Council in 2010, 

2011, 2012, 2013, and 2014 and in each case, why were they not prosecuted and the 

outcome of each incident.

Volume of water used without authorisation in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2014.

Cost to Council to take these non-compliance related to water prosecutions to court in 

2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014.

$$ paid to Council as a result of winning cases of non-compliance related to water cases in 

2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014.

# of incidents relating to effluent and water prosecuted  in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, and 

2014 incl names of defendants and outcomes of prosecutions, with dates.

# of incidents relating to effluent and water not prosecuted by in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 

and 2014 and in each case, why not prosecuted and outcome of each incident.

# incidents relating to effluent and water resulted in issuing infringement notices by Council 

in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014.

Total $$ paid to Council for these infringements in those years.

$$ paid to Council as a result of winning cases of unauthorised water usage and 

effluent/water cases in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014.

# of health warnings issued relating to water and water quality in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 

and 2014, and the reasons for each one.

 

Green Party

8/03/2015 OIR-15-012 Completed Re review of CHBDC WTTP consents - diversion of overflows from the treatment plants.

1. Has CHBDC made data available to HBRC on the volume or timing of "bypass flows" from 

the two Wastewater Treatment Plants since they were commissioned, and if so may I have 

a copy of that data?

2. If  the CHBDC has made ANY data on the volume and timing of the "bypass flows" 

available to HBRC, may I have a copy please?

Individual

4/03/2015 OIR-15-011 Completed 1. Has HBRIC established flow monitoring site(s) anywhere on the Makaroro? (HBRC permission 

would surely have been required)?

2. Has HBRC been measuring Makaroro flows over the last 3 years? For your own use or for HBRIC? 

3. I am aware that Burnt Bridge now has radar monitoring and there is a tab for cross section on 

your HydroTel interface (but with no output provided). Is this radar equipment providing or capable 

of providing reasonably accurate flow data?   

4. What set(s) of Makaroro flow data is HBRC able to provide for any periods from 2011 on?

Individual

2/03/2015 OIR-15-008 Completed Under the Official Information Act, a copy of the Abatement Notice served on CHBDC 

together with the "timeline" to rectify the situation he has told Councillors it contains.

Individual

27/02/2015 OIR-15-010 Completed results and conclusions of Papanui Aquifer sampling exercise in respect to both Age and 

Water Quality in the Papanui aquifer, as well as the location of the sampling sites used

Individual

13/02/2015 OIR-15-009 Completed Copy of the report on the January 2013 Compliance staff visit to Hunterville Wastewater 

Treatment Plant to look at the Floating Wetland

Individual

23/02/2015 OIR-15-006 Completed Consent details of watertakes from the Wairoa River located within 10-20 km of Wairoa. Individual

9/02/2015 OIR-15-005 Completed Copy of Pan Pac air discharge consent and AEE Individual

30/01/2015 OIR-15-004 Completed 1. A copy of the "Independent Report" on the CHBDC wastewater treatment proposals and 

plant design commissioned by HBRC in 2012.

2. A copy of the questions put to the CHBDC by Iain Maxwell and the replies received.

3. A brief list of the actions undertaken by Mr Maxwell as a consequence of the answers he 

received.

Individual

20/01/2015 OIR-15-003 Completed Detail original authority to remove water from Lake Rotokare via a drain.Trace the authority 

to the present day.

Individual

30/01/2015 OIR-15-007 Completed 1. Does anyone on HBRC staff have Qualifications & Technical Expertise to examine the 

CHBDC WWTPs and determine if they are properly designed and operated?

2. If yes, what are their names?

3. If yes, have they examined and reported on the CHBC WWTPs?

4. If no, has HBRC employed consultants to make such an examination, or is the HBRC 

relying entirely on what it is told by the CHBDC?

Individual

15/01/2015 OIR-15-002 Completed Request for information on Affco Wairoa River research as part of their resource consent 

conditions and what impacts have been found and where to next.

Wairoa Star

16/01/2015 OIR-15-001 Completed List of companies in the Hawkes Bay region which have air discharge consents issued to 

them for the ongoing monitoring of their air discharges

Individual

18/12/2014 OIR-14-090 Completed All discharge consents granted in 2014 exl farm dairy effluent Dairy Advisory Group

19/12/2014 OIR-14-089 Completed Attendance records of Councillors at all HBRC Council and standing committee meetings 

from 1 November 2013 - 19 December 2014.

Individual

12/11/2014 OIR-14-087 Completed Populate a table of allocation information for Herataunga aquifer and for the whole of the 

region, excel sheet of all the water takes off the Heretaunga aquifer, water botteling 

consent information

Ngati Kahungunu Iwi Incorporated

2/12/2014 OIR-14-088 Completed via phone message and follow up email:

Requested information about all on-site wastewater discharges in Hawke's Bay region.  Also 

wanted copy of a report presented to Council last year about the Wairoa aquifer

Individual
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9/12/2014 OIR-14-086 Completed 1) What entity carries, monitors, and regulates water user agreements? HBRIC; Ruataniwha 

Limited Partnership; Ruataniwha General Partnership; or something else?

2) Who, or what entity, monitors, manages and regulates consents for water take from the 

scheme?

3) What volume of water has unconditional, signed agreements for water take?

4) A number of farmers have indicated a commitment (conditional) for 5 years at 10c per 

m3.  What proportion of water volume at this rate, will contribute to the required 40m m3, 

and what is the impact on projected revenue?

5) Are farmers being offered incentives to sign a water user agreement?

6) What is the cost to taxpayer/ratepayer per year in subsidising irrigation water? (HBRIC 

Business Case suggests 24c per m3 as peer reviewed by Deloittes)

7) What is the cost to taxpayer/ratepayer per year in subsidising irrigation water? (HBRIC 

Business Case suggests 24c per m3 as peer reviewed by Deloittes)

8) At what point over the life of the scheme could ratepayers reasonably expect a return on 

investment?

9) As an investment in economic development, were any alternatives for ratepayers 

$80million considered before proceeding with feasibility of the dam structure?

10) What is the legal accountability/liability of Regional Councillors and Investment 

Company Directors for the scheme?

Transparent Hawke's Bay

1/12/2014 OIR-14-085 Completed Names of the HBRC Councillors appointed to:

1  Greater Heretaunga Plan Change (TANK)

2  TB free Hawkes Bay Committee

3  HB Sport Council

Please advise;

From 01 Nov 2013 to 01 Dec. 2014;

Number of meetings held by these bodies (& if possible dates) and the attendance record of 

appointed HBRC Councillors (if possible the dates of the meetings attended)

Please advise:

From 01 Nov 2013 to 01 Dec 2014

The dates of meetings of the Council's Dairy Liaison Committee

Names of Councillors who attended (& dates they attended).

Individual

28/11/2014 OIR-14-084 Completed Info relating to development of RWSS by HBRC/ HBRIC.

Specifically:

1) The registered declaration of financial interests of Senior Management and Board 

Members tasked with developing the Ruataniwha Dam project by HBRC/ HBRIC

2) Records of meetings or communications where potential conflicts of interest associated 

with developing the Ruataniwha Dam were discussed by HBRC/ HBRIC managers.

3) Internal or external correspondence which details how Dr Andrew Pearce's role as HBRIC 

Chairman, and as a non-executive director of BNZ could be practically managed, given BNZ 

are in line to provide project finance to Ruataniwha Dam, and Dr Pearce has a fiduciary duty 

to BNZ shareholders to maximise shareholder profits.

4) copies of opinion or advice HBRC/HBRIC has obtained  re how proposed merger of 

regional local government in HB may result in the transfer of risk, and or debts from the 

Ruataniwha Dam project, onto Hawkes Bay rate payers.

Individual

19/11/2014 OIR-14-083 Completed Can you please tell me how many infringement notices, abatement notices and 

enforcement orders your council has issued in  2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 and in the year to 

date. 

Journalist

14/11/2014 OIR-14-082 Completed Please provide:  

a. A copy of the 2005 mandatory one off assessment of the water sewage and stormwater 

assessment review for Otane Waipawa and Waipukerau townships

b. Details of the shock rain trauma events over loading of the wastewater treatment plants 

discharges to the Waipawa and Waipukerau Rivers of untreated sewage from 2005 until 

now.

c How long these discharges have occurred with the dates and times from 2005 to now

d. Clarify how long pre 2005 the discharges of untreated sewage had been occurring and 

what the circumstances were

d. What the volumes post 2005 are involved at the 3 plants named in question (a)

e Whether or not they were suspended screened solids or settled effluent only

f What records of these have been kept by CHBDC and if they are required to be kept by the 

consenting authority HBRC and how the volume authenticity is policed by HBRC and 

provide copies of that recorded post 2005

g What pre discharge health warnings were given by who and who too and when

h What provisions are in place to warn users of the respective rivers below the discharges

i Provide copy of the extended 12 year period consent to discharge to the Tuki and Waipawa 

rivers when the consents lapsed in 2002

j Confirm or otherwise that discharges of untreated sewage have been occurring during the 

entire period of the lapsed 2002 consents prier to and where there is provisions for this in 

the current extended consent 

k. Explain wether or not the untreated sewage volumse are recorded and how and by who. 

and provide all data on that for all 4 CHBDC plants discharging to Tuki and tributaries 

catchment

l.  Explain where and how this is provided for in the 2008 consents for Waipawa and 

Waipukerau

m Explain how this will be accommodated when the 12 year extended consents lapse

n. Give a detailed explanation as to why HBRC as the compliance consenting authority has 

Individual

6/11/2014 OIR-14-081 Completed List of groudnwater takes from Heretaunga Plains aquifer system and rates/volumes 

consented. 

Ngati Kahungunu Iwi Incorporated

10/10/2014 OIR-14-080 Completed 1. A list of residential properties in Napier city which are part of the  HB Regional Council 

leasehold portfolio.

2. Of the HB Regional Council’s Napier leasehold lessees, what number and percentage of 

total lessees are in rent arrears today?

3. The financial agreement and all supporting documentation relating to the sale of Napier 

residential leasehold income to ACC, which was negotiated early in 2014.

 Meka Whaitiri, Labour Party

23/10/2014 OIR-14-079 Completed copies of correspondence between HBRC, Office of Treaty Settlements and iwi re 

Ruataniwha

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc
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21/10/2014 OIR-14-077 Completed 1. When were the leaks and faults first identified in the building?  2. Has this information 

been supplied to any or all of the other party’s to the litigation, as would be expected by the 

process of discovery?  3. If the information has been released to the other parties what are 

the reasons for withholding the from the any information request?  4. What was the date at 

which the issue of the buildings faults first taken up with the builder and what was the 

response?  5. Has this information been released to the other parity’s to the litigation and if 

it has what are the reasons for withholding the information from any information request?  

6. What are the specific terms of the contract guarantee for the work on the Dalton Street 

building and what is the exact wording that Council believes relates to the leaky building 

work?  7. What was the deadline for advising of any weather tightness or any other possible 

defects specified in the contracted guarantee with the builder?  8. Has this information in 

questions 6 and 7 been released to the other parity’s to the litigation and if it has what are 

the reasons for withholding the information from any information request?  9. What steps 

did the Council take to have the guarantee on the building work given effect to ensuring 

that the guarantee covered the cost of the repairs?  Please supply copies of all letters, 

emails and notes of phone calls. 10. Has this information in question 9 been released to the 

other parity’s to the litigation and if it has what are the reasons for withholding the 

information from any information request?  11. What advice was supplied to Council by 

Opus International Consultants and when on the weather tightness defects to the Dalton 

Street building?  12. Was this advice received in a timely manner before the expiry of the 

builder guarantee for the weather tightness and quality of the build?  13. If the answer to 

question 12 is yes, what action did the Council take to action any or all of the report from 

Opus International Consultants?  14. Has the information in questions 11, 12 and 13 been 

supplied to any or all of the other party’s to the litigation and if so what reasons are there 

for not supplying it as an information request?  15. Please supply a narrative that clearly sets 

out; the key dates in this matter and why they are important, the relevant information in 

any contracts the Council had in relation to the building and guarantees for quality of work, 

the time table of actions that needed to be undertaken should faulty or deficient work be 

Cr Rick Barker

17/10/2014 OIR-14-076 Transferred Details of signed water user agreements, as they are signed, including name of contracting 

party, volume of water contracted and date signed, if any part of volume contracted at 

10cents per cm3 (for users transferring from deep groundwater & right to withdraw after 5 

yrs) 

Transparent Hawke's Bay

7/10/2014 OIR-14-075 Completed Attendance record of every councillor since 2013 election. 

(b)  The portfolios and special responsibilities allocated to each councillor/ board member.

(c)  Whether any councillors/ board members also serve on any other:

(i)  Council;

(ii)  Local Board;

(iii) Health Board;

(iv) District Licensing Agency.

(d) The year each councillor/ board member was first elected.

(e) The number of years each councillor has served on the Council.

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

7/10/2014 OIR-14-074 Completed info re current and proposed hydraulic fracturing wells/sites and companies Individual

23/09/2014 OIR-14-073 Completed We request details of all vehicles owned by the Council (including those covered in 

remuneration packages) as of todays date including the:

   * make,

   * model;

   * vehicle year

   * whether the vehicle was purchased new or second hand;

   * purchase price (including GST); and

   * vehicle age (measured by total kilometres travelled – rounded to the nearest 1,000).

NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

26/08/2014 OIR-14-072 Completed Council's contracts with 3rd parties re construction or repairs associated with weather tight 

issues.

When council 1st learned of weather tightness issues

How council 1st learned of weather tightness issues

When council undertook any repairs to address any weather tightness or water ingress 

issues - nature of repair, including who performed the repair, where on the building and 

cost.

Amount and value of 'Alucobond' installed and any info relating to repair & replacement of 

that product, including contracts for supply, installation or repair.

From whom council 1st purchased Alucobond and for what price

From whom council recently purchased Alucobond to repair the building and for what price

Who installed Alucobond recently as part of weather tightness repairs and the cost of that 

portion of the repairs

Copy of any reports Council commissioned or received relating to weather tightness issues - 

other than those provided to Skellerup

Info about cost of any weather tightness repairs, including itemised costs and info 

identifying the name and role of 3rd parties providing services or supplying  products for use 

in any weather tightness repairs

Provide copies of documents and info by 2 September

Chapman Tripp Solicitors

5/09/2014 OIR-14-071 Completed Please provide all information relating to any Hawke’s Bay Regional Council contract with 

any outside consultancy undertaking groundwater modelling, including:

Draft reports provided by external parties undertaking ground water modeling.

Final reports provided by ground water modelers

Correspondence between groundwater modelers and the HBRC terminating the ground 

water modeler’s contract

Internal emails relating to contracting, dealing with and terminating ground water modeling 

contracts.

WhaleOil

8/09/2014 OIR-14-070 Completed What HBRC uses to specifically define/characterize a "significant environmental effect" as it 

relates to freshwater environs.

What specific criteriia HBRC uses to establisgh different levels or thresholds for 

environmental effects.

Fish and Game

20/08/2014 OIR-14-069 Completed Data relating to the former Roys Hill recharge site. Individual

15/08/2014 OIR-14-068 Completed Re: Iain Maxwell’s requests for information from Submitters and to Submitters:

1. All requests for information from submitters to the HBRC in relation to the Board of 

Inquiry into the RWSS in relation to surface water quality data, and about the Tukituki River 

Instream Model.

2. All requests Iain Maxwell has made to external submitters for information about their 

modelling and evidence.

Individual

15/08/2014 OIR-14-066 Completed Re: Iain Maxwell’s requests for information from Submitters and to Submitters:

1. All requests for information from submitters to the HBRC in relation to the Board of 

Inquiry into the RWSS in relation to surface water quality data, and about the Tukituki River 

Instream Model.

2. All requests Iain Maxwell has made to external submitters for information about their 

modelling and evidence.

Individual

15/08/2014 OIR-14-065 Completed Info re litigation - leaks and lack of weather tightness of Dalton Street building Individual

15/08/2014 OIR-14-064 Completed Iain Maxwell’s requests for information from Submitters and to Submitters:

1. All requests for information from submitters to the HBRC in relation to the Board of 

Inquiry into the RWSS in relation to surface water quality data, and about the Tukituki River 

Instream Model.

2. All requests Iain Maxwell has made to external submitters for information about their 

modelling and evidence.

Individual
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15/08/2014 OIR-14-063 Completed Iain Maxwell’s requests for information from Submitters and to Submitters:

1. All requests for information from submitters to the HBRC in relation to the Board of 

Inquiry into the RWSS in relation to surface water quality data, and about the Tukituki River 

Instream Model.

2. All requests Iain Maxwell has made to external submitters for information about their 

modelling and evidence.

Individual

14/08/2014 OIR-14-062 Completed HB soil quality reports Individual

15/08/2014 OIR-14-067 Completed Copy of Abatement Notice: AN1314.084  Te Mata Mushrooms HB Today Journalist

13/08/2014 OIR-14-061 Completed Info re litigation - leaks and lack of weather tightness of Dalton Street building Individual

11/08/2014 OIR-14-061 Completed The number of infringement notices, abatement notices, or prosecutions regarding non-

compliance with livestock access to waterways.

Economics, Society & Infrastructure Parliamentary 

Library

12/08/2014 OIR-14-060 Completed details of the Hawkes Bay Regional Council chief executive's current salary rate Wairoa Star Journalist

8/08/2014 OIR-14-059 Completed SIC (Sanitary Inspection Category) the Microbial Assessment Category (MAC) and the 

Suitability for Recreation Grade (SFRG) for:

Clive River at Boat Ramp

Esk River

Ngaruroro River

Porangahau Estuary

Puhokio Stream

Tukituki River at Black Bridge

Tukituki River at Waipukurau

Tukituki River at Walker Rd

Tutaekuri River at Pakowhai

Waipuka Stream at Ocean Beach

Wairoa River

Green Party

8/08/2014 OIR-14-058 Completed Info re litigation - leaks and lack of weather tightness of Dalton Street building Individual

8/08/2014 OIR-14-057 Completed Info re litigation - leaks and lack of weather tightness of Dalton Street building Individual

8/08/2014 OIR-14-056 Completed Info re litigation - leaks and lack of weather tightness of Dalton Street building Individual

8/08/2014 OIR-14-055 Completed Info re litigation - leaks and lack of weather tightness of Dalton Street building Individual

8/08/2014 OIR-14-054 Completed Info re litigation - leaks and lack of weather tightness of Dalton Street building Individual

8/08/2014 OIR-14-053 Completed Info re litigation - leaks and lack of weather tightness of Dalton Street building Individual

8/08/2014 OIR-14-052 Completed Info re litigation - leaks and lack of weather tightness of Dalton Street building Individual

8/08/2014 OIR-14-051 Completed Info re litigation - leaks and lack of weather tightness of Dalton Street building Individual

8/08/2014 OIR-14-050 Completed Info re litigation - leaks and lack of weather tightness of Dalton Street building Individual

8/08/2014 OIR-14-049 Completed Info re litigation - leaks and lack of weather tightness of Dalton Street building Individual

8/08/2014 OIR-14-048 Completed Info re litigation - leaks and lack of weather tightness of Dalton Street building Individual

8/08/2014 OIR-14-047 Completed Info re litigation - leaks and lack of weather tightness of Dalton Street building Individual

28/07/2014 OIR-14-046 Completed Enforcement action against TA's Journalist

23/06/2014 OIR-14-045 Completed 1. How many times in the last two years has the E.coli count in the Tukituki river exceeded 

560 cfu/100mL?

2. Was the District Health Board Public Health Dept notified on each occasion?

3. Were warning signs erected on each occasion to warn the public of the dangers of 

swimming in the river?

Individual

21/07/2014 OIR-14-044 Completed Read HBRIC applied for consent to take groundwater from Ruataniwha aquifer up to a 

volume of 15 million cubic metres. Please supply:

1. a copy of their application for consent

2. the timetable for processing the application, including the timing of public notification, 

call for objections and any consent hearings.

3. the list of people who will be hearing any objections to the applications and/or granting 

the consent

Individual

15/07/2014 OIR-14-043 Completed all information re any HBRC contract with any outside consultancy undertaking groundwater 

modelling, including:

1. Draft reports by external ground water modellers

2. Final reports provided by ground water modelers

3. Correspondence between groundwater modelers and HBRC terminating the ground 

water modeler’s contract

4. Internal emails re contracting, dealing with and terminating ground water modeling 

contracts.

Journalist

8/07/2014 OIR-14-042 Completed Information relating to applications for resource consent in the coastal environment under 

the Proposed Regional Coastal Environment Plan.

The number of resource consent applications that have been received by Council under the 

above rules.

The number of those applications that have been approved,

The street address and summary descriptions of the applications that have been approved.

Property Group

7/07/2014 OIR-14-041 Completed - Register of Pecuniary Interests of HBRC councillors and senior staff, including trusts they 

are a beneficiary of, that pertain to the proposed RWSS irrigation zones, and also what 

period of time any land and/or business interest within the irrigation zones has been in their 

ownership.

Individual

24/06/2014 OIR-14-041 Completed All information held on Harbourmaster role and all personal information held by Council Individual

30/06/2014 OIR-14-040 Completed Aerial monitoring discharges to land/water and/or compliance with water quality rules Green Party

21/10/2014 OIR-14-078 Completed Provide any Climate Change Risk Assessment and/or Adaption Plans which the Council has 

in place

Green Party

30/06/2014 OIR-14-039 Completed Can you please let me know how many prosecutions, abatement notices and infringement 

notices your council has issued for dairy effluent discharges in the year ended June 30, 

2014.Please tell me the name of all prosecuted parties, the charges they faced and the 

outcome of any court action.

Marty Sharpe, Journalist

24/06/2014 OIR-14-038 Completed The editor of the Gisborne Herald has received a 'letter to the editor' asking what the cost 

to HB ratepayers has been for the Mexted /Mahanga development saga.

 

As this is for a daily newspaper a faster than statutory reply will be appreciated.

Editor, Gisborne Herald

23/06/2014 OIR-14-037 Completed Iain Maxwell’s requests for info from Submitters and to Submitters:

1 All requests for info from submitters to HBRC in relation to the Board of Inquiry into RWSS 

in relation to surface water quality data & the Tukituki River Instream Model.

2 All requests Iain Maxwell has made to external submitters for info about their modelling & 

evidence.

Journalist

20/06/2014 OIR-14-036 Completed all advice from external stakeholders that a single nutrient management approach is 

unacceptable provided through stakeholder meetings minutes, meetings with councillors, 

council staff and via mail, email and facsimile

Journalist
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22/06/2014 OIR-14-035 Completed information HBRC received from staff and external contractors about the validity of the 

Tukituki River Instream model including:

• Peer reviews by instream modelling experts.

• Action taken by HBRC to address issues raised by peer reviewers

• How TRIM model was changed over 6 iterations

• Internal reviews of Kit Rutherfords evidence at the Board of Inquiry

Journalist

19/06/2014 OIR-14-034 Completed • Number of Staff terminated in the last five years.

• Number of staff terminated with confidential payouts in the last five years.

• Number of staff receiving confidential payouts after signing non disclosure agreements in 

the last five years.

• Number of staff receiving confidential payouts for opposing CE Andrew Newman’s views 

on the Ruataniwha Water Storage Scheme in the last five years. 

Journalist

17/06/2014 OIR-14-033 Completed Payments to Maori for supporting the RWSS

- to Mike Mohi and Roger Maaka for advice on RWSS

- to Tamatea Taiwhenau Hapu for their input on RWSS

Journalist

16/06/2014 OIR-14-032 Completed any and all information about contractors who have had their contracts terminated while 

working on the Ruataniwha Water Storage Scheme

Journalist

15/06/2014 OIR-14-031 Completed Info re any HBRC contract with Geonet Science, including:

• Draft reports provided by Geonet Science

• Final reports provided by Geonet Science

• Correspondence between Geonet Science & HBRC terminating the Geonet Science’s 

contract

• Internal emails, memos or minutes relating to contracting, dealing with and terminating 

Geonet Science’s contract.

Journalist

12/06/2014 OIR-14-030 Completed A table showing all consent types managed as a s36 variable charge with statistics such as 

the maximum, average and median charge for each consent type?  For the maximum charge 

for water permits (GW and SW), is it possible to indicate the volume or rate of water taken 

that the charge relates to? 

Individual

OIR-14-029 Completed • All statements by Fenton Wilson, Alan Dick, and Christine Scott supporting RWSS.

• All minutes of council meetings where Fenton Wilson, Alan Dick and Christine Scott have 

supported RWSS

• All minutes of HBRIC meetings where Fenton Wilson, Alan Dick and Christine Scott have 

commented on, voted on or in any other way supported the RWSS

• Details of all meetings & minutes of meetings between Fenton Wilson and/or any staff 

member of the Ministry for the Environment, the Ministry for Primary Industries.  

Journalist

10/06/2014 OIR-14-028 Completed Andrew Newman and/or Fenton Wilson complaining about the conduct of any Fish & Game, 

Massey University, Department of Conservation, Radio New Zealand, and HB Today staff 

member in relation to the Ruataniwha Water Storage Scheme 

Journalist

9/06/2014 OIR-14-027 Completed Re: Andrew Newman’s salary Journalist

19/05/2014 OIR-14-026 Completed 1. Copy of submission HBRC made to interim decision of the Board of Inquiry re Plan Change 

6.

2. Why was HBRC submission not forwarded to Councillors as a matter of course.

3. Description and timing sequence for planning considered by the leadership team for 

consultation process as a lead up the expected necessity for making submissions to the BoI 

in response to its interim decision.

4. Outline of process of consultation actually undertaken for the development and 

conclusion of HBRC response.

5. List of the people, other than HBRC staff who provided  input, comments or advice on the 

development of HBRC's response - including Regional Councillors, the Board of HBRIC, staff 

seconded to HBRIC, iwi and their reps, local government, non governmental organisations, 

commercial entities and individuals.  

6. Description of the process of engagement with Councillors in the development of the 

response  by HBRC to the interim decision and how you arrived at the view that this was 

both adequate and appropriate.

Cr Rick Barker

19/05/2014 OIR-14-025 Completed ? within your "delegated authority" in making a submission to the EPA Board of Inquiry on 

their Interim decision.

Answers to the following questions under the Official Information Act: 1. Did you believe 

you were acting under your "delegated authority" as 'Acting Chief Executive' when you 

submitted the 7th May material to the EPA?

2. Did the Regional Council vote at any time on whether such a submission should be made 

and, if so, when?

Individual

1/05/2014 OIR-14-024 Completed HBRC financial info, being: 1. current level of external borrowings 2. current level of internal 

borrowings 3. proportion of rates revenue charged to service debt for of last 5 rating years 

and 4. relative $ amounts 5. interest rate used to calculate debt servicing content of rates 

charged 6. actual interest rate paid on external borrowings for each year 7. total amount of 

interest paid on external borrowings for each of last 5 years 8. projected level of borrowings 

from each external & internal source for next 5 years

A Better Hawke's Bay

28/03/2014 OIR-14-020 Completed Napier Gisborne Rail Individual

15/04/2014 OIR-14-023 Completed Various information in relation to the wastewater discharges from the Waipawa, Waipuk 

and Otane ww treatment plants

Individual

4/04/2014 OIR-14-022 Completed Data request for breakdown of investment made by  HBRC and Landowners over the last 25 

years  regarding 1) Flood protection, 2) Possum Control, 3) Regional Landcare scheme , 4) 

New pest control projects

Individual

1/04/2014 OIR-14-021 Completed Consent applications or Pre applications from Tag Oil Journalist

22/03/2014 OIR-14-019 Completed Haumoana Groyne System

1. Does council agree that this is the geomorphological process taking place?

2. Is council monitoring these impacts?

3. Does council consider the impacts need to be evaluated?

4. Does council consider there is need for concern over the erosion caused in the river 

mouth?

5. Does council believe there is a need for mitigation of these effects?

Individual

18/03/2014 OIR-14-018 Completed requested a copy of

brief provided to Deloitte for work to examine RWS 

brief provided to Nimmon-Bell for work to examine alternatives to dam

any further info provided to either regarding these projects

Green Party

8/03/2014 OIR-14-017 Completed 2-3060 Paeroa Drainage Class B

What is this levy or scheme for?

What area in Wairoa does it cover?

A summary of the total levy collected for this scheme?

A list as to what work if any the Council has paid for under this levy in recent time?

Individual

6/03/2014 OIR-14-016 Completed Seeking a more recent map showing the full permit area which apparently encroaches right 

down into Napier City/

Guardians of the Aquifer

5/03/2014 OIR-14-015 Completed The results of recent PM10 monitoring at Tiaho School in Wairoa NCIF Wairoa
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4/03/2014 OIR-14-014 Completed How much has HBRC spent on: 1-resource consents associated with RWSS proposal; 2-

 RWSS proposal; 3-Tukituki Plan Change proposal; 4- Tukituki Catchment proposal.

How much has HBRIC Ltd spent on: 1- resource consents associated withRWSS proposal; 2- 

the RWSS proposal; 3- the Tukituki Plan Change proposal; 4- the Tukituki Catchment 

proposal?

How much has HBRC spent on the board of inquiry process associated with the Tukituki 

Catchment Proposal, Tukituki Plan Change & RWSS?

How much has HBRIC Ltd spent on the board of inquiry process associated with the Tukituki 

Catchment Proposal, Tukituki Plan Change & RWSS?

Green Party

3/03/2014 OIR-14-013 Completed How many Incident response officers HBRC have and on average (per month and annually) 

how many incident reports HBRC has

Individual

24/02/2014 OIR-14-011 Completed The release of HBRIC ltd CEO Salary increase Crs Graham Barker Belford and Bevan

19/02/2014 OIR-14-010 Completed joint reports that were completed from the East Coast Oil and Gas study last year between 

Hasting District Council HBRC and Government (MBEI)

Guardians of the Aquifer

18/02/2014 OIR-14-009 Completed All climate station locations and parameters Individual

17/02/2014 OIR-14-008 Completed Rainfall for the Awanui sub catchment Individual

10/02/2014 OIR-14-007 Completed The 2010 Air Emissions Inventory (AEI) and incident reports of outdoor burning for the 

purpose of compiling a dioxin update for MfE. 

MfE

7/02/2014 OIR-14-006 Completed Oct 2013 - Jan 2014 Rainfall at Doneraille Park Individual

23/01/2014 OIR-14-005 Completed RWSS/TTPC data supply to Lincoln University re Big N Project Individual

4/02/2014 OIR-14-004 Completed January rainfall for 3 sites in CHB Individual

3/02/2014 OIR-14-003 Completed Waipoapoa rainfall 2013 and 2014 to date Individual

10/01/2014 OIR-14-002 Completed All correspondence from any NZ territorial or regional authority to the chief executive or 

acting chief executive of Hawkes Bay Regional Council and any replies to such 

correspondence between 14 July 2013 and 14th October 2013

Individual

1/01/2014 OIR-14-001 Completed all correspondence and information the council holds related to Chevron Journalist

18/12/2013 OIR-13-100 Completed Two reports from February 2013 and May 2013 mentioned in the GNS letter dated 28 

February 2013

Individual

11/12/2013 OIR-13-098 Completed latest test results from the monthly monitoring of Makaretu River upstream and down 

stream of the discharge

Individual

10/12/2013 OIR-13-097 Completed Details of speeding and parking tickets and fines for Council owned vehicles Dominion Post Journalist

4/12/2013 OIR-13-096 Completed over-due in their rates bills info Dominion Post Journalist

28/11/2013 OIR-13-095 Completed The GNS science letter report 2012/151LR provided to the Council by GNS around February 

this year that superceded the original version dated 21 August 2012 “Defining Groundwater 

management zones using particle tracking for Ruataniwha plains HB

Individual

12/11/2013 OIR-13-094 Completed details of all overseas travel undertaken by HBRC and HBRIC staff and Councillors HB Today Journalist

12/11/2013 OIR-13-093 Completed names, job titles and annual salaries of all staff employed by HBRC and HBRIC currently 

earning more than $100,000 per annum

HB Today Journalist

11/11/2013 OIR-13-092 Completed Poukawa, a copy of the conditions prepared by 13B Whitchester Trust

7/11/2013 OIR-13-091 Completed Copy of the response provided to Eugenie Sage regarding her LGOIMA request to Council 

dated 7/10/2013 

HB Today Journalist

6/11/2013 OIR-13-090 Completed Request for  shapefiles and raster datasets used by Husam as follows:

1)Boundaries of the model (shapefile delineating the impermeable boundaries of the 

model);

2)Rivers shapefile; and

3)DEM

Individual

29/10/2013 OIR-13-089 Completed Council’s Chart of Accounts NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

18/10/2013 OIR-13-088 Completed a list of all HBRC water consent holders recently sent letters detailing the required water 

meter verification to be completed by June 30 2014

Individual

21/10/2013 OIR-13-087 Transferred All documents relating to the 1080 deployed in the area around the Ruataniwha dam site in 

October of this year

Individual

21/10/2013 OIR-13-086 Completed  All advice, briefings, reports, and correspondence relating to the price charged per cubic 

metre for water from the Ruataniwha dam since 1 March 2013.

Individual

17/10/2013 OIR-13-085 Completed Request for table of soil types and areas for the Ruataniwha Individual

8/10/2013 OIR-13-084 Completed Request for 5 publications - Ruataniwha Plains water resources report, Ruataniwha Plains 

water resources investigations, The Tukituki river catchment water and soil resource 

management plan, Ruataniwha Plains conceptual hydrogeological model, Groundwater-

surface water interacitons along the Waipawa River, Ruataniwha Plains, Hawke's Bay

Aqualinc Research Ltd

10/10/2013 OIR-13-083 Completed All reports relating to the impact on drinking water quality of the Ruataniwha Dam, Plan 

Change 6 or the Tukituki Catchment Proposal

Individual

11/10/2013 OIR-13-082 Completed All correspondence from any NZ territorial or regional authority to the chief executive or 

acting chief executive of Hawkes Bay Regional Council and any replies to such 

correspondence between 14 July 2013 and 14th October 2013

Individual

4/10/2013 OIR-13-081 Completed Access to the results of the particle tracking model developed for the Ruataniwha basin Individual

7/10/2013 OIR-13-080 Completed attendance at any overseas conferences, workshops related to water or irrigation since 1 

January 2012 and meetings that briefed potential offshore investors on the proposed 

Ruataniwha dam and irrigation scheme

Green Party

4/10/2013 OIR-13-079 Completed copy of email send by FK regarding 403 Karamu Road Earnshaw Holdings Ltd

3/10/2013 OIR-13-078 Completed All correspondence between the Hawkes Bay Regional Council and Minister of Conservation 

Nick Smith (including his office), NIWA, and GNS Science regarding the Ruataniwha Dam 

project. and Internal briefing notes regarding concerns about the Ruataniwha Dam project 

including but not restricted to its impact on water quality and aquatic life.

Individual

28/02/2014 OIR-14-012 Completed Titles & Dates of any economic reports relating to RWSS

HBRC contribution to Irrigation NZ conference

Green Party

1/10/2013 OIR-13-077 Completed This consulatant has been requested by Fish and Game NZ to provide hydrologic consulting 

services including preparation of a brief for the upcoming EPA Board of Inquiry, request is 

for a vast amount of data

Individual

1/10/2013 OIR-13-076 Completed Data used by Chris Corneilson (Cawthron) to model the effects of the proposed plan change 

on coastal and estuarine water quality

Individual

30/09/2013 OIR-13-075 Completed DOC document which was critical of the Dam & GNS document prepared for the 

HBRC

Individual

30/09/2013 OIR-13-074 Completed Tonkin and Taylor. 2011, Development of a synthetically extended Makaroro at Burnt 

Bridge flow record

Fish and Game

30/09/2013 OIR-13-073 Completed Stream Diversion compliance Individual

30/09/2013 OIR-13-072 Completed rainfall data Fish and Game

29/09/2013 OIR-13-071 Completed council credit cards NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

29/09/2013 OIR-13-070 Completed Council spending on web design NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

26/09/2013 OIR-13-069 Completed Correspondence between the council & GNS/NIWA/ and internal Green Party

26/09/2013 OIR-13-068 Completed Consent for seawall at Clifton, application information Individual

24/09/2013 OIR-13-067 Completed has there been Correspondence between the council & DOC/MinisterC/ MPI & 

Minister PI

SKM

20/09/2013 OIR-13-066 Withdrawn Correspondence between the council & DOC/MinisterC/ MPI & Minister PI Individual

19/09/2013 OIR-13-065 Withdrawn Ruataniwha Water Storage Scheme Correspondence between the council and 

vairious parties

Individual

16/09/2013 OIR-13-064 Completed flow data for Makaroro at Burnt Bridge Aqualinc Research Ltd

16/09/2013 OIR-13-063 Completed bore details (mainly depth and screen info) for the following bores SKM

16/09/2013 OIR-13-062 Completed bore details (eg location, depth, whether a bore log is available or not etc) for all the 

bores within a 5 km radius of this easting/northing :1936555, 5603569

Individual

13/09/2013 OIR-13-061 Transferred Consent for seawall at Clifton, application information Individual

11/09/2013 OIR-13-060 Completed bore data for the lower Tukituki Individual

11/09/2013 OIR-13-059 Completed Information in relation to complaint re no authorisation on election hoardings Individual

11/09/2013 OIR-13-058 Completed data behind the WUA curves for the upper and lower Tukituki and temperature data Individual
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22/08/2013 OIR-13-057 Completed the email that went to staff advising staff protocols around candidates and 

campaigning during the election period

Individual

4/09/2013 OIR-13-056 Completed S42A reports and CD for all WW discharges Fonterra

9/09/2013 OIR-13-055 Completed Consented Water takes, Point Source Discharges, Groundwater information & 

Proposed storage information

Individual

9/09/2013 OIR-13-054 Completed copy of any material, briefings or guidelines to HBRC staff regarding maintaining 

political neutrality during the current election

Individual

6/09/2013 OIR-13-053 Completed full results from the 'anonoymous staff survey' Individual

7/09/2013 OIR-13-052 Completed mean daily flow series for the river flow Individual

8/07/2013  OIR-13-051  Completed Flow records for the Managaonuku at Argyl Rd gauging site and Mangaonuku Fish and Game

5/09/2013  OIR-13-050  Completed Data Request Fish and Game

16/10/2012 OIR-12-028 Completed electronic copies of Annual Reports Individual

15/10/2012 OIR-12-029 Completed earthquake prone Individual

23/10/2012 OIR-12-030 Completed Plants and costs Journalist

15/02/2013 OIR-13-007 Completed compliances figures Individual

21/02/2013 OIR-13-008 Completed Prosecution/Enforcement/ hotline Individual

8/03/2013 OIR-13-009 Completed monitoring of abandoned petroleum wells George Weston Foods (NZ) Ltd 

18/03/2013 OIR-13-010 Completed contaminated sites register & consents within a 1km radius Green Party

19/03/2013 OIR-13-011 Completed Ngaruroro native birds monitoring data URS

26/03/2013 OIR-13-012 Completed 2010 election candidate expenses/costs Forest and Bird

2/04/2013 OIR-13-013 Completed 2010 -2013 total $ paid to local passenger transport providers, subsidies per 

passenger, beneficiaries and super gold card passenger numbers.  

HB Today Journalist

12/04/2013 OIR-13-014 Completed Tukituki catchment water use records Individual

29/04/2013 OIR-13-015 Completed discharge and coastal discharge query Individual

31/07/2012 OIR-13-016 Completed Wayne church costs Green Party

9/05/2013 OIR-13-017 Completed Water Quality Tests Results from Red bridge and any other sites up stream of Red 

bridge

Journalist

14/05/2013 OIR-13-018 Completed Copy of letters from HDC & NCC mayors re RWSS Individual

9/05/2013 OIR-13-019 Completed all abatement notices, enforcement notices and any other actions the council has 

taken in relation to water takes over the past summer

Individual

7/06/2013 OIR-13-020 Completed HBRIC Expression Of Interest, communications and Personal information Journalist

16/06/2013 OIR-13-021 Completed Correspondence between WW & Paul Hursthouse Clifton fishing club Individual

21/05/2013 OIR-13-022 Completed employment agencies engaged by the council, costs, recruitment numbers Individual

20/06/2013 OIR-13-023 Completed GNS Science (a7 Dam) correspondence, reports and list of questions Individual

5/06/2013 OIR-13-024 Completed Country Calendar farmer consent Radio NZ Journalist

23/06/2013 OIR-13-025 Completed HBRC/HBRIC monies spent to promote the Scheme over FY 2012/13, and budgeted 

for 2013/14

Individual

29/06/2013 OIR-13-026 Completed NZ police TRN, many parties have been registered since the party register scheme 

started

Individual

26/06/2013 OIR-13-027 Completed List of and contact details for Ratepayer groups, Chambers of Commerce & 

publications used for advertisements within HBRC boundaries

Individual

7/07/2013 OIR-13-028 Completed provision of updated data for F&G re Plan change 6 NZ Taxpayers Union Inc

8/07/2013 OIR-13-029 Completed Water Conservation Order for the Ngaruroro River, tech reports and allocation Fish and Game

9/07/2013 OIR-13-030 Completed How the council decided which groups completed each report for the dam. How 

much was each paid for each report & map showing the 42,000 ha impacted by 

irrigation from the dam

Fish and Game

9/07/2013 OIR-13-031 Completed consent holders in the 10 to 20 litre / second group Fairfax Media

12/07/2013 OIR-13-032 Completed councilor remuneration Individual

14/07/2013 OIR-13-033 Completed Expenses of Councillors Individual

14/07/2013 OIR-13-034 Completed Dairy effluent discharges enforcement action Individual

15/07/2013 OIR-13-035 Completed 2011-12 & 2012-13 costs for various Operational expenses Journalist

17/07/2013 OIR-13-036 Completed Public Internet domain names,  moderation policy, bilingual name   Individual

25/07/2013 OIR-13-037 Completed All the studies/reports on the Ruataniwha water storage project which have not been 

released to the public

NZ Maori Internet Society

29/07/2013 OIR-13-038 Completed Remuneration package of Interim Chief Executive, role and key performance 

indicators, timeframes, investment company's managing director's remuneration & 

AN’s key performance indicators.

Fairfax Media

1/08/2013 OIR-13-039 Completed Quality of water in rivers, lakes and recreational coastal areas, number and type of 

complaints lodged with the Council regarding water bodies , and "no data" question 

HB Today Journalist

11/08/2013 OIR-13-040 Completed Council’s electricity usage Individual

14/08/2013 OIR-13-041 Completed Papanui Stream catchment,  effluent from the Otane treatment Local Government New Zealand

21/08/2013 OIR-13-042 Completed dairy effluent offending Individual

28/08/2013 OIR-13-043 Completed consents, permits on gravel extraction from the Bridge Pa area Journalist

29/08/2013 OIR-13-044 Completed air quality monitoring PM10 results Individual

27/08/2013 OIR-13-045 Completed A list of all contracts, completed or otherwise, for research on the Ruataniwha 

dam/Tukituki catchment. Any letter reports received and not made public, All 

modeling for the Ruataniwha dam/Tukituki catchment generated by NIWA and GNS

Individual

30/08/2013 OIR-13-046 Withdrawn Data request Fairfax Media

2/09/2013 OIR-13-047 Completed (Surplus Funds Distribution) Empowering Act 1999 - statistical information about the 

distribution of the funds

Fish and Game

4/09/2013 OIR-13-048 Completed database of the outstanding 20L/sec & over takes incl phone numbers Individual

2/09/2013 OIR-13-049 Completed provision of updated GIS shape files Individual

19/06/2012 OIR-12-003 Completed Green Party

20/06/2012 OIR-12-004 Completed Green Party

21/06/2012 OIR-12-002 Completed Green Party

10/07/2012 OIR-12-005 Completed Trustees Executors Limited 

16/07/2012 OIR-12-006 Completed court cases Environmental Defence Society 

13/07/2012 OIR-12-007 Completed Dam Project      Seafield Farm HB Ltd 

17/07/2012 OIR-12-008 Completed Individual

10/07/2012 OIR-12-009 Completed Chevron Hyderabad Road Individual

23/07/2012 OIR-12-010 Completed s107(2) RMA Journalist

31/07/2012 OIR-12-011 Completed cleanfil Green Party

1/08/2012 OIR-12-012 Completed clarified cleanfill Chen Palmer

21/08/2012 OIR-12-012 Completed Chevron Hyderabad Road - BL coms Chen Palmer

3/08/2012 OIR-12-013 Completed Chevron Hyderabad Road Individual

3/08/2012 OIR-12-014 Completed Credit card details Russell McVeagh

8/08/2012 OIR-12-015 Completed citizenship ceremonies Dominion Post Journalist

22/08/2012 OIR-12-016 Completed consents, wells, HAIL, Flood, Erosion Green Party 

3/09/2012 OIR-12-017 Completed Chevron Hyderabad Road Individual

2/08/2012 OIR-12-018 Completed Resource consents/ Scientific reports - water Individual

12/09/2012 OIR-12-019 Completed criticisms, concerns and objections to the Ruataniwha Water Storage Scheme Ngati Kahungunu Iwi Incorporated 

26/09/2012 OIR-12-020 Completed All correspondence HBRC's executive team and other parties in which criticisms and 

objections to the Ruataniwha Water Storage Project are discussed, over a period 

encompassing the last six months

Individual

8/10/2012 OIR-12-021 Completed implementation of the NPSFM Individual

10/10/2012 OIR-12-022 Completed CHBDC WW docs Green Party

18/10/2012 OIR-12-023 Completed HAIL lists Journalist

23/10/2012 OIR-12-024 Completed Cost of marketing and Coms Journalist

23/10/2012 OIR-12-025 Completed Dairy Farm compliance HB Today Journalist

23/10/2012 OIR-12-026 Completed Most recent 3 monthly and 2012 year end reports from HB Tourism Journalist

16/10/2012 OIR-12-027 Completed the briefing report on which Council staff decided 'that it could exercise its discretion 

under Section 79(1)(a) and 82(3) of the Act and make a decision …'

Napier Tourism Association

25/10/2012 OIR-12-031 Completed Staff credit cards, statements, totals Journalist

25/10/2012 OIR-12-032 Completed Noise Complaints Journalist

31/10/2012 OIR-12-033 Completed Rates outstanding Dominion Post Journalist
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31/10/2012 OIR-12-034 Completed copies of all formal complaints laid against the mayor and/or councillors Dominion Post Journalist

1/11/2012 OIR-12-035 Completed details of every safety incident involving council employees and/or members of the 

public at council facilities in the past 2011/12  financial year

Dominion Post Journalist

1/11/2012 OIR-12-036 Completed Water Meter regulations Dominion Post Journalist

24/10/2012 OIR-12-037 Completed computer policy and social media policy breaches Green Party

2/11/2012 OIR-12-038 Completed LUI data, number of farmers in irrigated areas of water storage scheme Dominion Post Journalist

22/08/2012 OIR-12-039 Completed Parking warden abuse Individual

22/11/2012 OIR-12-040 Completed Copy of HB Tourism Mission Statement as at May 2011 Dominion Post Journalist

23/11/2012 OIR-12-041 Completed Water permits, which need to be metered by a verified means Napier Tourism Association

31/12/2012 OIR-12-042 Completed information sent or received  in 2012 relating to prostitution sent to the New Zealand 

First party and its MP Asenati Lole Taylor or her office.

Individual

7/01/2013 OIR-12-043 Completed the briefing report on which Council staff decided 'that it could exercise its discretion 

under Section 79(1)(a) and 82(3) of the Act and make a decision …'

NZ Newswire

21/01/2013 OIR-12-044 Completed Most recent HB Tourism quarterly report HB Today Journalist

29/01/2013 OIR-13-001 Completed HB Tourism quarterly reports Napier Tourism Association

30/01/2013 OIR-13-002 Completed WP130003T - NZ Energy corporation seismic surveying  consent Mission B&B on the Avenue

30/01/2013 OIR-13-003 Completed Bilingual names, website content & Strategy Journalist

11/02/2013 OIR-13-004 Completed breaches of consents NZ Maori Internet Society

11/02/2013 OIR-13-005 Completed Stats relating to Rangitikei and Taupo area units contained within RC boundaries Green party 

11/02/2013 OIR-13-006 Completed Council expenditure on vehicles, travel, accommodation & Legal costs Individual


